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1. Statement of the Problem 
Suppose an experimenter.ha.s .. obtained .. as . .the result.of an experiment, 
k means, each based upon 1i1 observatious,.and.that he is willing to 
assume that they are sample.s fx.om. normal populations with common unknown 
variance. 
i = 1, 2, 
That is, xij are independeut.ly distributed as 
2 N(µ,, cr ), 
1 
, k; j = 1, 2, . , , , , n, Having now x1 , X2 , , , , , 
~' he desires a procedure which,.in an unambiguous way will give him 
·(with a reasonable. chance of .. being correct) . the pat tern in the lJ • IS' 
1 
By this it is meant that the.experimenter asks for some procedure to give 
him q ~ k groups, such that the means in any one group are not 
appreciably different from each other. 
The problem is not. one. oLc.lassification in .. the strictest sense, 
because the experimenter.does.no.t.know. a.prior.i.how .. many .populations he 
must discriminate between; theJ::e .. can. be anywhere. fr.om 1 t.o k of them. 
Formally, let us . take the. fol.lowing. f.ormulation. as a reasonable ap-
.proximation to the situation: Let 
2 
distributed as N(µi' cr) and let 
x1 , x2 , , • • ., xk be independently 
s 2 be an.estimate of cr 2 , indepen-
2 2 
dent of the Xi's, with .vs /.a distributed as 2 X .(v). For.some q ~ k, 
there is a set 11. 1 , 11. 2 , ••• , "q 
. 2 
statistic H(X1 , x2 , , •. , , -~, s ) 
1 
such that eaeh is some A., 
J 
is sought which will discern the 
A 
>-/s· This is essentially the formulation given by Plackett (15); 
however, we shall. not necessar.ily take as the . .primary goal the esti-
mation of the as he does. The .. firs,t objective .is. to determine q 
and which µi's belong. together., ···after which it may be of interest to 
estimateperhaps.some of the " .. J 
2 
There are several procedures the experimentermight .. consider using, 
and he would probably first try.,.some .. of the more. commonly, known. multiple 
cdmparison techniques. Prior to .. applying any formal procedure, however, 
it seems likely that hewould.rank.the k means according to their 
magnitude, perhaps even plot.ting them to get a loek a.t,.their arrangement. 
Let. ·us. assume that .this has been done, -and now- the experimenter wants to 
determine if thepattern ob.served (or tentatively hypothesized) is sup-
ported by further analysis. 
2. Procedures Which Do Not Effect Unique Groupings 
To implement the. techniques to be discussed below., assume that the 
experimenter employs. the rankii.ng and under..lining method, whereby series 
of underlinings are made under the ranked means wi.th .. the interpretation 
that any group of means wi.th, a . continuous line under them are to be con-
sidered not significan,tly dd..f.fe,rent from one. another. 
2.1 Fisher's LSD 
Originally proposed b.y R. A. Fisher (8.) in 1935-, .this test consists 
of initially. testing for non,-homogeneity among the means-- with an F-tes.t. 
If the F-test provides evidenc.e .of·.non,,-homogene:ity.of·.the means, one then 
proceeds· to the second stage, .ethe,rwise all means are declared not. sig-
nificantly different from each .othe.r. At the second s.tage, the mean 
3 
differences are tested pairwise with a series oft-tests. If the k 
mean!3 are a,11 based on the same number,of observations, say n, .then the 
t-tests can be implemented by computing the least significant difference, 
LSD = h!n x s x ta./ 2 (k(n-1)), 
and comparing the observed-mean differences with the LSD. Consider the 
following data presented as an example in Snedeeor and Cochran (17) from 
a one-way classification experiment. Four classifications are used with 
six observations taken in each class. The data and pertinent statistics 





DATA FRO~ A ONE-WAY CLASSIFICATION EXAMPLE 
TAKEN FROM SNEDECOR AND COCHRAN 
1 2 3 
64 78 75 
72 91 93 
68 97 78 
77 82 71 
56 85 63 
~5 77 76 









Mean Square ~etwee11 Classes= 545.3 with 3 degrees of freedom. 
M:ean Square Within Classes·"" 100.9 with 20 degrees.· of freedom. 
Fcal = 5,40 with 3 and 20 degrees of freedom; F. 01 (3,20) = 4.94. 
LSD. 05 (20) = /100,9/3 x 2.086 = 12.1. 
4 
The F-test prov;l,.des strong evidence that the observed means do not 
all belong to the same populijtion, and one .th-eref ore proceeds to step 2. 
The mei:l,ns are ranked ,!;tnd plotted on.a horizontal scale, and the differ-
ences computed and compared with the LSD, The significant differences 
according to the LSD criterion are indicated by the underlinings as in 
Figure 1. One concludes that Class 4 is not different from Class 1, 
but is different frotll Class 3 and Class 2; Class l is different from 
Class 2; and Class 3 is not different from Class 2, 
(4) (1) (3) (2) 
~ 615 1b · ® 7 § ® ab fs 
1---------10-------~--1-~-4~---1--------9-------1 
Figure l, Results of the .05 level LSD test 
It is now apparent that th~ ori~inal goal of the experimenter has 
not been met, in that an uP.al!lbiguous grouping of the means has not been 
obtained; for example, from a, grouping standpo:;i..nt, the .05 level LSD 
would assign Cla~s; 1 to two different groups. In.other words, the pro-
cedure teJ,.ls. U!"J that x4 and :x3 are probably samples from populations 
having diffe+ent means, bu.t it does not give any indication as to which 
of the two populations x1 belpngs, One might consider overcoming this 
difficulty by testing only the differences between adjacent ranked means. 
5 
Any significant gaps found would be .the b.reakin.g points. between g_roups. 
However, a problem is also encounte:i:edhere. Returning to the example, 
if only adjacent .diff.e.un<;.es. -SZ~, .tes.ted, then a.t the . 05 level of signif-
icance, no significant breaks would be declared, andonly one group 
would -,:e1;:iult, the whole sample, Yet, the?;"e a:re differences within the 
group that ,;1.re s:i,gnifica,nt by the .05 level LSD, if further testing is 
done. 
It appeat;'s that part of the problem arises from the fact that with 
the LSD procedure, all differences are tested wi.th the same value, 
whereas· all differences are not the same·, on the· aver.age. Consider 
repeated sampling with samples 1:>:I: size 4 from a standard normal distri-
bution. The expected di.f-ferenc.es of the ordered observations are (see 
Table XIX, Appendix) 
E(X(2)-X(l)) = ,7324 
E(X(3)-X(2)) = ~5940 
E(X(4)-x(3)) = .7324 
E(X(3)..-X(l)) = 1,3264 
E(X(4)-x(2)) = 1.3264 E(X(4fx(l)) = 2.0588 
while in a sample oj; she 2, E(X(2)-X(l)) = 1.1284. Taking the expected 
differencei, ai;; a11 ind;i.cat:i.on of what happens on the average, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the adjacent differences would be less 
likely to be found s:i.gn;ificant than other differences- and that the 
difference x(4)-X(l) .wou;l,d be found significant mo.re often than it 
ought to be, even in-null experiments, Thus, one would be faced with 
the dilemma above tnore often than he would like. In experiments where 
the true differences are large, of course, there is no problem; all 
differences would .be almost certainly declared significant. Furthermore, 
by performing the a-level F-test first, one is allowing himself, on 
6 
the av~rage, in most lOOe1.% of the null experiments to make the Type I 
error of declaring x - x . max min erroneously significant, and, moreover, 
in null experiments, each pair of the unranked means has the same chance 
of being x - x . 
ma;x; min 
'l'he pers:i,.sting question is, IIIn how many of the 
non-null experimeµts are real adjacent differences not being detected?" 
2.2 Studentized Range Q-method 
I, 
This method, called the Q-method by Snedecor and Cochran (17), and 
referred to by Steel and Torrie (18) as Tukey's W-procedure (20), is 
similar to Fishe'l:"'s LSD method,.but is based on the distribution of the 
student:i.zed range. Firstthe preliminary F-test is abandoned, and then 
the problem of making the Type I-error of declaring x - x max ·min signif-
icant too often is remedied by comparing all differences :with the null 
sampling distr:i,.bution of the studentized range. This is a two-parameter 
distribution, the parameters being the sample.size n and the degrees of 
freedom V of the studentizing.statistic SX, To implement the proce-
dure, one determines the.critical a_.,.level value of Q = (x -x . ) Is-max min X 
for the particular values of n and v. The criterton W = Q x s- is x 
then computed, and all differancesgreater.than W are declared signifi-
cant at the level a.. For the data of Table I, w. 05 (4) = Q, 05 (4,20) x 
4.1 = 16.2. The results of the ,OS-level test.a.re .shown in Figure 2, on 
the next page. 
(4) 











Figu:re 2, Result;s of the ,05 level Q-test 
7 
Again, the O;l;'iginal goal of the exper;imenter has not been attained; for 
example, "'l'o which g:i:-oup does Cl.ass 3 belong?" It will not do to test 
only adjacent differences either, because, to offset the protection 
afforded by a preliminary F-test, the Q-method is more conservative 
than the LSD when testing c1,djacent dif.ferences, and, in fact, is a 
conservative test (with respect to Type I errors) when applied to any 
difference other than x - x .. ma.:x mJ.n Hence,. one is again faced with the 
susp:i,c:ion that too maay adjacent real differences are declared not 
significant. 
Neither the LSP nor.the Q-method deal with .the logical inconsis-
tency of declaring.a significc:lnt.c;lif.ference and.yet .retaining the 
original null hypothesis :fior further testing. Consider a one-way 
experiment hav:i,ng four levelS;J, and assume that the class me.ans have.been 
computed and ranked .. Suppose one.begins with some difference, say 
x(3) - X(Z) and finds th:i.s difference significant. By declaring signifi-
canc:.e, he is, in fact, discarding.the null hypothesis that J.l = J.l = 1 2 
µ 3 = µ4; For any.further testing among X(l)' X(Z)' X(3)' or x( 4)' .he 
must now take a new tentative null hypothesis of the form, "The two 
smaller means are a sample from.the same population, and .the two larger 
8 
means are a sample from the same popu,la.tion, and the .two populations are 
not the same." For larger g:r;qup sizes;, if significances are found at 
this stage, then. the tentat-ive.qull h,ypothesis should.be changed again, 
and so on. No reference to.this phenomenon.has been found in thelite.ra-
ture, and it i1;3 apparei:itly not .regarded as .a .serious :-problem by most, but 
it is difficult to see how one .c.an .avoid dealing .. with it whenever. the 
situation requires more than one.test.and/or decision tobe made. It 
may be argued that the LSD .and .the Q-method ar.e nons.equenti.a.l tests-.,.,tha.t 
the testing at any stage does not depend .. on .the. results of previous 
tests, but this is invalid, .. for .it is impossib.J.e to per.form two or .more 
tests simultaneously. They cannot be ph:ysically performed in any 
manner other than .sequentialiy. 
The next two proceliures to be dis.cussed do take.into account the 
"changing nu;Ll hypothesis" aspect of the. problem, .. although. this particu..., 
lar feature is not generally.emphasized in discussions of them. 
2. 3 Student-Newman,,..,I<,eu,ls .Sequential Studentized 
i 
Range Procedµre (SNK) 
This procedu,re, commonly cal.led.the Newma.n,.,,Keu,ls.p.rocedure, is 
multistage and is cur.rent.ly carried .. out .. in a slightl.y -different way 
than proposed by eit;her Newm~n (JA) or Keuls (:Ll). The procedure. is 
implemented by r~nking the means and. tes.t.ing the ob.served studentized 
range <x<n) - xO.)) /sx v;i.a compa.rison with the null sampling distri . ..., 
bution of this statistic in a sample of size n. .lf .significance is 
found, one proceed,s to test (X(n-1) - x(l))/sx and (X(n) - x(2))/5x 
with the appropriate distribution :f;or n - l means. If both are de-
clared significant, the three n - 2 ranges ar.e tested, and so on. 
9 
If, however, a non,,.,significant range is found at any stage, all ranges. 
included within that range are declared not significant. The under-
lining technique is then usually a.p.p.lied with the usual interpretations. 
Newman, at the suggestion of 'Student', was the first to tabulate 
the percentage points of the studentized range and to advocate its.use 
in conjunction with the Analysis of Variance. The sequence of test.ing 
he proposed was determined by .. deleting the "most. divergent''. mean or means 
whenever the. range was .declared signi-ficant. Keu-Ls, .. on -the other hand, 
proposed that the sequence of testing be done in two ma.in parts. In .the 
first part, the. sequence would. be determined by.e.lim;Lna.t;i..ug- the smallest 
mean of.a ranked.group each time. In the second part, the sequence 
would be determined by eliminating, .. each time, the largest mean of a 
ranked group. Presumably,. if the underlining technique is applied, and 
the same stopping rule that is.now. used is applied, the same set of 
underlinings.would result as those. given by the current procedure. It. 
is interesting to note that Keuls suggested that,. in .. agricultural experi-
ments, at least, the.primary interest of the experimenter is often in 
answering the question, "What.is the grouping?", and although he did 
not claim that.the procedure provided.the answer,.he hinted that it 
could be useful. in such an. endeavor. The SNK proce.dur.e. can be helpful 
in providing a partial answer, but it should be.observed that the pro-
cedure.can also give.ambiguous results when applied. as a grouping de-
tection procedure. Applying. the SNK.procedure to the da.ta of Table I, 
one .. ~omputes. w. 05 (4) = 16.2 and w. 05 (3) = 14.7, and obtains the 
results shown in Figure 3 on the next page. 
10 
(4) (1) (3) (2) 
t • I 
60 65 70 75 80 85 
1--------10 ...... ----...,.-.., 1-... --4-----1-------9-------~ I 
Figure 3. Results of the .OS-level SNK Test 
In this particular e:x:am:ple, one arrives at ... the &.ame conclusions as ob-
tained with the Q-method, and CQneiequently, with the.same ambiguities 
with respect to the goal.of -det~rmi~ing the grouping. 
2. 4 Duncan's Mul tiP,le Rang.e Procedure (DMR) 
l'he DMR. procedure proposed by Duncan {6) is identical to the SNK 
procedure, with the exception that.a single .a-level is not used 
throughout the test. J:nstead,at the kth stage when groups of 
n - k + l means are b~ing tested, the a-level used is .a(n - k + l) = 
1 - (1 - a) 0 - k. The use .of. thes.e "p...,meau significance levels" as 
proposed by Duncan, has generated a.great.deal.of debate,.and the argu-
ments pro and con w:J.11-not.,be .. discussed here, since.we are interested 
only in whether the proceduJ:?e .provides .an .answer to .. the grouping 
question. With regard to this, it is evident that .the.mm. procedure will 
also produce ambiguities. 
Other procedures whir;h ... wc;,uld ... have to be contained .. iu.:any discussion 
of multiple comparison procedures.include, as a.minimum: Tukey's 
Studentized Range S;i,multat1.eous .. Coufidence Interval PrQcedure, Sheffe' s 
11 
F-projections, Studentized Maximum.J1odules Pr.o.ce.dur.es, Dunnett's 
Treatments vs Control Procedures, Duncan's Multiple .. F .... test Procedure, 
the short-cut techniques of.Kurtz, Link,.Tukey, and Wallace, and the 
several nonparametric procedur.es. However, s.ince .. this discussion of 
~ultiple comparisons is limited to the grouping problem. aspect, descrip-
tions of the above procedures. will. not be. included, as. they do not 
appear to shed any further .. light,.on .. the solution .to the problem. 
All of the procedures .discussed .. to this.point employ .. the technique 
of ranking the observed. means.. Very little thought is .. needed before 
one.realizes that.the.observed ranking. does.not necessarily reflect the. 
1;:rue ranking of the populations of which the means.are a sample. The 
next procedures to bediscussed.deaL.with certain aspects of.the ranking 
problem • 
. 2.5 . Bechhofer, Dunnett, and. Sobel Procedures 
Bechhofer (3) and, in a later.paper, Bechhofer, Dunnett, and 
Sobel (4). attacked. the .. problem of selecting the best k .populations, 
s 
the next best k s-1 populations, • , the worst k1 populations for 
k means, (k. = k1 + k2 + .. 
2 
(µ., a.er ) 
l. l. 
distributions. 
+ k ), from (possibly) different normal 
s 
In the first paper, the a. 
l. 
and 2 er were 
assumed known, and in the second paper, the were.assumed known and 
2 er was assumed unknown. For the latter case, a. two,,..,stage.procedure is 
required;.however, in.both cases, the final step is that of ranking the 
observedmeans and.declaring the largest 
largest k next best,. and .. so. forth. 
s-1 
k means.best, the next 
s 
Thus, the procedures themselves 
consist essentially of. st~ing.-a .. decislion rule, and. then. evaluating the 
probabilities of incorrect decisdons (rankings.) .for various. alternatives. 
12 
It might appear at first glance that these procedures would be fertile 
ground for the solution of the grouping problem, but further reflection 
shows that they are applicable onl_y if the experimenter knows the k's 
beforehand; here, it is being assumed that he does not. 
3. Procedures Which Do Effect a Unique Grouping 
Up to now, the discussion has 9ealt with.procedures which can be 
readily discounted due to the fact that they fail to yield an unambigu-
ous grouping. The procedures to be discussed below; however, all satisfy 
the unique grouping requirement. The first two procedures essen-
tially non-statistical in nature. 
3.1 A Graphical Procedure 
This technique, proposed as an alternative to multiple comparison 
procedures by both Plackett and Nelder (15), consists of plotting the 
pairs (X(i)' ~1), where ~i is the expected value of the ith order 
statistic in a sample from the standard normal distribution, and X(i) 
is the ith of the ranked observed means, i = 1, 2, .•. , n. A series 
of parallel lines with slope l/s5c are. tried on the p:).otted values, and 
a judgement is made as to how many lines are needed for a reasonable fit. 
The number of parallel lines required is taken as the number of groups, 
and those points corresponding to a given line are taken to comprise 
.that group. The use of the procedure was illustrated by Plackett with 
data from an example by Duncan quoted earlier in the.paper by O'Neill 
and Wetherill (14), In the example, seven varieties of barley, A, B, C, 
D, E, F, and G were tested in a randomized block experiment with six 
blocks. The ranked variety.mean responses were: 
A 'F G D c B E 
49.6 58.1 61.0 61.5 67-.6 71.2 71.3 
and sX, the standa~d devia.Uon of a var.iety me.an..,.was. 3 .64 with 30 df. 
The graphing proced1,1r.e .y:i,.elded (in Nelder's opinion) the pattern shown 
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in Figure 4. If it is assumed th.~t the. observ..ed pattern .is representa-
t:i.ve of the truegro1,1ping .of the means, then the conclusion is that there 
are three groups: A l;,y itself; F, G, a:c,d D together; and C, B, and E 
together. 
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Figure 4. Results of the Graphical Procedure 
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This procedure has great appeal due to its simplicity; its chi$f 
d;lsadvantage lies in its subjective nature. Nelder presents some 
pertinent results concerning the variances and covariances of the quanti-
ties qi= (x(i+l)-x(i))/(t;i+l'""t;i) and of the residual quantities 
e = (X.-X) - ~.s-, but in spite of his utilization of these results, the 
i 1 1 X 
procedure remains largely subjective. It is conceiv.able that situations 
could arise whe:re d:i.ffe:t;"ent conclusions would be.ob.tained.depe.nding upon 
where one takes his starting point for breaking off the gr.oups, for 
example, starting with the smallest means or starting.with-the largest 
means. Even if the null .. sampling. distributions of the qi were de-
termined, one would be fac:ed with.both the starting point problem as 
well as the problem of the changing null hypothesis. If the procedure 
were expanded so as to .overcome these difficulties., it would lose its 
greatest asset, that of simplicity. 
3.2 One-dimensional Cluster Analysis 
This procedure has been advanced by some,.e.g. Plackett and 
Jolliffe (15), as a possible approach to the grouping problem. The 
essentials of a cluster.analysis for.one dimension.a.p.pear to be: 
(i) A set of observations. 
(ii) A measure of.di.stance between.-single points. 
(iii) A rule for.measuring distance from a.sing.le point to a 
group of points. 
(iv) An algorithm for determining how theg.roups are to be built 
up or broken down. 
Application of cluster analysis to the situation 0£ multiple comparisons 
with the usual metrics appears to accomplish little more than would be 
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accomplished by simply. looking at· the. data. Jell·iffe- suggested that 
taking the observed $igni:!;i.eance leveli of. the .gaps as. the metric 
might be u1;1eful; howe-ver., one .can see. difficulties with i.te.m ,iii) above. 
Moreover, after the da.ta .. were,.s\:lbjected to the cluster analysis proce-
dure, even with the. sign;Lficance level metr.ic, i.t is not clear that 
definite conclusions would be reached. with an.y of .the, .clu.s.ter analysis 
algorithms in current use. 
The following procedure could .be termed.;semi.,,,.sta.tis.tical, in that a 
preliminary F...,test is to be, used. to determine if there .. is ... more than one 
group • 
. 3 •. 3 Mean Range Grouping Criterion 
This technique proposed by Ott.es tad (Hi) c.i.s esse:atially a decision 
.. rule for grouping the. means in. the event the overall. F,.,.test gives 
signif ic.ance. The criterion V n .,... E (Wn) I sX' where E.(Wn) is the 
expected range of .a sample of size n. from the standard normal, is 
foi::med, and group boundaries,ai::e then taken.to be x -v max n and X . +V • min n 
When this is done, one of.· four possibilities will occur: 
(i) xi+ v < x .,.. v ., and none. of the .means.· fall between. m n n - max n 
(ii) x - v < x . .+V n' and none of the means fall between. max n - nu.n 
(iii) x +v < xmax- vri' and none of the means fall between. min n 
(iv) xmax - v < X. i. + V· , and.none of the means .fall between. n m n n 
Presumably, in Cases (i) and (ii), two.groups.would.be. declared; in 
Case (i:i.i), three groups would .. be. declared; and in Case -(iv), one is 
faced with a serieuei problem, to.say the least. 
The most striking.feature .of this procedure.is its arbitrary 
chai::acter; no rationale. ;i.s .. offered. as to why Vn is a .reasonable 
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criterion, if indeed it is. The technique. is notrecommanded, since it 
.seems to of fer little advantag.e ov.er a completely sub Jective grouping 
and since no recommendations are given. to the. e.x:per.ime.n~-r for resolving 
the difficulty represented by Case {iv) •. 
The remainder of the px:ocedures. to be discussed could .. be classified 
as statistical procedures, in that they are presented .in the form of 
sequential significance testing. 
3,4 F~Test/Maximum Gap Sequential~ 
Ottestad (16) also proposed that it may he po,ssible. .to determine 
the grouping by performing the overall F-test, arid, if significant 
differences are implied, to take the strongly marked gaps as indication 
of the grouping. In order for this approach to be useful in p:racti,::e, it 
should be expanded somewhat.to sequential testing, and more definite 
recommendations in the event of a significant.E.,-test need to be given. 
A reasonable method might be to. proceed as follows-~ .. perform the overall 
F-test and if significance is found, take the break to be at the largest 
gap. For each of the two groups, repeat the procedure.for.the appropri-
ate sample sizes, and continue.;l..n this manner untilno more significant 
.F values are found, .. The. grouping. would then be. determined b.y the. breakP 
which were declared.ovi=r all stages . 
. The chief disadvantage.of.a test such .as this is.the computation 
involved for forming.the.E .ratios. Squares .. must.be summed each time, 
and computation of .sums.of squares .tends to.be regarded as cumbersome. 
For that reason. the procedu:i::e is .not .recommended. because the Range/Gap 
test to .be ,.discussed next is simpler to apply. 
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3.5 StudentizedRange/Maxim.um Gap Test 
Tukey (20) suggests that a test combining the null sampling distri-
bution properties of both the range and gaps would have merit. There 
are, undoubtedly, several ways of doing this, and one way would be to 
test the studentized range, and then test the studentized maximum gap 
for significance, if.a .significant range is found. A break would be 
declared only if the group. ''passes" both tests. This mode of testing is 
not recommended, however, becauseof the unsatisfactory state of affairs 
when one test gives significance and the other does not. What is pro-
posed instead is a,testing.procedure similar to the F/Gap test discussed 
above. One proceeds in. the same manner as befor,e., except that the 
studentized range is used in the place of an F ratio. The procedure will 
be investigated further .in later chapters for purposes of comparison with 
the studentized maximum gap procedure. 
3.6 Tukey's Gap-Straggler~variance Procedure 
This procedure as proposed by Tukey (-19.) has been described in 
various places (13) as "rather .. messy", "a. little lengthy", and "Rube 
Goldbergish", and. has been .. pronounced "entirely obsolete" by its own 
author.(20). There.are, .however, some points raised in the same refer-
ence which are not obsolete, and which have direct relevance to the 
grouping problem. In particular., Tukey noted .that there .are at least 
.three ways that a group of (ranked) ... means,.can:.exhib:it non'-'homogeneity: 
(i) There are noticeable gaps between adjacent means. 
(ii) When taken as a whole or in groups, some means .. straggle from 
the rest. 
(iii) The group has excess variability. 
Tukey designed the procedure to detect each of these three types of 
heterogeneity. A non-detailed description of the procedure is as 
follows: 
Step 1. Rank the means. 
Step 2. Test the differences of adjacent means .(gaps) with the LSD. 
Any significances found are taken as group boundaries, 
Step 3. In all the groups.formedr test.for .. stragg.lers(outliers), and 
break off those found from the groups, If any new groups are 
formed by the stragglers, reapply the straggler test until no 
new stragglers are found. 
Step 4. Apply an F,.,.testfor homogeneity to each.of.the.groups formed 
up to this point. 
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If at Step 4, some group is found tobe significantly variable, a con-
clusion such as, "These means do not belong with the others, but neither 
do they all belong together. 11 .would be made. 
Tukey's 1949 paper .. is significant for.i.;HaveraL:reas:ons. First, it 
gave respectability to the. idea. that an experimenter!s goal could be 
taken, in some cases, to be.that of finding the patt:ernor.determining 
the grouping and was. directly addressed to. that. problem ..... Secondly, as 
he later points out (20),although the particular procedure is obsolete, 
the use of gaps may no.t~berand.probablymerits further investigation. 
Finally, he suggested. that a .. procedure based on the distribution of the 
studentized maximum gap.might show some promise. 
His comments there and elsewhere have.been.taken as a starting point, 
and a sequential test procedurebased upon approximations.to the distri-
bution of the student;ized.maximum gap has been devised, The procedure is 
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outlined and briefly discussed .in· the next chapter.... !he mathematics and 
computing toaJ;"riveat th~ distributions are presented in Chapter III. 
In Chapter IV, the performance of the proposecil. pl,:Ge.e.d.\,UZ.e. is studied, 
along with the Range/Gap ,pr.eeedu-i:;e, discussed earlier.,:,and, also the LSD 
procedure (applied only to gaps). 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TRE PROCEDURE 
, , X) be a random sample from a standard normal 
n 
distribution, and let (X(l)' X(2)' , , X(n)) be the ordered sample 
values. Consider, now, the question, ''In repeated sampling, what is the 
probability that > 1?'' First, _let us i.gnore the fact that 
and .are the two smallest observations in a larger sample. 
In this case, Pr (X(Z)- X(l) > 1) is computed ~s 
where, 
Pr(X( 2)- X(l) > 1) = Pr(X2- x1 > 1 or x1- x2 > 1) 
= Pr(x2- x1 > 1) + Pr(x2- x1 < -1) 





Now, consider the fact that X(l) and X(Z) are part of a larger 
sample; then X(Z)~ X(l) is gap 1 in .a sample of size n. In Chapter 
III, a method of computing the probabilities for the .individual gaps is 
shown, and given below are the.probabilities that gap 1 is larger than 1 
computed by that method.for several values of n, 
?.O 










It is evident that two different answers to the question are obtained 
whenever the sample size is larger than 2. 
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For the case where 2 CJ is not known, but is independently estimated, 
the foregoing discussion is analogous to two-sample t-tests versus 
studentized gap tests, and comparable results are found with respect to 
the significance levels. The implication is that a test based on the 
null sampling distribution of the. studentized gaps would be more powe.r-
ful than the t-test for .. this situation, 
Suppose one is convinced.that.he wants to use studentized gaps for 
testing ranked means for.grpuping, and suppose he also has the neces-
sary tables available.to him; how does he proceed? Two problems can be 
.anticipated, First, .with .a sample before him, one begins testing the 
studentized gaps for significance. Suppose,. at first, he simply tests 
all gaps without regard . at .. any .. stage as .. to whether any s ignif ican t gaps 
have already been found, Before long, it becomes evident that when the 
first significant gap is found, the null hypothesis is, in effect, 
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abandoned; that is, by declaring a gap significant,. one is saying, 
"This gap is too large for all of these sample means tohave come from 
one distribution." Thus, he.dee.ides that testing.willbe done in light 
of this fact, the appropriate.adjustments; being.made for the sample 
size at each stage.. But .now, °Qe ... f:i.ncls. that d:i..ffet::ent .. groupings are 
obtained, depencling.upon.whet::e he begins with the.procedure; for 
example, beginning with X(n)""'X(n.:.l) and workiug downor-heginning with 
x( 2)- X(l) and working up. This is unacceptable, and it is clear, then, 
that unambiguous grouping.cannot be achieved unless a starting rule is 
a<;lopted, say, "Always start with gap 1. 11 , or "Always begin in the 
middle." Yet, such a solution is unsatisfactory in that the grouping 
which results depends on the starting rule usedo What is needed is a 
non-arbitrary starting place and a non-arbitrary sequence of testing 
which will work for any sample size or configuration. The studentized 
maximum gap procedure.to be discussed below, satisfies these require-
ments and also utilizes sample size information as individual studentized 
gap testing does. Let us e:icamine how such a procedure might be formu-
lated. 
Let (X1 , x2 , . • • , Xn) be a. random sample from a normal distribu-
tion with mean and variance. 
2 
cr , and let 
where .(X(l)' x( 2)',.,, X(n)) are the oi:der.statistics of the 
2 2 sample. If s is an 1,.mbiased estimate of cr based on v degrees of 
freedom, then by the studentized maximum gap, it will be meant the 
$tatistic SMG::;: G/s. The nulLsampling distribution of SMG will also 
involve the parameter v, and SMGwill be said to.have v degrees of 
freedom. Given a sample, in order to compute the observed SMG, one needs 
an independent estimate s 2 of 
2 cr , and to carry out a test of 
significance, he needs the null sampling distribution of SMG tabulated 
for various sample sizes and degrees of freedomi Suppose these tables 
are available, then the.testing .procedure is as follows: 
(i) Order the sample and compute the observed SMG = G/s. 
(ii) Compare SMG with the appropriate tabulated distribution, 
(iii) If the observed SMG is declared not significant, stop 
testing. If, however, significance is declared, break the 
sample into two groups and repeat the procedure for each 
group. formed. Subsequent. tests are-made, .. 0£. course, with 
the smaller sample .. sizes. Continue in. this .. manner until 
no significant gaps remain, 
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The estimate of the. standaiod deviation of a barley.variety mean was 
3.64 with 30 df. Thus, the observed SMG7 is 8,5/3.64 = 2,34, This i.s 
to be compared with the.tabulated SMG(7, 30). Assume.SMG7 is judged 
significant; then the.conclusion is that varietyA,does.not belong with 
the oth_ers. Now, SMG6 is computed for the six. varieties excluding 
variety A. This is 6.1/3~64 = 1.68 and is compared with SMG(6, 30). 
Suppose this gap is also.judged to be real. We. now have the groups A, 
FGD, CBE. The next step is to compute SMG3 = 2.9/3,64. and SMG3 
3.6/3.64. Those values are· 0·,80 and 0.99 respectively-. Assume they are 
judged not significant;. then.the conclusion.is. that. there are three 
groups: A, FGD, and CBE, 
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Let us turn now.to a.comparison .of the LSD and .the studentized 
maximum gap. To avoid .confusion and to emphasize the fact that the LSD 
is being applied -only to adjacent differences, let us call it the GLSD 
procedure (Gap .LSP). It .will be implemented inexactly.the same manner 
as the SMG procedure, except that the LSD criterion.will be used in 
place of the SMG criterion. The ~-,level student:i.zed maximum gap 
analogue of the LSD is LSG == s x SMG· .. (n, v), where SMG (n, v) is the 
a a 
a-level critical value of the studentized maximum gap for sample size n 
and degrees of freedom V·, Let a = .OS and v = 9, then, 
LSD.OS= 3.20s LSG 005 (2,9) = 3.20s 
LSG 005 (3,9) = 2 .96s 
LSG. 05 (4,9) = 2.74s 
LSG 005 (5,9) 2.56s 
LSG.OS(6,9) = 2.43s 
LSG. 05 (7, 9) 2.33s 
It is observed that the .05 Level critical values for the studentized 
maximum gap are uniformly less· tha.n or equal t.o. t.he ,05 level critical 
value for the LSD, and that the .05 level critical values for the 
studentized maximum gap decrease monotonically with increasing n, 
This pattern apparently,holds for most a-levels and .all degrees of 
freedom v greater than 2. Hence, the studentized .maximum gap test is 
generally more powerful than the GLSD for all cases except when there are 
only two means, in whi~h case the two tests are identical. In other 
words, if any gap is decla-r:ed.s;i.gnificant by the GLSD., then.it will also 
be declared significant by the studentized maximum gap test. 
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There .is a .trade'."':off.,.. however, and it may. .be .. the .following: 
Consider the.case of .two,sets.of .observatiens from .. n.ormalpopulations 
with .different means, say and with 
µ 2 > µ1 . There is a positive probability, depending.upon µ2- µ1 and 
o2, that.in a ranked.sample for some i and j the event 
,occurs. Whenever this . happens.,. the , s tu.den tiz.ed maximum gap test is more 
.. likely: than the GL$D to .declare .x1i.,. .x2j significant. Let .us call this 
. ,type of.·,.el!'ror ..,,- that. .ef declaring a wrong way signi.ficance. --, .a Type III 
error. .In Chapter IV,. the probability of a Type .III error will be 
,investig~ted. 
The phenomenon of dee:r;easing c.ritieal values .with .. increasing n was 
noted by Tukey (20), and a little .. thought reveals. that. it .. is intuitively 
logical and proper. thaL they should ... On the other .hand, . consider an 
.experimenter applying .the .studentized maximwn .. gap .. procedure using the 
.LSG technique. At. the .first .. stage:, he computes. the observed maximum 
.gap .. for .the whole sample .and compares it with LSG (n,. v). Suppose he 
declares it significant~ then :for each of the groups .formed, he finds 
the respective maximl:lm gaps and compares them.with LSG (m, v) and 
LSG (m~, v), where m ,+ .m:' =;:. a.. An apparent logical inconsistency is 
.now discovered, for the ,experimenter finds that· .. in .. order for the maximum 
.gaps in the subgroups to .be deelaEed significant. at. the. same a-level, 
they must be larger-than .the largest gap of-the whole. sample. The 
·.·fir.st reaction is that· there, must··be some mistake, but the:re is no 
mistake;. this phenomenon is the very thing that. gives the .studentized 
maximum-gap test greater power· than the LSD. That is,. under the null 
clly,p,gthesis that all observations are from the same ,normal distribution, 
~ <?:f~:-~· .. ._-.... 
adjace:0:t>.·d'ifferenees. become smaller on the average .as the samp1e size 




becomes larger. This.,property .is not shared .by. the .sample range 
statistic X - X . . for which, as the sample size increases the ex-
max min 
pee ted range · also increases.. · Thus; as the sample ·:.size ·increases, al-
though the observations.spl:'ead.out farther, at.the.same.time, they get 
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closer together, The .,maximum ,gap .also f.ellows .. th.is · ..pattern,. .. decreasing, 
on the .ave:Eage,. with .. inc.r.easing sample size. T..hus;, .one .. is faced with a 
two-sided .eoin -,-, the .property, .. of the maximum gap which allows the 
superior test to be .devised·but .. at.the same time.eauses,d.iscomfort when 
the,.test. procedure is first encountered. 
Studying. the nul;L .. sampling dist1dbutiens of .. the .. statistic G/ s, 
where 
2 
s is an unbiased estimate of 
2 a based on v .degrees of free-
·dom, reveals that, here als.o .. the a.,-,level eriti.ea.l values .. exhibit the 
property of decreasing.with.increasing sample siz.e n, It would be 
desirable but not µeeessary, to find a.function ef. G/s whose critical 
values had the reverse trend. 
Let G' = G/q, then G' can be considered.to.be the maximum gap of 
a sample from the standard·normaldistribution. 
2 2 2 2 
K , then, clearly, Var (G) = a K , .and if s n n 
Denote Var (G') by 
2 
is an estimate of a, 
then s 2K2 is an estimate of Var (G). Prelimina:r;y examination of the 
n 
null sampling distributions of G/sK indieates ... that the er.itical values 
n 
for this statistic may. exhibit the desi.red trend,. but it cannot be 
definitely established at this time, due te the fact that precise 
estimates of the K are 1:.equired. Estimates of the K. .are given in 
n n 
Table XXIV of the Appendix, and,.it is observed that the estimates are 
in the range 0.4 - 0~-85 making,.the ... critical v.alues of .G/.s•,c sensitive 
n 
to errors in the K • It should be noted, of course,. .that comparing 
n 
G/sK with its null.sampli.ng .. dist.ri'bution is exactly equivalent to 
n 
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comparing G/s with its null .. sampling ... cl.istr:ibution,._.si.nce, ..... for any given 
sample.size n, - the two .. differ. only.. by .. the constant K -• 
n 
Thus, the use 
. of the. former. would .not .. change .. in any .. wa.y the. t.r.ouble.some ,p.:r.operty of the 
maximum gap;. it would. merely .. obscure.i.t.. Notwithstanding., if it can be 
definitely established that the K 's in the denominator are sufficient 
n 
to reverse the trend.in.critical.values, it may.be desirable to adopt 
the use.of. the statistic G/sK with the obJec.tiv:.e of making the proce-
n 
<lure.more.esthetically acceptableto.those.who may use it. 
In summary,. the. s tudentized. maximum gap".tes t. procedure shows 
promise over any existing :procedures for the, puxpe>se .. o.Ldetecting the 
pattern in a set of. observations-~-·. It has. several drai:.:i:b.acks. and limita-
tions, some of which.have.been.discussed.above... Some.of the more 
apparent of these are: 
(i) It must be assumecl .. that the .. ob5ervations .. are normally 
distributed,. all. with. the .. same variance, 
(ii) If the procedure is applied to means,.:they. must all be 
based on the same number. of observations. 
(iii) The frequency of.Type III errors.maybe increased" 
(iv) The maximum .. gap. and. stuq.entized maximum gap.have the prop-
erty of decreasing. average si-zie ~nd .. :v.ariability with in-
creasing sa,mple size. When applying the procedure, the 
consequences .-ef. t.his may go contrary to intuition, and 
additional.explanatien.would thereby.sometimes be required" 
(v) It may be .that .after .the testing has terminated, there 
still remaiw-.groups which would be Judged-significa.ntly 
variable by the F-test -or the studentized range test. 
(vi) The procedure. 1;equir.es tables which do not .exist at this 
time. 
(vii) The. e.xac t nu11 s.amp.ling dis.tri,bution .is .. difficult to 
calculate, so that, .at p.resent, this distribution must be 
approximated.,for ,.all sampl,e sizes o.thei:: than .sample sizes 
3 and 4 . 
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. With respect to (.i.) .and (.ii..).., the res-tri.c.ti.o.ns mentioned are also 
sha1::ed b.y the maJority .of exi,s ting :parametric pro.cedu:r:es; the res tric-
tions are not uniquely a pro.p.er.ty of the· studentized. max:;imum gap 
procedure. Item (iii) repi:ces.entsa·cempromisewhich.m.a.y or may not be 
of great consequence, depending upon.·ho.w.s.e.r.ious T..ype III errors may 
be. With respect to. (iv), it may be possible to find a simple and 
.straightforward transformation--of G/s which reverses the.trend of the 
critical values; however,. if no.t, it should be emphasized that the 
usefulness of the procedure is -not affected either.way. With respect 
to (v), the pertinent ques~ion is; "Can this indeed o.c..cur, .and, if so, 
how often?" In Chapter .IV th~ question will be further investigated. 
Finally, if the studentized maximum gap procedure pr.aves as useful as 
it first appears, better and more .efficient ways of calculating and tab-
ulating the necessary tabl.es will,surely be devised. 
CHAPTER III 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM GAP 
1. Exact Distribution 
• , X) be random variables generated by sampling 
n 
from a normal (µ, cr 2) distribution, and let (X(l)' x(2)' •.• , X(n)) 
be the order statistics generated •. Then, the. joint probability density 
of . (X(l), x( 2), • • • , X(n)) ;i.s given by 
exp 
n 
(-112cr2) I (x(i) 
i=l 
for -oo < x (1) < x (2) < , , • < 
O, otherwise. 
2 - µ) 
x 
(n) < °" 
(1) 
Let and let gi = x(i+l) - x(i), i = 1, 2, . , , , n - 1; then 
this defines a one-to-one transformation with Jacobian 1. Thus, the 
joint probability density of (W, c1 , c2 , • , G 1) is n-
__ n_! __ n expf(-l/2cr2)~w - µ ) 2 
(21r) n/2 0 l L 
2 + (w + gl - µ) + . • . 
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+ (w + gl + • • • + gn-1 - µ)~ 
;for - 00 < w < 00 and O < g . < 00 , i = 1, 2 , , . . ,. n -1 
1 
i 
Define s 0 = 0, si = L gj, i 
j=l 
= O, otherwise. (2) 
1, 2 , • • . , n - 1, and define z = w-µ , 
then the joint probability density of (Z, G1 , G2 , .•• , Gn_1) can be 
expressed as 
Consider the expression 
as 
n-1 






for - 00 < z < 00 and O < g. < 00 
1 
= O, otherwise. 
2 + s.) 
1 
in the exponent. We can express it 
= I <z2 2 + 2zs. + s, ) 1 1 
i=O 
n-1 n-1 
2 + 2z Isi + Lsi2 = nz 
i=O i=O 
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[ n-1 ::;: n z2 + 2z L s/n + 
i=O 
( n-1 )2] (1/n) l•i 
+ r.~·/- (1/n)(~.\\~ 
Li-0 1::;:0 J J 
[ n-1 J 2 • n z + (1/n) ~ s i 
so that, 
[n-1 (n-1 ~J x exp(-l/2cr2) ? s/-(1/n) ~ si 
1=0 .1=0 
The joint density of (G1 , G2 , ..• , Gn-l) is then obtained by inte-




- (1/n)I si 
i=l 
= (n-1) ~ 2 + (n-2) ~ 2 + . . , + ~-/ 






2 2 2 
= (n-1) 2 + (n-2) 
n gl n 82 + 
+ 1 2 n gn-1 
+. 
+ 
. . (l/n)((n-l)glgn-l+(n-2)g2gn-l 
+ 2gn..,.,2gn-l~' 
I s/-(1/n) Isi ( n-1 ) 2 
i=l i==l 




j(n-j ') gj gj J :;:::: (1/n) l ~i(n-i)gi2 + 2 I I 
j=l j ... >j 
The joint density of (G1 , c2 , , .• Gn-l) is, therefore, 
n! 
,/-( )(n-1)/2 n-1 n 21r a 
[
n-1 
x exp(-l/2na2) Ii(n-i)g/ 
i=l 
n-1 ] 
+2 I .. ·. .. I j (n-j ... )gjgj ... 
j=l j ... >j 
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for O < g, < 00 , i = 1, 2, .. , , n - 1 
1 
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= 0 , otherwise. (4) 
For n = 3 and 2 a = 1, the density (4) reduces to 
gl > 0, g2 > 0 . (5) 
Let G = max {G.}, then, for n = 3 
1 
H(g) = Pr(G < g) = Pr(Gl < g, G2 < g) 
= (/3/,{~gexp(-l/3)(gl2 + glg2 + g22)dgldg2 
0 0 
g /ig/i'J + g/16 
(/3/•1 exp(-g/ /4) Cl/.Tz.)J exp(-t2/2)dtdg2 
O g2//6 
g/./6 




where F(z) = (l//f,;)~exp(-t2/2)dt. The density of G can be obtained 
-oa 
by differentiating H(g) with respect to g. 
g//6 
h(g) = H'(g) (3"6//ir)(l/,/z;~exp(-3u2/2) 
0 
+ (3'6/h)exp(-g2/4)[F(v'2g//3+ g//6)]·(1//6) (7) 
The differentiation step follows from Leibniz's Rule, 
g(y) g(y) 
~fh(x )dx = r ah(x,y) dx + h[g(y), y]g ... (y) - h[f(y), y]f~(y) 
dy ,y J ay 
f(y) f(y) 
Simplifying (7), g//6 
h(g) :;:: - -J 2 r; 2 (6/ITI)(l/l2TI) exp(-g /4)exp(-l/2)(2u + g/v6) du 
0 
+ (3//;)e;icp(-g2/4)[F(r'3g//z) - F(g//6)] 
r'3g/./z 
= (3//ir) exp (-i I 4) {(1/rzir{ exp (-t2 /2)dt +[F (/:Jg/fi)-F (g//6) ]} 
g//6 
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= (6//.rr)exp(-g2/4)[F(f3g/v'2) - F(g/v£)],O < g < ~ (8) 
Similarly, for n = 4 and a2 = l, 
and, 
e (8) - (3/i:I. 312{ Jj 8 exp (-1/8) (3s/ + 4s/ + 3g/ 
0 0 0 
• (4/ii/•~ ~exp(-1/3)(812 + 8182 + 822) 
0 0 
x t [ ( /ii/2) (s :'" 81 : 2g2] - F[ ( /ii/2) (gl : _ 282 ill d82d81' 
g 
h(g) • H'(g) • (4/3/•)(/ii/2{exp(-1/4)(8/ + s2) 
0 
g 
+ (41:it•{ exp(-U3) <s/ + 818 + s2> 
0 
x ~[(lii/2)(5g/3 + g/3)]-P[(/ii/2)(28/3 + g1/3~d8l 
g 
+ (4/3/•)J exp(-1/3) (/ + gg2 + g2 2) 
0 
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x~(/3/2)(4g/3 + 2g2/3)]- F[(/3/2)(g/3 + 2g2/3)~ dg2 
= (4/3/,{ [ (/3/2)e,:p(-l/4) (u2 + /) 
xf [ (1/2) (3g + u).] -F [ (1/2) (g + u)} 
+ exp(-l/3)(u2 + ~g + g2) 
xf [ (1/2/3) (Sg· + u)] - F [.(!/ 2/3) (2g + u)] 
+ F [(1//3) (2g + u) ]- F [(l//J)(l/2g + u1 du, 
For sample sizes largerthan4,·the·method becomes-very messy and un-
· wieldy, and alternative· approaches ·will be taken, 
2, Utilization of the Distribution 
of the Individual Gaps 
For the random gaps 
we have,· of course·, the ident;i,ty 
Pr(G <·g)·;,: Pr(G1 < g, G2 < g,,, ~-~, G l < g). max n-
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If the Gi were independent·, we would also have 
n-1 
Pr(G < g) 
max = TT Pr(Gi < g) • 
i=l 
(9) 
We know that the Gi are not strictly independent·,· but how "nearly 
independent"· are· they?· , !n other words,, if one>used· (9), how closely 
would he approximate· the· distribution:. of the·. maximum· gap·? · Let us examine 
the' correlationsbetween'gaps· for'various· sample .sizes·as· a measure of 
the interdependence· relationships •. :. For sample• size· n', · denote Var(Gi) 
by · ei 2 and Cov(G1 , Gj) by eij. Here, and elsewhere·, there is no 
loss· of· generality· to assume the·· G1 ariee·.from· sampling the. standard 
normal distribut:ion·, because,. :tf. (X(l), X(Z),. • • • , X(n)) are from 
a nor~al 
2· ( µ , cr ) , then, 
where ~ (j) is the jth order statiaticfrom·a·standard normal, and 
Assuming G. is from the·.standard: normal distribution·,· it is a simple 
]. 




eij = Cov(Gi, Gj) = oi+l,j+l - oi+l,j - oi,j+l + oij (11) 
Thus, pij = eij/eiej is easily determined from existing tables 
where the variances and covariances of the standard normal order 
statistics are tabulated. Table XX of the Appendix shows the correla-
tion structure of the gaps for sample sizes 3 to 20. Let us consider 
the correlation matrices of the gaps for several selected sample sizes. 
(Only the first [(n=l)/2] gaps need be considered, since the correla-
tion structure is double symmetric. That is, Pij = Pji = Pi"'j"' = Pj"'i"'' 
where i"' • n-i-1 and j"' = n-j-1.) 
It is observed that: (i) there are no correlations with absolute 
value greater than 0.136; (ii) The correlations between adjacent gaps are 
greatest; (iii) p :- p · • ··· is the greatest· correlation; and (iv) all . 12 · n,n-1 
correlations are reduced as the sample size increases. Thus, it appears 
that the gaps are "nearly independent" for the larger sample sizes, and 
that a product of individual gap probabilities may furnish an adequate 
approximation to· the· distribution .of the maximum gap, .. · We· should note 
that justification for.multiplying probabilities of non-independent 
events based on .a correlation argument is·-not·.altogether convincing, and 
the final judgment .. of whether this .should .be .. done must rest upon how good 
we deem the approximation to·be~ ·The goodness-of the approximation would 
be difficult to·.quantify· since· non-independence .has no degree and, thus, 
"almost· independence" is:described hereonly·in.terms.of "small" correla-
tions • Rather· .. than·. at temp ting:. to ·.assess·. the· goodness·. of approximation 
analytically, the· sample:.size 7 will be arbitrarily· taken as the divid-
ing point, and· a subjective· evaluation .of·. the .goodness·-of· approximation 
will be made for that case. 
TABLE II 










































































3. The Distribution of·' an· Individual Gap 
Let (X(l)' X(Z)' , •. , X(ri)) .be ~he·order•statistics generated 
by· sampling· from ·the:· standa~d0 .normal· d±str.ib.ut:to.n·. .Then·, the joint 
-den(:l;ity· f!)r (X(:i.)' X·(1.+l)) · is· given by 
f(x(i)' x(i+l)) = 
n! - i-1 
(1/2,r)[F(x(i))] 
(i-1) ! (n-i-1) ! 
n-i-1 2 2 
x [1-F(x(i+l)] exp(-l/2)(x(i)+ x(i+l)) 
for -oo < x(i) < x(i+l) < 00 
= O, otherYlise. (12) 
Let w = x(i)' and gi::::; x(i+l)- x(i);·this defines a o.ne-to.,-one trans-
formation with Jacobian 1. Thus, the joint· density of W and G, is 
J. 




x exp(-1/2)(w2 + (w + g,/) 
J. 
for -oo < w < oo 
= O, otherwise 
and the marginal density of Gi is 
00 
0 < g < 00 
:i, 
K( i)J i-1 n-i-1 z 2 
f(g.) = ~· [F(w)] [1-F(w+g.)] exp(-1/2) (2w +2wg,+g, )dw 




The integral (13) does not exist in closed form and must be evaluated 
by a suitable numerical quadrature procedureo 
4. Studentization 
In (9) and an earlier paper, H. 0. Hartley showed how studentiza-
tion may be accomplished. Let (x1 , x2 , •• o , Xri) be a random sample 
from a normal distribution with standard deviation cr, and let W be a 
statistic "proportional to a" in the sense that if the XO 
1 
are measured 
in cr-units, W is transformed to W/o. Let P(w) be the cumulative 
probability integral for W for the case cr = 1, that is, P(w) = 
Pr(W < w). Let s 2 be an independent estimate of- cr 2 based on \) 
2 2 
degrees of freedom such that vs /cr 2 is distributed as X (v), and let 
R = W/s. Then the cumulative probability functionof R is given by 
"" J -1 v/2 F (r) = P (rs} r (v/;; 2 ~12_1 exp (-s 2v/2) ds (14) 
-oo 
In the case of obtaining the.probability integral.of the student-
ized maximum gap, this result is easily.derived. Let (X(l)' x(2), 
o •• , X(n)) be the order statistics of a random sample of size n 
from a normal 
Let s 2 be an unbiased estimate of cr 2 based on v degrees of free-
dom, independent of (X(l)' X(Z)' . , X(ri)) such that 
2 distributed as X (v), and form the studentized maximum gap 
Pr(G/s < g) = Pr(G < gs) Pr(G ... < gs/cr) 
2 2 
vs lo is 
Then, 
where G'." .. = G/1s · i$ the' maximum· .gap· in-:a· sample· of·· size·· n· from the 
standard· nor+11ai· distribution-;· ··This· probability- can··be evaluated by 
00 
Pe(G' < gs/cr) f Pr(G' < gs/crls)f(s)ds, 
0 
where f(s) is the-probability-density of s, 
00 f v-1 v/2 2 = P(g~/cr) s vv/Z-l v- exp{~s v/2)ds 
r (v/2) 2 . a 
0 
where P(•) is the probability integral·of G", Thus, the cumulative 
probability integral· of· the studentized maximum·.gap is· given by 
43 
H(g) = P(gs) s v exp(-s2v/2)ds Joo v-1 v/2 
· r (v/2) 2 v/Z-l 
(15) 
0 
It is evident that if it were possible to determine· P, then the 
distribution of the studentizedmaximum· gap·would be completely deter-
mined; The problem;:as:we·have.seen, is in the-determination of P. 
The solutionproposed·is·tocalculate·approximations to P. for the 
several sample sizes, and·to·then·apply the·exact·studentization form-
ula (15)· to these·approximations·for·the·various·degrees·of freedom for 
which· tabulated· critical··values· are desired. 
In·thesame·reference,·Hartley· also·gives·a·reduction formula and 
an approximation· formula,·but:unfortunately,neither·of·the·two formulas 
lend themselves·to straightforward:calculation by·computerwhenever P 
is·not·ananalytic·function expressible·inclosed form. 
5. Approximate Distribution Functions 
for the Maximum Gap 
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The approachtakento·obtainthe desired·approximate:distributions 
can be described as· an unsophisticated· frontal attack·; All computer 
calculationswere·done·on an IBM 360-:-65computer with FORTRANdouble-
precision·programs·written·by· theauthor,·with the·standard·FORTRAN 
Libraryand·IBM·SSProutines, and with· two:routines·writtenby Dr. 
J, p·,· Chandler of Oklahoma·State University·'s·DepaI'tment· of:Computing and 
Information·Sciences. In· the.programs.written by the author, a great 
deal of.carewas:notgiven·either;to:programming·efficiency.or computa-
tional efficiency. Allnumerical:integrations·were·done with Simpson's 
rule integration and·. trapezoidal rule. integration· by means. of the 
DQSF and DQTFE subroutines;·respectively, in the·IBM·SSP·Library. For 
the empirical· distributions·,· a large: number (25000 -- 35000) of simu-
lated normal samples of· the:appropriate:size.were·taken, the.maximum 
gap computed, and a frequency distribution generated·· for the interval 
0.0. to 5~0 using .. subintervals: of· length 0.1~ The· adequacy of the 
generatingprocedure·will beexamined:for:sample·sizes·3and 4, where 
the· exact .distI'ibutions~of:.the· maximum: gap can:.be· derived. 
The basic plan· of·attack·to:obtain P., the·distribution of the 
maximum·gap·in standard normal samples·will be: 
(i) For sample-sizes 3 and 4; calculate·the·exact·distributions. 
(ii) .For· sample· sizes· 5: through 7~ geneI'ate·empirical ·distributions. 
(iii) For· sample: sizes larger·: than 7; calculate· an .approximation 
to the· distribution by: multiplying· indiv:idoal·.gap· probabilities 
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togethei •. These·are,·of·.course, .obtained·brevaluation of (13) 
by· numerical quadrature. 
The agreement· between· the .empirical distribution·and ·,the·.exact distri-
bution· will be examined f.or sample sizes 3 and 4, and the· agreement 
between the· empirical distribotion·and · the··product-approximated distri-
. but ion· will be· examined· for- sample. size 7. 
In· order· to· obtain .. simulated: normal variates, .a routine. named 
GAUSF,·written·by·J. P·. Chandler:was:used~- The"routine is based on .a 
generation· algorithm proposed ·by ·Marsaglia: and·· Bray:· (12); which utilizes 
mixing; in a .specified ·way,· functions: of:· uniform· variates~· The uniform 
variables· were·· obtained· with .. a .. pseudo~random number genera t?r called 
RANF, also written. by Chandler. AtL a. ro.ugh · indication of CPU time 
requirements,· it· was· possible· to: obtain samples: and tabulate·. the fre-
. quencr distributions,of: all· gaps: and. the:maximum: gap: for· 25000 samples 
of size3, in lminute,·10.864:seconds:of:CPU:time; and·todo the same 
for· 25000samples·of·size~6,:in·2:minutes; 11.522.seconds·of CPU time. 
The empirical·distribotions of.the.maximom·gap·for sample sizes 
5 through 7 are given in·t.abies XXI·through·:xxnr--of·the Appendix . 
. Table·· III and· Figure· 5 ·on· the· following:.pages: give· a·comparison of the 
empirical distribution·and the exact.theoretical:distribution for 
samplesize·3~ Onthebasis of·the.ehif-Sqoare goodness·of~fitstatistic 
calculated; the-agreement·between. the two is judged to·be. adequate •. 
,The caicuJ,.ated ·· Chi;.,Square 52. 984:· has: a: significance: level of approxi-
mately 0.37,- and is, therefore, .not· inconsistent·with·the hypothesis of 
no difference· between·.the·distributions. 
I NT EPy AL 
o.o TO 0. l 
0.1 TO (J. 2 
o. 2 TO 0.3 
0.3 To 0.4 
0.4 TO 0.5 
0.5 TD o. 6 
0.6 TO 0. 7 
0.7 TO o.a 
0.8 TO 0.9 
0 .9 TO 1.0 
1. 0 TO 1. l 
1.1 TO 1.2 
1.2 TO 1.3 
1. 3 TO 1. 4 
1.4 TO 1.5 
1.5 TO 1.6 
1.6 TC, 1. 7 
l • 7 TO 1 .9 
1.0 TC 1. 9 
1.9 TO 2.0 
2.0 TO 2 .1 
2. l TO 2. 2 
2.2 TO 2.3 
2.3 TO 2.4 
2.4 TO 2. 5 
2.5 TO 2.6 
2.6 TO 2.1 
2.1 TO 2. 8 
2 .a TO 2 .9 
2.9 TO 3.0 
3.0 TO 3.1 
3 .1 TO 3.2 
3. 2 TO 3. 3 
3.3 TO 3.4 
3.4 TO 3.5 
3. 5 TO 3. 6 
3.6 TO 3.7 
3. 7 TO 3.8 
3.8 TO 3. 9 
3 .9 TO 4 .o 
4. (.) TO 4.1 
4.1 TO 4. 2 
4.2 TO 4.3 
4. 3 TO 4.4 
4.4 TO 4.5 
4.5 TO 4.6 
4. 6 TO 4. 7 
4.7 TO 4.8 
4.8 TO 4.9 
4.9 TO 5. 0 
TOT AL: 
TABLE Ill 
EMPIR,ICAL AND THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
THE MAXIMUM eAP, SAMPLE SIZE 3 
OBS ERV': 0 
OBSERv'ED ThEJ~ETICAL CU"IULATI vr:;_ 
FR EOU ENCY. FREQUE\ICY CHI-S;)JA~. E FRE UU!:.\lC Y 
131 137.40 o. 298 0.005240 
409 407 .25 O.JJ8 0.021600 
691 662.40 1.235 0.049240 
940 8 94. 20 2. 346 o.086940 
lu61 1J95.42 1.082 0.129280 
1292 1260. 78 o. 773 O.l8096J 
1368 1387.02 o. 261 0.235680 
1441 1473.05 o.s97 J .293320 
l4C.2 1519.88 o.? 11 0.353000 
1'576 15 3J. 03 1.381 0.416J40 
1459 1507.62 1.568 0 .4 744)0 
1454 1457.52 o. 009 J. 532 560 
1386 1385 .20 0.000 u.588JJO 
1306 1296.17 0.074 0 .640240 
1166 1195.77 o. 741 o. 686880 
1058 1088 .• 90 u.877 J.7292(Jl) 
990 9 79. 68 0.109 o.76aaoo 
884 an. 62 o. 176 0.804160 
722 767.53 2.100 J.833)40 
706 669.27 2. 915 u.861290 
594 578.35 0.423 o.8B5J4J 
481 495.47 0.423 0 .9042:!0 
431 421. 05 o. 2 35 J.921520 
373 354.98 0.915 J. 9 30440 
284 297.10 0.578 o.947aoo 
290 . 246. 83 7. 552 J. 959400 
199 2J3 .!>5 0.106 J.96736J 
166 166. 85 0;004 0.974000 
116 135. 80 2.887 o. 978040 
130 1J9.80 3. 717 J.983340 
98 88. 2 0 1. 089 0.98776J 
62 70.38 o.997 o. 990240 
64 55.78 1.213 0 .992d)O 
'5 8 43.95 4.491 0.995120 
29 34 .40 o.847 o. 9% 28J 
29 26.75 0.189 ) .997440 
18 20.67 o. 346 u. 998160 
11 1s.a5 1.484 0.998600 
7 12.10 2.149 0.9988d0 
9 9. 18 0.003 o. 99924 o 
3 6.90 2.204 0.999360 
2 5.18 1. 948 0.999440 
4 3 .as J.006 0.999600 
2 2.82 0.240 0 .999':,80 
3 2.10 o. 38 5 o. 999800 
2 1.50 o.167 Q.99CJ880 
l 1.10 0.009 0 .99992 0 
0 0.00 o. 799 o. 99992 0 
l o.sa ().314 0.999960 
0 0.40 o. 401 0.999960 
25000 Crll-SOUARE: 52.984 WITH 50 OF 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Empirical and Theoretical Frequencies, Sample Size 3 
.i::,. 
-..J 
I NTH VAL 
o.o TO 0.1 
u. 1 TO 0.2 
0.2 TO o. 3 
0.3 TO i) .4 
0.4 TO o.s 
0.5 TO JJ. 6 
0.6 TO 0.1 
o. 7 TO o. 8 
o.s TO 0.9 
0.9 TO 1.0 
1. 0 TO 1. 1 
1.1 TO 1.2 
1.2 TO 1.3 
1.3 TO 1. 4 
l .4 TO 1 .5 
1.5 TO 1. 6 
1.6 TO 1. 7 
1.1 TO 1.s 
1. 8 TO 1. 9 
1.9 TO 2.0 
2.0 TO 2.1 
2. 1 TO 2.2 
2 .2 TO 2. 3 
2.3 TO 2.4 
2.4 TO 2. 5 
2.5 TO 2.6 
2.6 TO 2.1 
2.1 TO 2.a 
2.a TO 2.9 
2. 9 TO 3. 0 
3.0 TO 3.1 
3.1 TO 3.2 
3.2 TO 3. 3 
3.3 TO 3 .4 
3.4 TO 3.5 
3.5 TO 3. 6 
3.6 TO 3. 1 
3.7 TO 3. 8 
3.8 TO 3.9 
3.9 TO 4.0 
4. 0 TO 4.1 
4.1 TO 4.2 
4.2 TO 4.3 
4.3 TO 4. 4 
4.4 TO 4.5 
4.5 TO 4.6 
4.6 m 4.7 
4.7 T (' 4.8 
4.8 TO 4.9 
4.9 TO s.o 
TOT AL: 
TABLE IV 
EMPIRICAL AND TF.EORETICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
THE MAXIMUM GAP, SAMPLE SIZE 4 
OBS ERVl:'D 
DBS ERi/ED TH:'JRETICAL CU"1ULA TI VE 
FREQUENCY FR~Ql,JENCY CHI-SOU ARE FREQUENCY 
18 18.90 0.043 o. 00072 0 
122 12~.12 u.393 0 .,;05600 
353 3 33. 95 1. 087 0.0197?0 
592 605.37 o. 295 o. 043400 
938 908.05 0.9138 Cl .O!W920 
1210 12 05. 70 o. 015 0.129320 
1427 1466.73 1.076 o. 186400 
163. 8 1668.13 0.544 0.251920 
1740 1 797. 35 1. 830 o. 321520 
1846 1851.97 .).019 0.395360 
1864 1837.83 o. 373 0.469920 
1776 1766~27 o. 054 I). 54096 0 
1679 1651.37 0.462 0.608120 
1480 1507.72 a. 51 o 0.667320 
1327 1348.43 0.340 0.120400 
1154 1184.47 0.784 o.766S6J 
1049 1024.23 o. 599 o. 8 08 52 0 
886 873 .43 0.181 0.843060 
770 735.67 1.'602 0.874760 
615 612.85 0.000 o. 899360 
531) 505 .38 1.200 0.9 2056U 
402 412.95 0.290 0.936640 
3 25 334.52 a. 211 o. 94964 0 
272 268.85 0.037 0.960520 
238 214. 32 2.615 0.970040 
173 169.65 0?066 0.976960 
139 133.35 0.239 0.982520 
117 104.02 l.618 0.987200 
Bl 80.6? 0.01)2 0.9ClQ440 
56 62.05 o.590 0.992680 
46 47.48 0.046 o. 99452 0 
34 36 .03 J.114 0.995880 
23 27. 2 0 o. 649 0.996800 
26 20. 37 1. 553 o. 997840 
13 15.18 o.312 0.998360 
11 11. 23 o. 005 0.9986JO 
9 a.23 o. 073 a. 999160 
2 6.02 2.688 0 .999 240 
6 4.35 0.626 a. 999480 
4 3 .15 0.229 0.999640 
1 2.25 0 .595 0.999680 
0 1. 60 1. 600 0.999680 
a l .10 1.1..10 0.999680 
2 0.80 1.799 0.999760 
3 o.55 10. 918 o. 999880 
2 0.38 7 .02 8 0 .999960 
0 0.21 a. 2 74 0.999960 
0 o .10 0.176 o. 999960 
0 0.13 0.125 o.999960 
0 o. 07 o. 075 o. 999960 
250JJ CHI-SQUARE: 4'3.215 "'ITH 50 DF 
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THEORETICAL 
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Table IV gives a comparison of- the:.empirical distribution and. the 
theoretical distribution·forsample·size 4. Here, also, the agreement 
between·the two is judged to be.good. 
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Based on· the·resolts for sample sizes 3 and 4, the emp:1-rical 
distributions for sample- sizes· 5 · through '/ will· be taken as adequate 
approximations to the exact distributions; however, some smoothing may be 
used. 
To obtain· the- distribution· of-- the:· ma:i:cimum·.gap for. sample sizes 
larger than·?, approximation-of·the:distribution·wiil be made by obtain-
ing exact· distributions· for- the· individual .gaps: in·-each·· case and forming 
a product of these. The·exact·probabilities·for·individual gaps are 
computed by the evaluation of· (13) by numerical·qoadrature. The error 
of approximation· comes·· from· three· sources: 
(i) Computer- round--off error 
(ii) Integration error 
(iii) Lack of independence of· the gaps 
Double precision computations help~ to·-minimize the effects of (i). With 
· respect to· (ii), thei::e· is ·-some error: introduced in· setting up. the 
function to·be integrated:· ·however, it. :Ls·:worthy· of· note that by using 
the IBM FORTRAN routineDERF to calculate values for the cumulative 
·normal, one-can·obta:Ln:values which agree:exactly.:with·the fifteen-
place values· tabulated·by-Abramowitz (l)~ Also: the IBM function DEXP 
is very accurate, sothat·errors:in:the:integrand:.can:probablybe neg-
lected~ Error introduced by· the: integration· routines· is··more. difficult 
to assess; but for smooth· functions, -- one: can: generally achieve sufficient 
accuracy· with· Simpson's· Rule· by· taking· small·.enough increments. 
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Smaller increments, of course, penalize one in terms·of·computing time, 
so that some·experimentation is necessary·to·determine a reasonable 
increment·value·to take~ Forthe·integral(l:3) it was found that .taking 
increments·smaller: than·0.05 or·limits~of'integration outside of 
(-5.5·, s~s)· changed·the·final·answer:only slightly (in·the·sixth .decimal 
place)·, so that these: values were::. taken as· .adequate· working. limits. 
The FORTRAN programming necessary- to· perfor.m· the: calculations .is . 
straightforward and·will·not·bepresented as part of· this study. The 
product-approximated ·.maximom· gap: probability-·.distributions are given in 
TableXXV·of· the Appendix. A typical indi1r.idual·gap·distribution is 
. shown: in Table V and Figure. 6. for: Gap 1 in· a sample of. size 7. 
A comparison· of the: empirical: distribution·and:.the·· product-approxi-
mated· distribution of the maximom~ gap~ for· sample·.size· 7 is shown. in 
Table·VI and Figure .7 •. .The agreement between the·: two is: good, especially 
in the tail areas. Therefore,:if·we:assume:that·the'empirical distribu-
tion .for· sample size· 7 is as·· close: to .. the. exact· distribution as it is 
· for· sample· size 3, ·then· the prodoct-sapproximated".distr.ibutions will be 
considered .satisfactory· for the· maJority:.of· applications for sample . 
· sizes· larger than .7 .. · A.point noted: in passing:· is· that· the product-
approximated ·.dist:r::ibotions · apparently:have:-tail · areas··which: are slightly 
smaller than· the· true·tail·areas, making·anytest·based·on them non-
. conservative· with· respect· to: Type: L error rates. 
TABLE V 
DENSITY FUNCTION AND CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
OF GAP 1 IN A SAMPLE SIZE 7 
GAP PR OB~ iH L TT 'f' Cl' MU L AT T I/ E 
SIZE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION 
o.o 1. 3 52178 o. () 
0 .1 1.230990 0.129139 
o. 2 1.112134 0.246263 
0.3 0.997327 0.351697 
0.4 0.887669 0.445900 
o. 5 0.78413? o.529436 
0.6 0.687453 o. 602955 
0.1 0.593140 0.6!>7172 
o. 8 0.516490 0.1221339 
0.9 0.442599 o. 770729 
1.0 D.376393 0.811615 
1. 1 0.317649 0.846256 
1.2 0.266024 o.8753..82 
1. 3 0.221081 0.899684 
1. 4 0.182321 0.919805 
1.5 0.149199 0.936336 
1. 6 0.121153 0.949814 
1.7 o.097619 a. 960717 
1.8 o.J78J47 o. 969469 
1. 9 0.061916 0.976441 
2.0 0.048737 o. 981951 
2.1 i).J39J64 0.986272 
2. 2 0.029497 0.9d9634 
2.3 0.022680 o. 992229 
2.4 J .,)173:J l 0.994218 
z. 5 0.013095 0.995729 
2.6 o.009834 o. 996868 
2.1 o.uo7326 0.99 7 721 
2. 8 0.005415 0.998353 
2.9 0.003971 o. 998 819 
3.0 0.002889 0.999160 
3. 1 o. 002085 0.999406 
3.2 0.001493 o. 999584 
3. 3 O.OOlu60 0.999710 
3.4 0.000747 0.999800 
3.5 0.000522 o. 999862 
3.6 0.000362 0 .999906 
3. 7 o. 000248 0.999936 
3.8 o.ooou,9 0.999957 
3. 9 0.000114 o.999971 
4.0 o.000076 0.999980 
4.1 O.OOi.hl50 0.999987 
4. 2 0.000033 0.999991 
4.3 0.000021 o. 999993 
4.4 0 .0000 l r. o. 999995 
4. 5 0.000009 0 .999996 
4.6 0.000005 o. 999997 
4.7 0.000003 0.999997 
4. 8 0.000002 0.999998 
4.9 0.000001 o. 99 9998 
5.0 11 .Oi.Jl.lUO 1 o. 999999 
MEAN: o. 59 5 VARIA~CE: 0.25623 
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Figure 6. Density Function and Cumulative Distribution 
Function of Gap 1 in,a Sample Size 7 
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TABLE VI 
EMPIRICAL AND PRODUCT-APPROXIMATED DISTRIBUTIONS 
OF THE MAXIMUM GAP, SAMPLE SIZE 7 
EMPI~ICAL PROJUC T-
OBS ERV ED RELATIVE CUMULATIVE APPROX Ir~ATED 
INTERVAL FRE~UENC Y FREQUENCY FRE~UENCY CU~LJLAT IVE 
o.o TO 0 .1 0 o.o o.o 0.00003 
0.1 TO 0.2 16 0.00046 0.00046 0 .OJl 25 
0 .2 TO 0 .3 120 0.00343 0.00389 0.00892 
0.3 TO 0.4 495 0.01414 0 .011303 u.03136 
0.4 TO o.5 1200 o. 03429 0.05231 0.07498 
0.5 TO 0 .b 2022 0 .05 777 O.llOU9 o.14088 
0.6 TO (.). 7 2771 O.U7917 0.18926 0.22497 
0.1 TO 0.8 3354 0.09583 0.28509 o. 32007 
o.a TO o.~ · 3492 0 .09977 o.3d486 0.41840 
o. 9 TO 1. 0 3554 0.10154 ll.4il640 0.51360 
1.0 TO 1.1 3204 0.09154 o. 57794 0.60091 
1.1 TO 1 .2 2921 0.08346 0.66140 0.67785 
1. 2 TO l. 3 2463 o. 0703 7 o. 731 77 0.74351 
1.3 TO 1 .4 2034 0.05811 0.78989 o.79816 
1.4 TO 1.5 1754 0.05011 0.841.)Jl) 0.84272 
1.5 TO 1.6 122 7 0.03506 o. 87506 0.87848 
l.6 TO l. 7 1049 0.02997 0.90503 0.90681 
1.7 TO 1 .8 773 0.02209 0.92711 0.92901 
l. 8 TO 1.9 608 0.01737 1).94449 0.94626 
1.9 TO 2.0 476 0.01360 o. 95809 0.95955 
2.0 TO 2 .1 359 0.01026 0 .96834 0.96973 
2. l TO 2.2 253 o. 00723 0.97557 0.97747 
2 .2 TO 2 .3 216 o. 00617 o. 98174 0.98333 
2.3 TO 2.4 183 0.00523 IJ.9d700 I) .98773 
2.4 TO 2.5 125 0.00357 0.99054 0.99103 
2.5 TO 2.6 101 o.002a9 D.99343 0.99348 
2.6 TO 2.7 70 0.00200 0.99543 o. 99529 
2.1 TO 2.0 54 0.00154 0.9%97 0.99661 
2.8 TO 2.9 35 a. 001 oo 0.99797 0.99758 
z.9 TO 3.0 22 0.00063 o~ 99860 0.99829 
3. 0 TO 3.1 15 0.00043 0.99903 0.99879 
3.1 TO 3.2 9 0.00020 o. 99929 0.99916 
3.2 TO 3 .3 4 0 .ooo 11 0.99940 0.99942 
3. 3 TO 3.4 7 0.00020 0.99960 0.99960 
3.4 TO 3 .5 5 0.00014 0.99974 o. 99972 
3.5 TO 3 .6 0 o.o 0.99974 0.99981 
3. 6 TO 3.7 2 0.00006 0.99980 o.99987 
3.7 TO 3 .a 1 0.00003 0.99983 0.99991 
3.a TO 3.9 1 o. 00003 0.99986 0.99994 
3.9 TO 4.0 5 0.00014 1.00000 0.99996 
4.0 TO 4.1 0 o.o 1.00000 0.99997 
4.1 TO 4.2 0 o.o 1.00000. 0.99998 
4.2 TO 4.3 0 o.o 1. 00000 0.99999 
4.3 TO 4 .4 0 0 .o 1.00000 0.99999 
4. 4 TO 4.5 0 a .. o 1 • .JJuOO 0.99999 
4.5 TO 4.6 0 o.o 1.00000 0.99999 
4.6 TO 4.7 0 o.o 1.00000 0.99999 
4.7 TO 4.8 a o. 0 1.00000 0.99999 
4.8 TO 4 .9 0 o.o 1.00000 1. 00000 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Empirical and Product-Approximated 
Distributions of the Maximum Gap, Sample Size 7 
Having now approximate values for the cumulative probability 
integral of the maximum gap~ the integral (15) may be evaluated by 
numerical quadrature to yield the distribution function of the 
studentized maximum gap and also the various critical values of this 
distribution for different sample sizes and denominator degrees of 
freedom. Table XXVI in the Appendix gives critical values for the 




L General Discussion 
For multistage procedures suchas·the studentized maximum gap test 
(SMG)·or thestudentized range/maximom'.gap·test· (SR/MG), computation 
and/or discussion of error rates is difficult and confusing, and is 
seldom done. Type I error·rates are·computed·under the assumption that 
the·null hypothesis·is·true andare·thereby·generallymore.manageable 
than others. However, for·the·procedures·where further testing depends 
on rejection of the·null hypothesis at the:first stage; calculation of 
Type I error rates is complicated: by- the fact· that· the· probabilities of 
such errors at·successivestages·aregoverned·by· the·decision reached at 
the first stage; For example, in a:sample of size 6, the·probability of 
declaring·another false significance, given that one has been declared 
at gap 1 is different: from what·it:would be, given·that· the first false 
has been declared·· at gap 3. In·· the first· case' there is only one null 
hypothesis to be testedat .. the·second stage.:..--that·the·upperfive obser-
vations· are· like a·· sample of five· from a normal· distribution; while in 
the second case, there are··two null hypotheses·to·be tested at the second 
stage.;.-that"the smaller·three:observations are·likea sample of three 
from one normal distribution.and that'.the larger three: observations are 
like a sample ofthree from·another·distribution~ When there are three 
or four stages tobe considered,'the "complication factor" increases. 
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When the null hypothesis is·not·true,·systematic·study·of·multistage 
procedures like theSMG and SR/MG becomes all·but impossible. First, 
consider thepossible number of·ways·arandomsample of size n may 
depart from the null·hypothesis. There.may be anywhere from 2 to n 
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true populations·invoived·and these may:be 'configured in an infinity of 
ways. Secortdly, recall that. the SMG and SR/MG: tests· employ ranking .of 
sample means·as an·integral part·of:the:procedures--another possible 
source of error. When one obtains·a: set·.of·means· for which· the sample 
ranking·is incorrect~ an erroneous grouping can occur in at least three 
ways: (i) A significant gap my·be.declared between two means· that are 
reversed with respect to·ranking. (This isa Type III error as defined 
in Chapter II, p. 25 and also·· as· defined in (5).) (ii) A significant 
gap·maybe·declared between two means fromthe same population. (This 
error also·occurs· in samples with correct.ranking.) (iii) A significant 
gap mar be· declared between· two' means;·which: are:ranked· correctly by 
themselves;·but which·have an erroneousranking·elsewhere·in.the sample. 
(When this·error·is made;·bothof the previous· two·errors are made also.) 
If by "a correct inference" it is meant a correct grouping, then 
when the null hypothesis is not true, i.e., ·true·gaps exist in the popu-
lation,·· a· correct· inference will. be. made for a given sample only if the 
sample ranking is correct·and·all..of the·true gaps are detected. All 
othersituations·lead·to·an·incorrect.inference. 
It appears,··· then;· that hoping to. draw.· general· conclusions about 
the behavior·· of · procedures such· as the SMG or the SR/MG when the null 
hypothesis is.· not true, is probably being. too optimistic. Certainly, 
examination of·everypotential situation:isnot possible, and apparently 
some have·felt that·thechoice·is between doing this or doing nothing 
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and have consequently chosen the latter. In the writer·' s opinion, the 
choice is somewhere in between;-· it is felt that· in .the literature, too 
much attention·is given·to·performance under. the null hypothesis, and 
that performance under alternative hypotheses is all but ignored, due 
to· thedifficultyof·studying. such cases in a systematic way. A recent 
empirical·evaluation·of·pairwisemultiple·comparison·procedures by 
Cramer and Swanson·(7)·and anearlier empirical sampling experiment .by 
Balaam· (4) are a couple of the few cases known·to the author where such 
studies have been attempted. 
In this chapter, certain aspects· of'. the performance of three pro-
cedures--the LSD applied only to gaps (GLSD) ·, the Studentized Maximum 
Gap (SMG), and·the·Studentized Range/Maximum:Gap (SR/MG)"--will be 
studied,· both under·· the···null ·hypothesis:·· and ··under· selected alternatives, 
and some general conclusions ·wilL be drawn based on the special cases 
studied~· Topics·tobe·discussedinclude;single stage Type I error rate 
of the SMG, multistage·T.ype·I error rates; probability of· incorrect 
ranking; and comparisons·of GLSD, SR/.MG; and SMG·with·respect to error 
rates and power characteristics for three·selected cases. 
2. Single-stage Type· .1 Er.r.or Frequency 
of the SMG Procedure 
In Chapter III, it was conjectured that· critical values for the. 
studentized maximum gap·based·upon the·product-approximated distribution 
of the maximum· .gap would· .yield tests· .which .are· .non-conservative with 
respect to Type·I error frequency~ In this section, a particular case 
will be examined to determine·if·the·degre1,r·.of·non-conser.vatism appears 
to be serious. 
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One thousand pairs of samples of size 7 and .11 respectively were 
drawn from a simulated standard normal population. · For the first samp.le 
of each pair, the maximum gap G was determined, and· for the second 
sample, the sample· standar.d .deviation. s .was .computed\.:.· .The· statistic 
G/s was then formed and compared with the.OS- level critical values 
computed by the· studentization integr.al· of .. the.·.produc.t':-approximated 
distribution fot;'--sampLe··size 7 and 10 degrees of freedom. In Table VII 
are. tabulated the number of cases.out.of lOOOwhere· the· sample value 
of G/s exceeded·the a,-,level critical value of the approximated null 
sampling· distributionof·this·statistic.for samplesize 7:and 10 degrees 
of freedom. If this particular case is any indication of:what happens 
in general, the: most· serious· discrepancies appear to· be,· in the a-levels 
.01 to .05, and the amount of. disagreement·might·.be· considered quite 
unsatisfactory if· the attitude.were adopted'that·strictType I.error 
rates must be maintained·; However; ·when the: discrepancies' are considered 
· in the context ·.of -significance. testing, they- do' not seem· so serious. 
That is; when one computes the probability- of· obtaining a value greater 
than that observed, it seems likely to be of no great concern that the 
probability is actually, say, .056. rather'. than .05. Also, the approxi-
mation to the distribution·ofthe maximum gap·improves with larger 
sample .sizes, so that.·· the non..;.conservatism· of· the procedure will not 
·be considered as a serious problem. 
TABLE VII 
EMPIRICAL CHECK OF TYPE I ERROR RATE FOR THE APPROXIMATED 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STUDENTIZED MAXIMUM GAP, 
SAMPLE SIZE 7 AND 10 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
ALPHA CRITICAL SIGNIFICANT VALUES 
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LEVEL VALUE NUMBER % OF TOTAL STD. DEV. 
.500 1.03 507 50.7 % 2.50 % 
.400 1.17 412 41.2 % 2.42 % 
.300 1. 33 312 31.2 % 2.15 % 
.200 1.55 215 21.5 % 1.69 % 
.150 1.50 163 16,3 % 1.36 % 
.100 1.91 109 10.9 % Q,97 % 
.050 2.27 56 5.6 % 0,53 % 
.040 2.38 45 4.5 % 0,43 % 
.030 2.53 37 3.7 % 0,36 % 
.025 2.63 33 3.3 % 0,32 % 
.020 2.75 27 2.7 % 0,26 % 
.015 2.90 20 2.0 % 0,20 % 
.010 3.12 11 1.1 % 0.12 % 
.005 3.52 6 0.6 % 0.06 % 
.001 4,51 1 0,1 % 0.01 % 
.0005 4.97 1 0.1 % 0,01 % 
TOTAL SAMPLES 1000 
3. Overall Error Rates under the Null Hypothesis 
As noted earlier, in multi-staged procedures such as the SMG or the 
SR/MG, the calculation of Type I error rates is more complicated than 
for single stage procedures; however, in this section a few observations 
concerning Type I errors will be made for the SMG test. The conclusions 
will apply to any procedure structured like the SMG, GLSD, or the SR/MG 
tests. 
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To simplify the discussion, assume that' some a-level is chosen and 
maintained for all stages·of testing, and alsoassume that there is no 
error of approximation withrespect·to the a-:-level critical valueso 
The first point to be made is that in any procedure where further 
testing depends on significance·at a:previous stage, if an a-level 
test is consistently used at· the first·. stage,· then the· .pTobability of 
making· one or more· Type· I errors in· .. any experiment· is exactly a. In 
other words,· in any large set of'.nuilexperiments~ on the'.average only 
lOOa % of them will have erroneous significances·declared. This follows 
from the fact that the set of null.e~periments for·which more than one 
erroneous significance is declared is a subset of· the·set of null ex-
perimentsfor·which exactly oneer.roneous:significance is declared. 
Stated another way, two or more Type I. errors· cannot be made in any null 
experiment unless one has already been·made·. If·Tukey''s·:(20.) definition 
of experimentwise error rate is used: 
Experimentwise error rate 
Number· of [nui;Ll experiments··with one or more erroneous inferences, 
Number of [null] experiments 
then the above discussion condenses to: At a~level testing, the Type I 
experimentwise error rate of:the·SMG·or.· the. SR/MG is exactly a. 
For questions such as, "What is the probability that two or more 
Type I errors will be· made?" or, '.'Given that one !ype· I' error has been 
made, what is· the probability- that~ at· least one more will be made?", the 
answers are more difficult to'. obtain~·.: Suppose:·that· in an· ordered set of 
means from a null experiment, .. the: stude.ntized: maximum'..gap· was· erroneously 
declared significant·. To assess· the· probability- of now· declaring yet 
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another erroneous significance, it must be considered where the first 
significance was found. Suppose, for example, that the-original sample 
. size· was 7 and that the third gap was:· declat:ed significant, then at the 
second stage,· one would be testing, respectively·, the first two gaps 
out of·a sample size 7 and the·upper four gaps from·a·sample of. 7. It 
is· now clear that the conditional probability· .of· declaring· more erroneous 
significances, given that one has been declared is less than 2a., 
because, as has been noted earlier~ the lower j .gaps of a sample of 
size n are smaller, on the average,.than the .j gaps of a sample of 
size j + 1, and similarly for the.upper n - j 1 gaps. Inany case, 
it is easy to·see that the multiplicity of.cases to be considered makes 
.answering either of the two questions above a formidable task. 
For purposes of·illustration let us suppose·thatl,000,000 null 
.experiments are performed .. for.which.seven:means areto·be tested by the 
SMG procedure~ Assume that a~ .05 is to be used·throughout. Let 
E. denote the event {Gap i is the largest gap}, then empirical 
]. 
sampling for sample size 7 .has established that, appt:oximately, 
Let Fi denote 
then at· the .05 
E(E1}·= P(E6) = .2635 
P(E2) = P(E5) = ,1354 
P(E3) = P(E4) = .1011 
.the· event {Gap i ·is erroneously declared significant.}, 
level, 
P(F1) = P(F 6) ~ .05 x .2635 = .0132 
P(F ) = P(F5) = .05 x .1354 = .0068 2 
P(F3) "" p (F 4) = .05 x .1011 = .0050 
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To carry the calculations any further, it is necessary to be able to 
calculate probabilities of declaring significant gaps in the upper 
(lower) k observations of 7 when testing with the k-sample studentized 
maximum gap (k <7). Rather than actually calculating these probabili-
ties, the assumption will be made that the probabilities are proportional 
to the ratio of the respective ranges for the case 2 cr = 1. No claim 
is being made for the validity of such an assumption; the purpose is to 
ascertain what sort of results one could obtain if he knew the proba-
bilities in question. Let R(k) denote the range of the upper (lower) 
k observations in a ranked sample of size 7, and let S(k) denote the 
range of a sample of k observations. From Table XIX of the Appendix, ~ 
we can obtain 
E(R(2)) = 0.5948 
E(R(3)) = 0.9995 
E(R(4)) = 1.3522 
E(R(S)) = 1. 7049 
E(R(6)) = 2.1096 
Let r. = E(R(i))/E(S(i)); then 
1 
0. 5271 
r = 0.5905 
3 
r 4 "" 0.6536 
E(S(2)) 1.1284 
E (S (3)) 1. 6926 







Let 1\. denote the event {A.significant .gap is declared in the k 
upper (lower) observations of.the ordered sample}, Then 
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P(H2) = 0\ x r = .05 x . 5271 = .0264 2 
p (H3) = 0\ x r3 = .05 x .5905 .0295 
P(H4) = 0\ x r = 4 
.05 x .6536 = .0327 
P(H5) = 0\ x rs = .05 x .7330 .0367 
P(H6) = 0\ x r6 = .05 x .8324 = .0416 
Let S be the event {At least one gap is declared significant at the 
second stage} and let F = F1UF2U ... UF6 , so that F is the event 
{a significance·is declared at the first stage}. As noted earlier, S 
does not occur unless F occurs, i.e. , S C F; hence, 
but 
P(SIF) - P(SflF) - P(S) ' 
- P(F) - P(F) 
P(SIF1)P(Fl) + ... + P(SIF6)P(F6) 
p (SI F) = _____ P_(_F_) _____ ..;:._ 
P(H6IF1)P(Fl) + P(H2UH5IF2)P(F2) + ... +P(H61F6)P(F6) ' 
P(F) 
P(H6)P(F1) + P(H2UH5)P(F2) + ..• + P(H6)P(F6) 
= p (F) 
since (H2, , .. , H6) and (F1 , .•• , F6) are mutually independent; 
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(2/.05)((.0416)(.0312)+(.0264 + .0367)(.0068)+(.0295 + .0327)(.005)] 
(2/.05)(.00055 + .00043 + .00031) 
= .00258/.05 
= .0516 
The answers to the two questions posed above are given by P(S) and 
P(SIF) respectively; hence, the unconditional probability that two or 
more Type I errors will be made is .00258, and the conditional probabil-
ity that at least two Type I errors will be made, given that one has been 
made is .0516. 
To further illustrate these ideas, assume that of the 1,000,000 
null experiments, the proportion satisfying any condition is exactly 
equal to the expected proportion, that is, expected number of cases will 
be taken as the actual realization of cases satisfying some condition. 
With this agreement, 50,000of the null experiments:will be cases where 
false significances are declared at the first stage. Of these 50,000: 
26.35 % or 13173 will have declared gap 1 significant (F ) 1 
13.54 % or 6772 will have declared gap 2 significant (F ) 2 
10.11 % or 5055 will have declared gap 3 significant (F 3) 
10.11 % or 5055 will have declared gap 4 significant (F 4) 
13.54 % or 6772 will have declared gap 5 significant (F 5) 
26.35 % or 13173 will have declared gap 5 significant (F6) 
At the second stage, the numbers·of cases where.at least·one additional 
significance will be declared are: 
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4.16 % of the 13173 in F1 , or 548 
6.31 % of the 6772 in F2, or 427 
6.22 % of the 5055 in F3, or 314 
6.22 % of the 5055 in F4, or 314 
6.31 % of the .. 6772 in F5, or 427 
4.16 % of the 13173 in F6, or 548 
Thus, a total .of 2580·.of the null experiments· .will be .cases where two 
or more false significances are · declared .• .. Unconditioma.lly this is .2580 
out of 1~000~000 or ~258·%. Conditionally; .it.is.2580:out·of 50,000 or 
5.16· %, These values coincide with the probabilities · P(S) and P(SIF) 
obtained earlier. 
One other point may .be. inferred from this exercise·,· and that is that 
of the 50,000· expected cases where at.least one Type I error is made, 
2580 are e:>cpected to·be cases where·.more .than .one~ Type I error is made, 
therefore·, 47:,420 cases where. exactly- one Type I error is made are 
expected. ·Hence:,·the probability of exactly·one Type·r·error is .• 04742. 
The· validity of the· specific·: probabilities· obtained rests, of 
course,· upon·· how: realistic· the approximations· .for· the·.probabilities of 
the I\ events:·.are:. · The· assumptions made in .order·. to· compute those 
probabilities· are not altogether unreasonable,.· and it·.is conjectured 
that the final· answer:s computed:with: the· exact·.probabilities would not 
differ materially- from· those obtained •. : In· any- case, it is felt that the 
expenditure· of· computer time· to·· calculate· the· exact· probabilities is not 
warranted at this time. 
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4. Probability of.Correct Rankings 
Any procedure·which employs· the.practice.of ranking sample means 
must con tend .with the· possibility that., when: the: .means .are: .fr.om differ-
ent populations,· the·.sample ranking:.may .not r.eflec.t·.the true ranking .of 
the: means·.·· Consider .the· case:·.of two .normal populations with common. 
variance cri .. and whose: means differ: by: a .positive·. quantity- measured in 
a-units·.· Specific.ally, let (X(l), X(Z), .•• , X(k)) be k means, each 
2 
based on · n · observations randomly selected from· a normal (0, a.) 
population, and let (Y(l)' Y(Z), .•.• , Y(ni)) be m means, each based 
on n observations· randomly· selected .from .a normal .{.t:,,cr, c:r2) popula-
tion. Note that there is no loss in generality:by assuming µ = 0 
x ' 
µy = !:,.a, since the controlling quantity is µy""' µx - !:::.a. The problem is . 
to determine the .probability that all the Y(J) are larger than all the 
X(i)" This probability can be evaluated by writing it as 
Ex{Pr(Y(l) > xlx(k) = x)}. Let us evaluate the slightly·more general 
expression Pr(Y(l) > X(k) - c) where c is some.positive constant, 
which is the probability that the X's and the Y's do not overlap by 
more than c. 
00 
Pr("(l) > X (k) - c) = f Pr <\1 ) > x-c IX (k) = x) f (x) dx 
-oo 
00 00 
2 2 1 
x exp(-n/2cr )(t-cr!:,. )dtJ 
r k-1 r rn- 2 2 
x k[F(vnx/o)] (rn/v21rcr)exp(-nx /2cr )dx 
(X) r 




(. m-1 2 J [1-F(w)] exp(-w /2)dw 
rncx/cr-c/cr-!J.) 
r k-1 2 2 
x [F ( vnx/cr)] exp (-nx,c /2cr ) dx 
(X) (X) 
= (kn/2,>J  [1-F(w)]n-l[F(v)]k-l 
- 00 v-ln(c/cr+!J.) 
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2 2 
x exp(-l/2)(w + v )dwdv (1) 
Note that (1) is a function of k, m, Inc/a, and /n!J., and for c = 0, 
is a function of k, m, and /ntJ. only. Bechhofer (3) evaluated proba-
bilities of this sort for.the case c = 0 for the purpose of determin-
ing the number of observations ·n necessary to achieve a· given proba-
bility p of correct ranking for given k, m, and !J., and his tables 
can be utilized with minor modifications.· The integral (l) was evaluated 
by numerical integration for selected cases and the results checked 
against Bechhof er' s tables;· the:. two·. agreed . in every case. 
To obtain exact probabilities:of correctranking·in cases where 
more than two populations are involved,·numeric:al evaluation of multiple 
integrals is unfortunately·. necessary. To see that· this is· true, consider 
the general case. For each i, let Xi be a mean based on n observa-
tions chosen at random from a normal population, 
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i = 1, 2, ••. , k, and assume that O = 1\ ;::; tJ. 2 ~ , .. ::;. !J.k. The 
case where only two populations are involved is obtained-when, for some 
::; • • • = 6. 
q 
= 0 and /J.q+l = Let 
• • • , A 
r 
represent the set of distinct !:,. • 
l. 
other than those equal 
Then the first k1 of'.the. X, will be from the population l. 
with mean O·; · the next of the· X. · will be from· the population with 
l. 
mean A1o; ..• ; and the remaining kr+l of the X. will be from the l. 
population with mean Ao, A correct.sample.ranking occurs if and only r 
if the event 
{~ax < x min2 ' 
x < x . ' . . . ' x < x } max2 min3 max minr+l 1 r 
occurs, where 
-
max{X1 , } ' min{Xk +l' } ' x . . . ' ~l x . . . ' ~l+k2 max1 min2 1 
Denote the probability of correct ranking by P(k1 , k2 , . 
. , A). Then, if the events 
r 
{x < x . } i 
maxi. mini+l 
1, 2, 
. , r, were mutually independent events, we would have 
r 
etc. 
= T1 Pr(X 
1 maxi 






so that prodµcts of probabilities of the form (1) could be employed. 
Unfortunately, the events < x } 
mini+! 
are not mutually 
independent. Thus, P(k1 , k 2 , ••• , kr+l; A1 , A2 , •. , , Ar) I 
r 
fTP(k., k.+1 ; A. - A. 1 ). This brings up the question of what to do 1 1 1 1 1-
when it is desired to study cases involving more· than only two popula-
tions. There are at least. three alternative· approaches, all of which 
are approximate solutions: 
(i) One could form the.appropriate·multipie integrals and 
estimate .their solution by· Monte Carlo .. techniques. 
(ii) The product probabilities in (2) could be multiplied to-
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gether·as if the events involved·were mutually independent. 
(iii) Empirical sampling·.from .the appropriate simulated 
populations could be done. 
Alternative (i) · will not be considered here, .but a !'one shot" comparison 
of (ii) and (iii) will be made, · Consider a·situation where in a sample 
of size 7, there· are .four. txue .populations involved·~- .Let each of the 
seven- means be based on the. same~ number .of observations,· say n, and let 
each population~mean· be separated:.f.1:om the 1:est·.by- a· constant amount 
measured in units .of .. a.·, say .... Aa. ..Suppose. the subs.ample. sizes from the 
respective popu:lations are 2, 2,· 2, · and· 1. Then' the· .probability sought 
is P(2~ 2, 2, l; Ao, 2Acr, 3Acr), and the appropriate·product would give, 
P(2, 2, 2, l; Acr, 2Acr, 3lw:) _.;, P(2,. 2;Acr) x P{2,. 2; Acr) x P{2, l; Ao) (3) 
Shown on the· following page in Table Vl:[I is.a· compaxison of results .. 
obtained by methods (ii}:and (iii}· .for the'. estimation of- the probability 
(3). The estimated probabilities·.are .given·.as·.a f.titiction of 
2 nA , 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL SAMPLING AND PRODUCT APPROXIMATION FOR 








































* Each number is based on 1000 samples. 
** Exact value, computed as (2 !.) (2 ! ) (2 ! )I (7 ! ) 
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The results of the two methods are in relative agreement, and for rough 
calculations, multiplication of Bechhofer's·probabilities is adequate. 
If morepreciseestimates.are.needed, theneither.empirical sampling or 
Monte·Carlo estimationofmultiple·integrals should probably be used. 
5. Comparison of. the .. GLSD, .SM~, and SR/MG with 
Respect.to.Correct Detection of Grouping 
: ··~·, 
and Certain Error Rates 
.5 .. L Special.Case .. 1 r .Gt:oup Size 4, One True Gap 
Let x· and· X ·· be means based · .. on· n observations each from a 
1 2 
2 normal (µ, o) population, and let. x3 and x4 Q.~ means based on n 
observations each· from:a:normal · (µ+Lla, a2) population~ Since it is 
not necessary· to distinguish between x1 · and x2, nor between x3 and 
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x4, denote, for any given sample, x1 and x2 by A and x3 and x4 
by B. 
Recall that by a Type III error is meant declaring a·wrong-way sig-
nificance. ·ATypeIII.ertor.wouid:occur.for.thesituation above if, for 
example, a sample ranking:resulted in the order ·ABAB and a significance 
was declared at the second gap~.· Suppose, on·the other·hand, that the 
sample ranking is correct, :.i.e. AABB is the order~· A correct grouping 
"· ··, 
-~~ .... ~ .... "···-
is still not guaranteed, because it .wou.11Pife--poasib-ie·for·the first gap 
or the third· gap to· be the: largest·.and be· declared significant. An error 
of: this type· would be a form: of· a. Type· I error;·· however,· let us reserve 
the name Type 1 error for:erroneous .significances·under· the·null hypoth-
esis ltfld call this.error a Type IV error~ Thus, a Type IV error is 
simply a Type I error when .the·nullhypothesis is not true. 
There is yet a further·distinctionto be .made. Consider, again, 
the incorrect sample ranking:ABAB~· ·If·the·second·gap is declared sig-
nificant, then, as·was:noted:above, .an explicit Type III error would be 
made,· but, in addition,·. two Type IV errors· would·,be implicitly committed· 
also. Notationally·,· let:.this: distinction· be made· by· the: terms 
Type III(EX) andTypeIV(IM)~ For: the·erroneous ordering ABBA with gap 
2 being· declared significant;.: along with·.the· Type .IV(EX).· error comrilitted, 
one.Type IV(IM)·error.and:one.Type·III(IM) error:wouldalso result. 
For the· situation under consideration,.· let· us· .employ the technique 
.. of.constructing.a.two-way table of·all .possible .relevant·states of nature 
versus all possible decisions, and·in each·cell·indicate·the result of 
each decision with respect.to Type III errors .and .Type· IV errors for the 
given state of nature. For:.the .letters·.A,.A,.B',.B,. .there:are six possible 
orderings, one of which represents a.correct ranking, so that there are 
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six· possible states of:.nature·. .Also.~ .ther.e:.are.· _eight distinct decisions 
·· possibie·: · deciare no gaps .significanti .deciare'..one .gap .significant .at 
gap l·t gap .2-~·.or· gap· 3; declare·,.two'-gaps .significant at gaps· 1 and 2, 
gaps l and- s·,.· .or gaps 2· and 3; .. and .declare .all three .gaps significant. 
Table IX shows that a correct grouping occurs in only 1 out of 48 
possible outcomes for this case of two sample means from two populations, 
the correct grouping occurring, of course, when a correct sample ranking 
is obtained and a significant gap is declared at gap 2 alone. Each of 
the other decision/ranking combinations represents an error in grouping, 
certainly, and involves errors of the sort discussed above in varying 
number and form. 
The construction of a table such as Table IX is a valuable exercise 
because it illustrates.very plainly the difficulty in calculating 
specific Type III and Type IV error rates. It shows, for example, that 
the type and number of errors made depend upon what decision is made 
for a given $ample ranking configuration •... When .. one considers construc-
tion of such a table for other cases, he realizes that the size and com-
plexity of the .table .increase very .rapidly as .the .sample size or the 
number of true gaps increases, and the business of assessing Type III 
and Type IV error rates is alll:>ut hopeless, except.on.a case-by-case 
basis for a few simple cases. 
For the case .of sample size 4, .one true .gap, empirical sampling was 
done to estimate Type III and:Type IV.error rates.and also to compare 
performance. characteristics for. the .GLSD·, SMG, and SR/MG procedures. A 
constant a-level of •. 05 was chosen; .similar. results .would· be obtained for 
other levels .. As was.shown in Section·.4 .. of this·chapter, the amount of 
separation of the populations in relative O"""units can'be represented by 
TABLE IX 
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES, GROUP SIZE 4, ONE TRUE GAP AT GAP 2 
Correct Incorrect 
Rankimz Rankin2 
AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA 
Declare No Gaps 
Significant 
1 Type IV(EX) 
Gap 1 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 
1 Type III (EX) 1 Type III(EX) 
·Declare 1 Type IV(EX) 2 Type IV(EX) 
One Gap Gap 2 Correct 2 Type IV(IK) 2 Type IV(IK) 
Significant Grouping 1 Type III (EX) 
1 Type III(IK) 1 Type III(IK) 1 Ty.pe III(IK) 
1 Type IV(EX) 
Gap 3 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV (IM) 1 Type IV(IM) 1 Type IV(IK) 
1 Type III(EX) 1 Type III(EX) 
Gap 1 1 Type IV(EX) 1 Type IV(EX) 1 Type IV(EX) 
and .. 2 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 2 Type IV(IM) 
Gap 2 l Correct l Type III(EX) 1 Type III(EX) l Type III(EX) 
l Type III(IK) 1. Type III (IM) 1 Type III(IM) 
Declare Gap 1 2 Type IV(EX) 
Two Gaps and 2 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV (IM) • 1 Type IV(IM) 2 Type IV(IM) 
Significant Gap 3 1 Type III(EX) 1 Type III (EX) 2 Type III(EX) 
2 Type III(IM) 2 Type III(IK) l Type III(IK) 
Gap 2 1 Type IV(EX) l Type IV(EX) 1 Type IV(EX) 
and 2 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV(IK) 2 Type IV.(IK) 
Gap 3_. 1 Correct 1 Type II I (Ex)· 1 Type III(EX) 
1 Type III(IK) l Type III(IK) l Type III(IK) 1 Type III(IM) 
2 Type IV (EX) 1 Type IV (EX) 1 Type IV(EX) 
Declare Three Gaps 2 Type IV(IK) 1 Type IV (IM) 1 Type IV(IK) 2 Type IV(IK) 
Significant 1 Correct 1 Type III(EX) 1 Type III(EX) l Type III(EX) 2 Type III(EX) 
l Type III(IM) 1 Type III(IM) 1 Type III(IM) 
BBAA 
1 Type IV(EX) 
1 Type III(IM) 
1 Type III(EX) 
3 Type III (IM) 
1 Type IV(EX) 
2 Type III(IK) 
1 Type IV(EX) 
l Type III(EX) 
3 Type III(IK) 
2 Type IV(EX) 
3 Type III(IK) 
1 Type IV(EX) 
1 Type III(EX) 
3 Type III(IM) 
2 Type IV(EX) 
1 Type III(EX) 




the quantity rn!J., where /J.cr is.the distance between·the-unknown true 
means of the populations and n is the number of observations upon which 
each mean is based. For convenience, let the parameter ./n.!J. be called 
the separation index. For each of the eight values · ;;,/J. = 1, /2, 2, ./6, 
/io., 4, 5, and 6, 700 random samples of size 4 were drawn, with x1 and 
x2 from a simulated normal 
simulated normal (v'n!J., 1) 
. (0, 1) population, and x3 and x4 from a 
population. It should be noted that sampling 
in this manner simulate.a the· general formulation of x1 and x2 from a 
2 2 normal(µ, a) population and x3 and x4 from a normal (µ+IJ., a) popula-
tion, with each Xi based on n observations. For each of the 700 
samples of size 4, an independent sample of size 10 was also drawn from 
a simulated normal (0, 1) population in order to obtain an independent 
estimate of cr 2 . (=l) .• The observed t-values, studentized maximum gaps, 
and studentized ranges were therefore based on 9 degrees of freedom, 
For each of the 700 pairs of samples, the GLSD, SR/MG, and SMG tests were 
performed, and the results tabulated .in the format of Table IX. Table X 
shows the empirical percentages obtained for the .events identified in 
Table IX. From the table, it is concluded that, for this case, the 
SR/MG and SMG procedures give compar.able results with respect to obtain-
ing' a corr.ect- .grouping, (These are the numbers in the (3, 1) cells; see 
Table IX), with the SR/MG obtaining slightly more correct groupings in 
most cases· •. , Both, however~ are .superior. .. to the GLSD in that respect. It 
is.also observed that the SR/MG and SMG pr.ocedur.es have higher frequen-
cies of Type III and Type IV errors· than the GLSD (an expected result) • 
. . Fr.om Table IX and Table X, the specific fr.equencies of Type III (EX), 
Type III(IM), Type IV(EX), and Type IV(IM) errors may be calculated. 
Table XI contains the r.esults of.such calculations. 
TABLE X 
RESULTS OF EMPIRICAL SAMPLii'{G, GROUP SIZE 4, ONE TRUE GAP AT GAP 2 
Gaps GLSD SR/MG SMG 
Declared AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA BBAA AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA BBAA AABB ABAB ABBI\BAAB BABA BBAA 
None 45.1 22.3 8.4 11.4 5.4 . 2,6 42.0 21.3 8,3 11.1 5.1 2.7 43.1 21.4 7 .1 11.0 5.1 2.6 
1 at Gap 1 1.4 0.6 0,3 0 0 0,1 ·2.3 1.1 0.4 0.1 0 0 1.9 0.9 0.4 0.1 0 0.1 
nt1 2 • 1 
1 at Gap 2 0.9 J 0.1 0 0 0 1.4 0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0 1.4 0 0.1 0 0.3 0 
1 at Gap 3 0.7 0.3 0 0.1 0 0.1 2.4 0.7 0 0.1 0 0.1 1. 7 0.9 0 0.4 0 0.1 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. All Gaps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 57.7 20.0 6.1 5.6 2.0 2.0 51.0 18.6 5.7 5.6 2.1 2.1 53.7 18.0 6.1 5.3 2.0 2.1 
1 at Gap 1 1.1 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 3.3 o .• 7 0.4 0 0 0 2.0 1.0 0.1 0 0 0 
nt12 • 2 
1 at Gap 2 1. 7 0 0 0 0.1 0 4.0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 3.7 0.3 0 0 0.1 0 
1 at Gap 3 1.1 1.0 0 0.1 0 0 3.3 2.3 0 0.1 0 0 2.3 2.4 0 0.4 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 66.0 12.7 3.3 2.9 1.0 0.4 56.3 12.9 3.3 2.9 1.0 0.4 58.3 11.9 3.1 2.9 1.0 0.4 
1 at Gap 1 1.9 1.9 0 0 0 0 4.3 1. 7 0 (I 0 0 3.3 2.1 0.1 0 0 0 
n!J.2 • 4 
1 at Gap 2 4.3 0 0.3 0 0 0 7.9 0 0.3 0 0 0 8.1 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 3.4 1.9 0 0.1 0 0 7.1 1.4 0 0.1 0 0 5.9 1.9 0 0.1 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 72.1 8.4 0.7 1.3 0.4 0.3 57.7 8.3 0.7 1.1 0.4 0.3 60.1 7.7 0.4 1.1 0.4 0.3 
1 at Gap 1 3.1 0.3 0 0 0 0 4.1 0.4 0 0 0 0 4.7 0.6 0.3 0 0 0 
n!J. 2 • 6 
1 at Gap 2 8.7 0 0 0 0 0 17.3 0 0 0.1 0 0 16.6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 2.9 0.9 0 0.1 0 0 7,1 0.9 0 0.1 0 0 5.4 1.3 0 0.3 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA BBAA AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA BBAA AABB ABAB ABBA BAAB BABA BBAA 
None 68.3 2.0 0.1 0.4 0 0 48.1 1.3 0.1 0.4 0 0 55.4 1.6 ,0.1 0.3 0 0 
1 at Gap 1 1.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 6.6 0.6 0 0 0 0 3.3 0.4 0 0 0 0 
nt.2 • 10 
1 at Gap 2 20.9 0 0 0 0 0 31.0 0 0 0 0 0 29.6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 4.9 0.3 0 0 0 0 9.4 Q.6 0 0 0 0 7.0 0.4 0 0.1 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
None 48.1 0.6 0.1 0 0 0 26.9 0.4 0.1 0 0 0 33.6 0.4 0.1 · 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 1 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 4.3 0 0 0 0 0 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 
nt.2 • 16 
1 at Gap 2 42.3 0 0 0 0 0 56.6 0 0 0 0 0 53.9 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 4.9 0 0 0 0 0 8.6 0.1 0 0 0 0 5.9 0.1 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 LO 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
None 25.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 12.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 13.7 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 1 1. 7 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 
nt.2 • 25 
1 at Gap 2 66.3 0 0 0 0 0 75.3 0 0 0 0 0 76.6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 2.6 0 0 0 0 0 5.6 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 2,3 . 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 7.6 0 0 0 0 0 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 3.6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 1 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 
nt? • 36 
1 at Gap 2 83.0 0 0 0 0 0 86.9 0 0 0 0 0 86.6 0 0 0 0 0 
1 at Gap 3 4.7 0 0 0 0 0 4.9 0 0 0 0 0 4.6 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 at Gaps 1,3 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 0 0 0 0 
2·at Gaps 2,3 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 
All Gaps 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 




ERROR FREQUENCIES OF THE .GLSD ,. SR/MG, AND SMG 
OBTAINED BY· EMPIRICAL .SAMPLING, . (N ~ 700) 
Type IV(EX) Type IV(IM) Type III(EX) Type III(IM) 
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n!:>.2 GLSD SR/MG SMG GLSD SR/MG SMG GLSD S;R/MG SMG GLSD SR/MG SMG 
1 18 37 28 9 22 23 0 1 1 5 6 7 
2 19 52 33 16 27 34 0 1 2 1 1 1 
4 43 86 70 25 25 34 0 0 1 2 2 2 
6 52 98 81 9 10 17 0 0 0 0 1 0 
10 61 132 91 3 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 73 123 94 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 75 103 83 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 86 94 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Several observations may be made from Table XI, First, the occur-
rence of Type III errors does not appear to be of major concern. The 
explanation for this is that Type III errors occur only when incorrect 
rankings occur, and the cases.for.which incorrect rankings are more 
likely are also cases where thebreaksare less likely-to be declared 
significant. Another thing to note.is that the-frequency of Type IV 
errors is greater than might have, been suspected, .. and that the absolute 
frequency of explicit .Type IV err.ors increases .with·.the separation index 
;;;_!:>., However, when the .change in frequency of explicit Type IV errors 
with increasing In!:>. is .considered relative to the.numb.er of signifi-
cances declared in each case, then.the percentage of declared signifi-
cances resulting in explic:i.t Type IV errors decreases on the average with 
In!:>. (with GLSD and SMG yielding the smaller percentages) as shown in 











PERCENTAGE .OF. DECLARED .SLGNIF.ICANGES RESULTING 
.IN .TYPE .IV(EX) ERRORS 
GLSD. SR/MG SMG 
55 % 56 % 47 
40 % 49 % 36 
44 % 52 % 44 
43 % 43 % 38 
29 % 37 % 30 
20 % 24 % 20 
14 % 17 % 14 









Recall that explicit and implicit Type IV errors·occur when means 
from the same population are put into different groups. Is this a 
serious type error? The answer, of course, depends (as with all other 
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errors) upon the-particular situation. If he .is faced with a situation 
where Type IV(EX) errors are.a maj.or consideration, then one should be 
aware that in the· case under· study, at· least,. the· absolute percentage of 
such errors was observed to go as.high as 19 %. 
Of greater interest, .however,, is' the 0 r.elative performance of the 
tests with respect to .obtaining a.correct grouping. Figure 8 gives a 
comparison of the powercharacteristics·of .the· three .procedures with re-
spect to estimated probabilitr of correct .grouping.. The curves are 
given as functions of the squared separation index 2 nD., and graphs of 
this type could be used in at least two ways. One .might formulate his 
requirements as, "If the true .distance.between thespopulations is I::,. 
sigma units, then I want to have probability of at least p of correct 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Estimated Probability of Correct Grouping 




grouping." The minimum: sample. size . n for each mean which is requi.red 
in order to attain the objective is then determined by n"" k/t,, 2 , where 
k is the value of nt,, 2 corresponding to the ordinate p for the 
particular .procedure· .under consideration.. Alternativ.ely., .. one might ask, 
"With a sample like the one I.have, w.hat chances .do I have of obtaining 
a correct grouping if· .the true: separation- is· .I:,, sigma units?" The 
answer is obtained, :of .cour.se ,. as . the ordinate .p .corresponding to 
A word of caution here--the term ''correct grouping" .r.e~uires special 
2 
interpretation- in the cases· '.nl,, "' .O, Literally, .. a .correct grouping 
2 nl,, . 
when 
2 
nt,, = 0 is obtained-when all means are grouped together into one 
group, and the· probability:of doing.this is 1 - a in accordance with 
Type I error specifications. However, consider what' .correct grouping 
means when the true.separation is some small quantity. A correct 
grouping for the case under· study is obtained when· the'sample ranking 
configuration is AABB and·. the. second .gap is declared significant. 
Taking the separation index to O, it is· seen that·.the event being 
• 'd f A2 0 examine . or nu = is the simultaneous occurrence of the sample rank-
ing AABB and the (erroneous) significance of gap 2·. The probabilities 
of these events are, .respectively,.l/6iz:· .1667 and'.approximately .0181. 
Thus, p for 
2 
nt,, = 0 is about .003 for all three .procedures when they 
are conducted at an a-level of .. 05, 
Figure 8 clearly shows .that the SR/MG .and .SMG· .procedures have uni-
formly greater.probability of.detecting the·correct grouping than the 
· GLSD·. It also indicates that there is essentially no difference between 
the performances of SR/MG and SMG in this regard. 
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5.2 Special Case 1_, Group Size I, 
Let xl, X2' X3, and X4 be four means, each based on n observations 
from a normal 2 (µ,er ) population, and let x 5 , x6 , and x 7 be three means, 
each based on observations from a normal 2 population. Using n (µ+Acr, er ) 
the same convention as earlier, a correct grouping is obtained when the 
sample ranking :i,s AA.AA.BBB and a gap is declared between the A's and B's. 
A study of this case similar to that of the previous case is not at 
all pract:i,cal, as there are (7!)/(4!)(3!) = 35 incorrect sample rankings 
possible and a similar expansion in the number of cases with regard to 
the possible decisions. Re-examination of Case 1 reveals the following 
trend: For .. the smaller values of the separation index .Vn6., where incor-
rect sample rankings are more .likely, the most .prevalent errors are 
Type II errors ( failure· to dE;1tect· .the .true .gaps), whereas, for larger 
values of VnA ,. where· .correct sample rankings .have: higher probabilities, 
the most common error~ are Type II .and Type IV(EX).~.- This· suggests that 
for Case 2, it may be possible to extract·most .of the relevant perfor-
mance information·about the.procedures under- consideration·by examining 
only the conditional sampling space of· correct·sample·rankings. Without 
studying incorrectly.ranked samples,·we can still assert·that for those 
samples,· it would .be .expected· .that the .maj.o.rity· .of errors· would be 
Type II errors with a smattering of Type III .and .Type IV errors. For 
Case 1, it was found that Type .IV(EX) .errors were the most common of the 
four: Type IV-(EX), Type IV (IM), Type III-(EX) ·,. and Type III (IM). A 
little further calculation reveals .that of .. the .Type IV (EX) errors 
committed, for each value of In.A examined,. no less than 75% and, 
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generally, 95 ..... 100% of them were made when the sample ranking was correct. 
Therefore, for Case 2, correctly ranked.samples only will be analyzed 
with the GLSD, · SR/MG, .and .SMG .procedures;.- when .an incorrectly ranked 
sample is drawn, it· will be counted and discarded,. and, another sample 
drawn. 
For the correctly ranked samples, .. the results· of, testing in each 
case can be cross"""classified by 0 .how .many gaps .wer.e:.declared· significant, 
versus how many·were·correctly declared. The number and type of errors 
resulting for each case are .given in .Tahie .XIII on the next page. 
For each of the seven values of· the separation index, 
/;;t:. = 2, /io, 4, 5, rn, 145, /s.s, samples of size 4 and 3 were drawn 
from simulated normal (0, 1) and normal (/;;t:., 1) populations, re-
spectively, until 100 samples with correct sample ranking had been 
drawn and analyzed by the GLSD, SR/MG·,· and SMG procedures. The 
studentizing statistic s was based, as before, on an independent 
sample of size 10 from a simulated normal .. (0, 1) population, making 
each of the tests based on 9 degrees of freedom. The results are 
tabulated in Table XIV using the format of Table XIII. 
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TABLE XIII 
BREAKDOWN OF CORRECTLY RANKED SAMPLES, TYPE II 
AND TYPE IV(EX) ERRORS, GROUP SIZE 7, 
ONE TRUE GAP AT GAP 4 
Number of Number of Gaps Correctly Declared 
Gaps Declared 




















Impossible 0 6 -----~---~---------------------Event 
I 5 
Number of Type II Errors 
* Cell Entries are: ----~-----------------------------------
Number of Type IV(EX) Errors 
GLSD 
Gaps Gap• Correct 
Declared 0 1 
0 97 
l 1 2 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
s 0 0 
6 0 
GLSD 
Gaps Gaps Correct 
Declared 0 1 
0 77 
1 1 21 
2 0 1· 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 
GLSD 
Gaps G•2• Correct 
Declared 0 1 
0 18 
1 0 79 
2 0 3 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
s 0 0 
6 0 
GLSD 
Gaps Ga2e Correct 
Declared 0 1 
0 2 
1 0 95 
2 0 3 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 0 0 
6 0 
TABLE XIV 
RESULTS OF EMPIRICAL SAMPLING, GROUP 
SIZE 7, ONE TRUE GAP AT GAP 4 
nll2 • 4.0 
182 Total Sample• 
82 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga:2s Correct Gape Correct 
0 1 0 1 
73 81 
19 6 14 s 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nll2 • 16.0 
100 Total Samples 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Gaps Correct Gape Correct 
0 1 0 1 
28 47 
22 42 8 42 
3 5 0 3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nl>2 • 35,0 
100 Total Samples 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG Sl'IG 
Ga2s Correct Gaps Correct 
0 1 0 1 
4 6 
1 89 0 89 
0 6 0 3 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nll2 • 55,0 
100 Total Samples 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga2s Correct Gaea Correct 
0 1 i) 1 
0 1 
0 89 0 91 
0 10 0 6 
0 1 0 2 
0 0 0 0 

































111 Total Samples 
11 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Gaps Correct Gaps Correct 
0 l 0 1 
48 64 
24 25 11 20 
1 2 2 2 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nll2 • 25.0 
101 Total Samples 
1 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga:2s Correct Ga2s Correct 
0 1 0 1 
18 23 
10 58 7 64 
3 10 0 4 
0 1 0 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
ni>2 • 45.0 
100 Total Sample• 
O Incorrectly lanked 
SR/MG SMG 
Gaps Correct Gaps Correct 
0 1 0 l 
1 0 
0 88 1 88 
0 8 0 10 
0 3 0 1 
0 0 0 0 




In an attempt to summarize some of the results presented in 
Table XVI, let us define a loss function and .examine .what the expected 
loss is for each test for each value .of 2 nll , where estimated probabil-
ities are taken from Table XVI. To further simplify, let us consider 
only expected losses within the conditional sample subspace of correct 
sample rankings, since, if this is done, the .numbers .in Table XVI can 
be used as probability estimates directly without modification. 
To devise a loss function,. let it be based on relative costs of 
Type II and Type IV (EX). err.ors. Suppose .100 uni ts of cost are to be 
divided .so that the cost of a Type II error is. c1 units and the cost of 
a Type IV(EX) error is units. Let 
t = Number of true gaps, 
i = Number of gaps declared significant, 
j = Number of gaps correctly declared significant. 
From Table XIII, it is easily determined that 
t-j = Number of Type II errors in the (i+l, j+l) cell, 
i-j = Number of Type IV(EX). errors in the (i+l, j+l) cell. 
The loss associated with condition (t, i, j) could then be taken as 
L(t,i,j) = c1 (t-j) + c2 (i-j), for i = 0, 1, • o o , 6 and j = 0,1 (3) 
which is simply a weighted sum of the number of Type II and Type IV(EX) 
errors. The estimated average .loss with respect to this .loss function 
for a particular procedure at a .s.pecified value .of ntJ.2 would be 
E(L) =LL(t,i,J)pi, = 1100 Li .. [c1 (t-:j) + c2 (bJ)] (4) 
i . J .. 1J J . 1J 
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The estimated average loss for each of .the three procedures GLSD, SR/MG 
and SMG are shown in figure 9 as a .function of .. nti. ~ .. The costs are 
varied so as to .also .study .the effects of changing the relative serious-
ness of Type lI and Type IV(EX) errors; .. fiv.e .cases .are taken: (a) c1 : 
c 2 = 100:0,(b) c1 :c2 = 65:35, (c) c1 :c2 = 50:50, (d) c1 :c2 = 35:65, and 
(e) c1 :c2 = 0:100. Thus, (a). represents loss from·Type II errors only, 
and .(e)· represents loss from Type IV(EX).,errors only. 
iv .. J , 0 . \;L ( ~ 1alL. ; Ar\>'l'.r,<li'< ) 
I The graphs in Figure 9 1.illustrate the .essential features of the 
three procedur.es .. with .respect·. to· Type II and .Type .IV (EX)· errors, given 
correct sample ranking .. The GLSD· is a less sensitive test than SR/MG 
or SMG, declaring fewer gaps significant in every case. The SR/MG, on 
the other hand, declares more significances .than.the .other two, but has 
the greatest tendency· .to· declare .wrong·.gaps· significant. · The SMG is seen 
as a compromise· .of .sorts; it declares more· significances· than the GLSD, 
but declares fewer wrong gaps than· the SR/MG· ... Thus, the GLSD suffers 
most when Type· II errors· are heavily penalized· .(Figure· .9(a)), while the 
SR/MG suffers most· when Type IV·(EX) er.ror.s .are·· .heavily penalized 
(Figure .9 (e)) •. Across· .all· condit:i;ons, the .SMG· .yields· .the smallest 
average loss. 
I The performance of· the three. procedur.es· with· .r.esp.ect· .to probability 
of· correct· gl:'.ouping· may· also· be·.estimated· .from· .. Table XIV with the aid of 
Bechhofer-'s ranking·.pr.obabilities·.{3).·. That·.is·,·.the values· in the (2,2) 
cells of Table .XIV· are· estimated .probabilities· .of cor.rect grouping, given 
c01::rect· .sample ranking, Multiplying· these.· by· the probability of correct 
ranking taken from· Bechhof er·' s table~· yields· the unconditional probabili-
ty of correct grouping. A comparison of the·GLSD, SR/MG, and SMG for 
the.case under study b given in Figure .10.on the following page. 
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The variation in the estimates precludesmaking·any· distinction between 
SMG· and SR/MG·, but it· is possible to· assert that· both· SMG· and SR/MG have 
uniformly greater· probabiiity· of correct· .grouping· .than GLSD for n/ be-
tween 10 and 40. Some estimated standard·deviations· for the curves in 
Figure 10 for· the three procedures are in the· -range· of • 03-. 04 at 
2 2 2 nti = 10, .05 at nA = 25, and .03 - .038 at nA = 40. 
i' In summary-,.- .as far as· Case .2 .is· concerned,.- SMG -is- .the· .preferred pro-
cedure because it apparently yields the· least·.average loss· the majority 
of the time, and· it appears· to have .power. greater. .than· .GLSD· and at least 
as great as SR/MG. .Whenever Type IV (EX)· errors are· not serious, the 
SR/MG would also be preferable to the GLSD. 
5.3 Special Case l, Group· Size-1., Three True 
This is a case where it might .be expected that· the SR/MG procedure 
would have an advantage, since more· .r:eal gaps .would tend to make the 
sample range larger. · It will be· seen that·, although the· SR/MG does tend 
to identify more of· the true· gaps· than the other procedures·, it does not 
appear to give a correct grouping any more· frequently than the SMG be-
· cause of the tendency- .to· make· Type· IV (EX) errors, 
For each of the seven values of the separation index, inA = 16, /io, 
4, 5, 6, 7, and /65, samples of size 2, 2, 2, and 1 were taken from 
simulated normal (0,.1), normal (;;;-A,1), normal (2inA,l), and normal 
(3ruA,1) populations, respectively, until.100 groups of such samples were 
obtained for which the sample ranking was correct, that is, the sample 
configuration AABBCCD, where the A's are from the normal (0,1) distribu-
tion, etc. Note that as a simplification, all the true gaps are taken 
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to be the same size. As with Case 2,.for each correctly ranked group of 
samples drawn, an additional sample .. of. size.10. was drawn from a simulated 
normal (0,1) population to obtain an independent estimate s 2 based on 9 
degrees of freedom; a= .05 is used throughout for all three procedures. 
For the correctly ranked samples,.a.cross-classification similar to 
Table XIII can be made, and.is shown.below in Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
BREAKDOWN OF CORRECTLY RANKED . SAMPLES., TYPE II AND 
TYPE IV (EX) ERRORS, :GROUP'. SIZE 7, THREE 
TRUE GAPS AT GAPS 2, 4, AND 6 
Number of Number of Gaps Correctly Declared 
Gaps Declared 
Sioni fi f'<>n.t 0 1 2 
0 3 ·------------0 
1 
3 2 ----------""I""- ------------
1 0 
2 
3 2 1 ------------ ------------ -------------2 1 0 
3 
______ 3 ____ 2 1 ~------------ ------------· 
3 2 1 
4 







0 ---------- ... 
0 






* Cell Entries are: 
__ Number_ of_ Tr12e _ II __ Errors---------· 







































RESULTS OF EMPIRICAL SAMPLING, GROUP SIZE 7, 
THREE TRUE GAPS AT GAPS 2, 4, 6 
GLSD 
Ga2e Correct 
0 1 2 3 
67 
3 20 
1 s 4 
0 0 0 0 





O l 2 3 
17 
l 33 
l 1 26 
0 0 6 13 





Q .1 2 3 
0 
.0 1 
0 0 12 
0 0 2 69 





0 l 2 3 
0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 82 
0 0 14 
0 4 
0 
nll2 • 6._Q 
142 Total Samples 
42 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Gaj?S Correct Ga2s Correct 
0 l 2 3 0 l 2 3 
3 34 
12 51 9 36 
3 13 13 1 9 9 
0 3 2 0 0 l 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nt.2 • 16.0 
101 Total Samples 
1 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
GaEa Correct Gaea Correct 
0 l 2 3 0 l 2 3 
0 1 
0 13 2 22 
2 9 40 1 7 39 
0 2 15 17 0 1 8 16 
0 2 0 0 2 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nA2 • 36.0 
100 Total Samples 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga12s Correct Ga12s Correct 
0 l 2 ;i 0 l i J 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 13 0 0 10 
0 0 2 69 0 0 2 72 
0 0 15 0 0 15 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 
nt.2 • 65.0 
100 Total Samples 
O Correctly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga2s Correct Gaj?S Correct 
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 ~ 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 82 0 0 0 82 
0 0 14 0 0 14 




0 l 2 
40 
4 30 
0 4 18 










O l 2 3 
2 
0 13 
0 2 30 
0 0 8 39 





0 l 2 3 
0 
0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 ,0 80 
0 0 18 
0 1 
0 
nll2 • 10.0 
106 Total Samples 
6 Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MC. SMG 
Ga2s Correct Gal'!s Correct 
0 l 2 3 0 1 2 3 
0 9 
4 37 9 42 
1 17 31 0 8 26 
1 3 3 2 1 0 2 2 
0 0 l 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
nt. 2 • 25.0 
100 Total Samples 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga12s Correct Ga12s Correct 
0 l 2 3 0 l 2 3 
0 0 
o· 7 0 7 
0 2 31 0 2 30 
0 0 14 40 0 0 10 45 
0 0 4 0 0 4 
0 2 0 2 
0 0 
nA2 • 49.0 
100 Total Sample• 
O Incorrectly Ranked 
SR/MG SMG 
Ga12s Correct Ga2s Correct 
0 l 2 3 0 l 2 3 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 4 0 0 l 
0 0 0 77 0 0 0 80 
0 0 18 0 0 18 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 
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The results of empirical sampling are given in Table XVI for each 
of the procedures. To assess the performance of the procedures with 
respect to Type II and Type IV(EX) errors, a loss function of the form of 
(3) c~n be defined, and average loss may be estimated as in (4). Un-
fortunately, the comparison of average loss does.not lend itself readily 
to. graphical presentation in. this . instance,. because .. all three procedures 
have very similar.average loss curves. Instead, the results are summar-
ized in Table XVII on the next page. The same trend as in Case 2 is 
observed here also, altho4gh not as pronounced. That is, the GLSD pro-
cedure has greatest average loss except when Type .II errors are lightly 
penalized or not penalized at all •. The SMG and.SR/MG procedures have 
similar average loss, both less than GLSD for the most part, and SR/MG 
suffers most when Type IV(EX) errors are penalized. The overall average 
loss for SR/MG and SMG ;is about the same, however, it .appears that for 
2 smaller values of_ nA ,the SMG average loss is.generally greater than 
2 that of SR/MG, while for larger values of nti., the average losses are 
about the same with_ that. of .. SMG .. being, perhaps, .slightly less than that 
of SR/MG. 
The estimated .probability of a correct grouping.may be computed for 
the three .procedures from Table XVI .and from Table VIII, .p. 71. To form 
the probability curves, an eyeball smoothing of the values in Table VIII 
and the .. (4,.4) cells.of.Table XVI. is. made,. and the .curves "multiplied" 
together. to .yield unconditional probability· of·. correct .grouping. As with 
the average loss curves, the procedures .. are. so .nearly the same as to make 
graphical comparison· of power .. characteristics.impractical,. hence· the re-


























ESTIMATED AVERAGE LOSS FROM TYPE II AND TYPE IV(EX) 
WHEN THE SAMPLE RANKING IS CORRECT 
c1 • .100 c1 • 65 
c2 • 0 C2 • 35 
GLSD SR/MG SMG GLSD SR/MG 
264.0 200.0 231.0 175.1 143.3 
220.0 165.0 183.0 147.2 119.8 
157.0 111.0 121.0 106.9 84.7 
74.0 63.0 58,0 54,4 49,3 
16,0 15,0 12.0 16,7 16.0 
1,0 4.0 1,0 7,7 9,6 
o.o o.o o.o 7,7 7,7 
c1 • 50 c1 • 35 
c2 • 50 c2 • 65 
GLSD SR/MG SMG GLSD SR/MG 
137,0 119,0 127.0 98,9 94,7 
116.0 100.5 103,0 84,8 81.1 
85,5 73.5 73,5 64,0 62,2 
46.0 43,5 39.0 37,6 37,6 
17,0 16,5 15.0 17,3 16.9 
10.5 12,0 10,5 13.3 14,4 
11,0 11,0 11.0 14.3 14.3 
c1 • o 
c2 • 100 
GLSD SR/MG SMG 
10.0 38.0 23,0 
12.0 36,0 23.0 
14.0 36.0 26,0 
18,0 24,0· 20.0 
18.0 18.0 18.0 
20.0 20.0 20.0 




















COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED PROBABILITY OF 
CORRECT GROUPING FOR THE GLSD, 
SR/MG, AND SMG PROCEDURES 
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Probability Conditional Probability Unconditional Probability 
nl::,.2 
of Correct of Correct Grouping of Correct Grouping 
Ranking GLSD SR/MG SMG GLSD SR/MG SMG 
2 .226 .ooo .ooo .000 .000 .ooo .ooo 
5 ,580 .005 .005 .005 .003 .003 .003 
10 .886 .020 .030 .030 .018 .027 .027 
15 .975 .100 .130 .120 .098 .127 .117 
20 .995 .230 .255 .270 .229 .254 .269 
25 1.000 .380 .405 .440 
30 1.000 .525 .540 .575 
35 1.000 .660 .660 . 710 
40 1.000 .740 .740 .755 
45 1.000 • 770 .765 .780 
50 1.000 .790 • 775 .790 
55 1.000 .805 .785 .805 
60 1.000 .810 .800 .810 
Y It is somewhat surprising to find that the SR/MG and SMG procedures 
do not appear to be much more powerful than GLSD for correct grouping in 
this case. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that Case 3 
deals with more true gaps in the group, and, hence, smaller true sub-
groups of means result, i.e., groups of 2, 2, 2, and 1 •. As was noted 
earlier, when smaller groups of means_are being analyzed, the difference 
between Student's t and the SMG or SR criteria hecomes less and less, 
until with group size 2,. all three criteria are the same, except for a 
constant (v'2t =SR= SMG). Another surprising observation about the 
power characteristics of the procedures is that .they all three seem to 
level off to around .80. Examination of Table .XVI p •. 93, shows that for 
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n~2 greater than 50, the errors are mostly Type IV(EX) errors, so it 
may be that a 19-20% Type IV error rate prevents any greater power being 
attained. Recall that Type IV .erro;r; rates .of .19.-20% were observed in 
Case 1. 
To sum up, Case 3 was thought beforehand to be a case where the 
SR/MG procedure would have a distinct advantage over the GLSD and SMG 
procedures, but no support .. for that .conjecture has been found. The SMG 
and SR/MG procedures proved to be about the same with respect to average 
losses from Type II and Type IV (EX) .errors and with respect to power 
characteristics for groupingwith the GLSD not far behind in either 
category. 
6. Brief.Summaryof the Chapter 
The studies in this chapter .were .undertaken .with the.objectives of 
determining some of the perf.ormance characteristics .of· the SMG, as well 
as a comparison of .the SMG and .the .competing· .procedures .GLSD and SR/MG. 
An analytic treatment .would .have .been desirable;. however, the multi-
plicity of ways that a sample may depart from .the null hypothesis appears 
to preclude such .a study. Even when .the null.hypothesis is true, it was 
shown that systematic study of .multistage procedures .. can be complicated. 
The discussion in Section .2 pointed· .. out ,. however, .. that .Type I error rates 
under the null hypothesis should not be considered a major problem. The 
special cases studied also indicate that Type· III error rates should be 
de-emphasized. The unexpected result coming .out of .the case studies was 
that the SMG and SR/MG procedures are apparentiymore.susceptible to 
Type IV errors than previously thought, Recall that· .Type IV errors occur 
when gaps are erroneously declared significant,. but,. perhaps a 
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distinction should be made between .. (i} .the situation wher.e the true gap 
is not detected and another..gap is erroneously.declared significant in 
its place, and .(ii) .. the situation· where the·.true .gap·.is detected but an 
additional gap is also decla:r:ed significant ..... T.he .two procedures 
mentioned are more prone toward the latter. 
Before any sweeping generalities are· .made .concerning the power 
characteristics· of. .the thr.ee .procedures .studied·,. their· performance should 
be systematically studied·over a·wider range of alternatives and sample 
· sizes. The .preliminar.y- indications are,- .however,. that both the SMG and 
SR/MG· procedures· are superior to .the GLSD procedure with respect to 
grouping detection ... ·· From· .a performance .standpoint,. the .results in this 
· chapter indicate .that .the· .SMG· .is the preferred· .pr.o.cedure, as it apparent-
ly tends to .. make· fewer. Type IV· errors than· the: SR/MG· without severe 
sacrifice of power for correct grouping. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS·,· AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR·FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
1, Summary 
The· common denominator· of· the majority-of· statistical procedures 
commonly referred to as·multiple: inference and/or multiple decision pro-
cedures is the· .fact that whenever· the experimental·.objective is to 
determine the underlying groupin1r pattern in- .a· set .of observed means, 
none of them can .guarantee an .unambiguous answer .. ·.-T.he .reason is, of 
course, that they were designed for a different purpose, namely 
inferences about· some· .or .all .of the contrasts· among the means. The first 
procedure designed specifically toward grouping detection·was put for-
ward by Tukey (19) and has since become known as the TukeyGap-Straggler-
Variance Procedure. r.n· developing the pro·cedure ,. Tukey noted that de-
partures from homogeneity·inmeans could be partially characterized by 
large gaps between observed meanso 
The objective of this study has·beento· investigate some procedures 
which can be used to detect underlying grouping patterns in a set of 
observed means. The primary emphasis .has .been· .on· .the development of a 
procedure based· on .the· .distribution .of· the largest gap in a set of k 
ordered observations from· a· normal distribution·.· · From a· practical stand-
point, this distribution· can·be· calculated .exactly only for three or 
gq 
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four of· the smallest· values of · k. For: lar.ger..values, .approximations to 
the distribution have been· proposed·.·. !.he· approximations are of two 
types·: empirical approximations'.,. subject·.to;.sampling·.variation; and 
· approximations by· multiplication· .o.f .probabilities· .of· no.n-independent 
events.· To eliminate the· .necessity .of·.knowing· .· .cr .. when· the observations 
are·taken from normal distributions with .standard deviation cr, the 
distribution of the maximum.gap is "studentized" by-calculating the 
distribution of the· ratio· (maximum gap)/s ,: where s 2· · .is· an independent 
estimate of. 2 based on degrees· of· freedom;. . This, of has CJ .\) course, 
the effect of· replacing the unknown parameter ·a2 in the distribution 
with a set of parameters·. {v}.. The situation· .is· completely analogous to 
the relation between the normal distribution· .and· Student's t-distribution 
(the original· studentization·problem). 
Using· the· distributions· calculated· by· the· .above .methods·, a sequen-
tial multi-staged procedure was devised·,· the· studentized maximum gap 
procedure (SMG). Two other procedures·,:. based· on· well'-known distributions 
were also constructed along· the same'.lines, the·maximum·gapLSD procedure 
(GLSD) and the studentized range/ma~initim·.gap· .procedure·. (SR/MG). In 
developing these procedures·,· it· was·.noted· that· although· some of the 
multiple inference procedures are referred· to· .by some· authors as simul-
taneous inference procedures, they· .. are· not· .simultaneous .at all. In a 
significance-testing context·,.· (or,. perhaps·.more ·properly, a hypothesis-
testing with variable· a-,levei cpntext).· .the· .procedures· .are carried out in 
practice as .multiple decis.ion procedures· in which· the· .decisions are made 
sequentially, not simultaneously. Thus·, it was· discovered that when 
testing is done this· way·, a single·. tentative· null .hypothesis that all 
means are the same will no.t suffice·,· for .as· soon· as .. the· decision that 
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two means are not the same is made,. the null hypothesis cannot still be 
that all means are the same if·any further testing is to be done. We 
have referred to this phenomenon as the changing .null hypothesis aspect 
and have constructed the SMG, GLSD, .and SR/MG· procedur.es .in such a way 
as to incorporate it into their_logic, The .essential steps in each 
procedure can be described as follows: 
(i) Rank the observed means. 
(ii) Examine the group as a whole for departure from homogeneity. 
(iii) If evidence of non-homogeneity is found, break the means 
into two groups. 
(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii).foreach new group formed until 
no more evidence of· non..,..homogeneitywithin the groups can 
be found. 
Included in the study .is an evaluation of the comparative perfor-
mances of the GLSD, SR/MG,.and SMG procedures with·respect to power for 
grouping detection and .certain error tendencies. 
The evaluation was carried out.bymeans of computer simulated 
sampling from normal distributions for which· the true·grouping pattern 
was known. Of necessity, the performance studywas limited in scope, 
due to the fact that·fundsfor computer:time were limited and extensive 
tabulation of critical values for theSMG·would have been unwise while 
its performance relative to the GLSD and SR/MG procedures remained in 
question. The latter twoprocedures, of·course, have tabulated critical 
values which are readily available, so that if it had turned out that 
the SMG was clearly inferior-, it would likely have been discarded in 
favor of some· other procedure~ The conclusions about· the performance of 
the three procedures is therefore based· .on results .obtained for three 
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special· cases. Since a general treatment of the p.rocedure performances 
for all possible departures from the nullhypothesis would be formidable, 
if not impossible, the case-study approach represents a reasonable and 
informative alternative. 
2·. 'Conclusions 
Of the existing multiple inference procedures,·the LSD, Studentized 
Range, and Multiple-Fprocedures canbeadaptedfor·use as statistical 
grouping procedures. ·The performance of·an F/MaximumGap·procedure would 
be expected to be very· similar tothe:SR/MG·procedure studied. For the 
SMG procedure, although exact distributions cannot·beobtained in 
general, reasonable approximations .can· be .made (and· .. improved upon) 
yielding a procedure adequate to most situations encountered in practice. 
This study has shown that viable solutions .to the grouping problem exist. 
( On the basis·of· the· evaluations of.the performances of the three pro-
cedures treated·, it is· concluded that· the two competitors are the SMG 
and SR/MG procedures. If forced to a decision at this time, the SMG 
procedure would probably be chosen as the preferred procedure. However, 
the SR/MG has the distinct advantage of.· having readily accessible 
critical values extensively tabulated. 
3. Further Study 
A more extensive study· .of the performances of .the SMG and SR/MG 
under alternative hypotheses should. be. made with·.a· .more systematic 
choice of alternative hypotheses·. If such· studies indicate that SMG 
is still the preferred procedure, then better·and·more efficient methods 
of approximating the null sampling distribution.should be.devised. The 
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present study- ,should· be· conside:i::ed·: only a· first .... cut· attempt in both 
respects,· More accurate· approximations·.should .also .help establish 
whether or· n.ot studentizing with sG = s.rc:.ri, rather than· :s only, will 
reverse the trend with· respect· to the· critical· values·.. it,was con-
jectured in Chapter II that this·maybe the case,but·it·has not been 
established at this time. 
The procedures have been'.formuiated and studied under assumptions 
of normality, homogeneous· variances, and·. equal sample· s:i.z.es,, Many cases 
in practice do not conform to these assumptions, .. and therefore, should 
not be ignored if workable solutions can be.found. 
It is the author-' s opinion· that. the· sort· of' e:icperimental objective 
which has been here.referred tO'.as thegrouping·detectionproblem is 
a·very real problemencounter.ed,frequently in research .and which has 
· heretofore received too little attention~·.· It ,has .been shown that 
existing· procedures are inadequate.and that new· procedures are needed to 
· fill the, void. The alternatives presented'.in· this· study· represent a 
beginning. 
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EXPECTED VALUES AND VARIANCES OF GAPS 
EXPECTED EXPECT ED 
:'-.J GAP V,'1.LUE VAK I ANCE N GAP VALUE VAR I ANCE 
2 1 1.12838 0. 726 76Jl~5 15 l 0 .48797 0.183 1)0352 
3 l 0.84628 0.45680940 2 o. 3002 5 0.075Jl935 
4 1 0. 73237 0.36i.J9d516 3 o. 23281 o. 04653739 
2 o. 59402 0.24902284 4 o.19915 J .03',63794 
5 1 0.66794 0.31039107 5 0. 1fl040 0 .02869533 
2 0 .49502 o.18148172 6 0.17000 o. 02562169 
6 l 0.62545 0.27849d83 7 0 .16530 0.02428635 
2 0.44021 0.14781833 16 1 o. 4812 5 o.17962754 
3 0.40310 0.12587947 2 0. zg44 7 0.07245076 
7 1 o. 59481 0.25625259 3 J.22710 .J.04446297 
2 0.40466 0 .12748778 4 0.19316 o. 032714 78 
3 0.35271 0 .09904873 5 0.17379 0.02675138 
8 1 o. 57138 o. 23968339 6 0.16247 0.0235.2342 
2 0.37940 0 .11377305 7 0.15646 o. 02188758 
3 o. 32031 0.08323812 8 0.15458 0.02138436 
4 0.30502 0.01602143 17 l 0.47516 a. 17579073 
9 l o.ss211 0. 22676331 2 J.28932 0.07019007 
2 0.36033 0.103 8!1-0 79 3 0.22208 0.04266913 
3 0.29744 0.07278550 4 o. 18792 o. 031 08319 
't 0.27453 0 .06267738 5 0.16813 o. 02513692 
10 l 0.53739 0.21634215 6 0.15614 0.02182330 
2 o.3453:> a· .osi62a21a 7 o. 14920 o. 02 000042 
3 0.28030 0. 0!>533 766 8 o.14599 0.01918269 
4 0.25309 o.05397496 18 l 0.46 962 ().172322!>9 
5 0.24534 0.05090987 2 0.28468 o. 06818116 
11 1 0.52452 o.2orns4s 3 J.217&1 J .04110022 
2 0.33308 0.09030253 4 J.18333 o. 02967971 
3 0.26686 0 .0597'+436 5 0.16321 o. 02 377333 
4 o. 23709 0.04784516 6 0.15074 J .02041691 
5 0.22489 0.04331355 7 o. 14 31 0 o. 01 84- 7683 
12 l 0.51386 0.20J42&22 8 o. 13 894 0.01745639 
2 o.32253 0.03543921 9 J.13760 0. 01713711 
3 0.25600 0.05537699 19 1 o. 46454 0.16916782 
4 o. 22459 0.04328711 2 0 .28049 0. 06638151 
. 5 o. 20966 o.03aoo9oa 3 0.21359 0 .03971455 
6 0.20518 0.03648642 4 o. 17925 o. 0284581 7 
13 1 0.50391 o. l 94163 86 . 5 0.15890 0.02260520 
2 0.31425 0.08139360 6 0.14607 0.01923335 
3 0.24698 0 .051863 26 7 0.13790 0.01722061 
4 o. 21452 o. 03975897 8 J.13302 0.01606692 
5 0 .19781 0.03409432 q o. 13072 o. 01553 783 
6 0.19052 0.031 75169 2J l 0.45988 0.16628140 
14 1 0.49548 0.18870938 2 Q.27665 o.oo4757BB 
2 0 .306 77 o.07796615 3 0.20997 o. 03848029 
3 0.23937 0 .04d%850 4 0.17560 0 .02738415 
4 0.20619 o.o:694233 5 0.15508 J.02159238 
5 0.18827 0 • 0 3 10 8 /~ l g' 6 0.14197 o. 0] 822285 
6 0.1 7914 o.02s21a29 7 C>.13340 0.01616664 
7 0.17632 0.02743644 8 0.12797 0.01492449 
9 u.12496 o. 01425397 
10 :J .12 400 0 .01404163 
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TABLE XX 
CORRELATIONS OF GAPS 
N I J VALUE N I J VALUE N I J Va.LUE 
3 1 2 -o. 1361849 10 2 3 -0.0791782 12 3 7 -J .03224 75 
4 2 -0.1231622 4 -o. 1)568594 e -0.0257677 
3 -0.0681794 5 -o .0425047 9 -0.0204548 
5 2 -0.1133406 6 -o. 032 39 49 4 5 -0 .o~HOB 
3 -0.0679069 7 -0.0247623 6 - o. 0504139 
4 -0.0406390 8 -o .o ld60ll 7 -J .0403196 
2 3 -Q.1096829 3 4 -o. 0736256 8 -0.0323472 
6 l 2 -o .1060835 5 -0.0555529 5 6 -o. 062221 7 
3 -0.0657781 6 -0.0426471 7 -u .0500295 
4 -0.0428443 7 -0.0327936 13 l 2 -0.0824982 
5 -0.0269995 4 ~ -o .0111c;oa 3 -O.l.1543442 
2 3 -0.0998312 6 -0.0550910 4 -o .0392223 
4 -0.0666367 · ll 1 2 -0.0867541 5 -o. 0297770 
7 1 2 -0.1 U05064 3 -o .0567240 6 -J.0233066 
3 -0.0635514 4 -o. 0405002 7 -0.0185803 
4 -0.0429828 5 -0.0302047 8 -0.0149537 
5 -o. 0295039 6 -o .o 2338 57 9 -0.0120525 
6 -0.0193011 7 -o. 0180906 10 -0 .00963ft9 
2 3 -0.0920231 8 -0.0140350 11 -0.0075175 
4 -o. 0638961 9 -0.0106709 12 -0.0054852 
5 -0.0445219 10 -o. 0075997 2 3 -0.0714552 
3 4 -0.0901780 2 3 -0.0761949 4 -0.0521293 
8 1 2 -o. 0960636 4 -0.0550781 5 -0 .0398709 
3 -0.0615200 5 -o. 0417381 6 -0.0313790 
4 -0.0425276 6 -0 .o 3198 31 7 -0.0251227 
5 -o. 03033 51. 7 -0.0251064 8 -0.0202892 
6 -0.0215994 8 -0.0195615 9 -o. 0164003 
7 -CJ.0145392 9 -J.0149288 10 -o .0131437 
2 3 -0.0871151 3 4 -o. 0701922 11 -0.0102789 
4 -0.0612459 5 -0.0534262 3 ft -0.0648929 
5 -U.0442302 6 -0.0415642 5 -0.0499720 
6 -0.0318059 7 -o. 0326308 6 -0.0395308 
3 4 -0.0831705 8 -v .0255337 7 -0.0317773 
5 -o. 0608509 4 5 -0.0671192 8 -o .0257486 
9 1 2 -0.0924211 6 -o. 0525722 9 -0.0208717 
3 -o. 0597200 7 -O.v415027 10 -0.0167686 
4 -0.0418816 5 6 -0.0661702 4 5 -0.0610532 
5 -0.0305530 12 1 2 -0.0844886 6 -0,0485518 
6 -0,0226U39 3 -o .0554696 7 -0 .0391937 
7 -0.0165399 4 -o. 0398425 8 -0.0318689 
8 -0.0113883 5 -0.0300584 9 -0,0259101 
2 3 -o. 082746 5 6 -0.02'33366, 5 6 -0.0590179 
4 -0.0589013 7 -0,0184060 7 -Q.0478&22 
5 -0.0434308 8 -o.o 145973 8 -l.l,ll390677 
6 -o. 0323981 9 -0.0115130 6 7 -o .0583785 
7 -0.0238703 10 - o. 0088774 14 1 2 -o. 0807309 
3 '+ -o. 0778400 11 -u. J064u 52 3 -0.0533280 
5 -o. 0580182 2 3 -0.0736535 4 -0.0386410 
6 -0.0436527 4 -0.0535138 5 - o. 0294845 
4 5 -0.0763550 5 -0.0406955 6 -ll.0232252 
10 1 2 -0.0893654 6 -o. 031 7829 7 -0.0186659 
3 -0.0581313 7 -0.0251847 6 -0.0151827 
4 -o. 0411873 6 -0.0200493 9 -o .0124158 
5 -0,0304975 9 - o. 0158644 10 -0,0101394 
6 -0.02307(>0 10 -0.0122684 11 -O,U08l973 
7 -0.0175366 3 4 -0.0673280 12 -0.0064607 
8 -0.0131075 5 -0.0515829 1 3 -o. 004 7603 
9 -0.0091928 6 -0.0405138 2 3 -o .0695292 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
N l J VALUE N l J VALUE ~ I J VALUE 
14 2 4 -o. 0508943 15 3 9 -o. 0210776 16 4 1 -0.0361234 
5 -o .0391062 10 -0.0175317 8 -0.0302108 
b -0.030%28 11 -o .01452 61 9 -o .0253296 
1 -0.0249836 12 - o. 0118945. 10 -o. 0213193 
8 -0.0203064 4 5 -0.0566967 11 -0.0179383 
9 -O.u167l54 6 -0.0455044 12 -0.0150127 
10 -0.0136817 1 - o. 03 71966 5 6 -0.0521522 
11 -0.0110834 8 -0.()307610 1 -o. 0429620 
12 -o. 008751 7 9 -0.0256008 8 -0.0358290 
3 4 -o .0627905 10 -o. 02133 71 9 -0.0301084 
5 -0.0485517 11 -0 .u 1771()8 10 -0.0253910 
6 -o. 0386230 5 6 -0.0540%6 11 -0.021~009 
7 -0.0312798 1 - o. 04438 D 6 7 -0.0504928 
8 -0.0256007 8 -0.0368127 8 -0.0422331 
9 -o. 0210436 9 -o. 0307150 9 -0.0355780 
10 -0.0172619 10 -0.0256558 10 -0.0300681 
11 -0.0140109 6 7 -0.0526810 1 8 -o .0497143 
4 5 -0.0587138 8 -o. 0438410 9 -0.0419%4 
6 -0.0469301 9 -0.0366819 17 1 2 - u. 07641 71 
7 -0.0381516 1 8 -0.0522306 3 -o .0508906 
8 -0.0313220 16 l 2 -o. 0777172 4 -o. 0369926 
9 -0.0258141 3 -0.0515612 5 -o. 0286224 
10 -o. 0212235 4 -0.0375896 6 -o .02283% 
5 6 -0.0563544 5 -0.0299028 1 -0.0186475 
7 -0.0459992 6 -0.0229614 8 -0.0154657 
8 ~o. 0378920 1 -0.0186837 9 -o .012%29 
9 -0.0313186 8 -0.0154168 l O -0.0109355 
6 7 -o. 0552654 9 -0.0128414 11 -0.0092506 
8 -0.0450967 10 -u. Ol 07484 12 -0.0078167 
15 l 2 -0.0791473 11 -0.0090003 13 -0.0065658 
3 -0.0524047 12 -0.0075001 14 -0.0054426 
4 -0.0380975 13 -o. 0061725 l 5 -0.0043899 
5 -O.v291912 14 -,Q .0049451 16 -0.0033101 
6 -o. 0231126 15 -0.0037033 2 3 -0.0647613 
1 -0.0186940 2 3 -0.0662991 4 - o. 0480604 
8 -0.01532 82 4 -0.0487810 5 -0.0371376 
9 -0.0126666 5 -o. 0377442 6 -0.0297&1t2 
10 -0.0104932 6 -0.0301494 7 -0.0243824 
11 -0.0086636 7 -0.0245977 8 -0.0202759 
12 -0.0070715 8 - o. 0203537 9 -0.0170315 
, 13 -0.0056222 9 -0.0169926 10 -0.0143939 
14 -o. 0041 783 10 -0.0142505, 11 -o ,0121952 
2 3 -0.0678235 11 -o. 0119527 12 -0.0103188 
4 -0.0497347 12 -0.0099752 13 -0.0086782 
5 -0.0383988 13 -0.0082205 14 -0 .0072017 
6 -0.0305502 14 -0.0065944 15 - o. 0053151 
7 -o. 0248()20 3 4 -o .J 59 3259 3 4 -0.0578751 
8 -0.0203971 5 -o. 0461577 5 -0.0451369 
9 -0.0168968 0 -0.0370213 6 - 0.0363153 
lU -o. 0140267 7 -0.0303005 7 -0 .029tl38l 
11 -0.0116020 8 - o. 0251367 8 -0.0248721 
12 -0.0094854 9 -0.0210302 9 -0.0209335 
13 -0.0075531 10 -0.0176682 10 -0 .o 177211 
3 4 -0.060<-1517 11 -o. 0148425 11 -0.0150356 
5 -o. 04 72890 12 -o .o l24u40 12 -o .0127383 
6 -0.0377884 13 -0.0102352 13 -0.0107252 
7 -o.o.3078 31 4 5 -0.0549349 14 - o. 0089098 
8 -0.0253857 6 -o .0442397 4 5 -0.0533791 
llO 
TABLE XX (Continued) 
N I J VALUE N I J VALUE N I J VALUE 
17 4 6 -o. 0431089 18 3 8 -0.0246027 19 2 6 -o .029045 7 
7 -0.0355245 9 -o. 0208070 7 -0,0239450 
8 -0,02%826 10 -v,0177194 8 -0,0200628 
9 -0.0250316 11 -0.0151481 9 -o .0170056 
10 -0.0212258 12 -0,0129608 10 -0,0145309 
ll -O.Ol81.l354 13 -u ,0110611 11 -0,0124807 
12 -0,0152994 14 -0.0093740 12 -0,0107471 
13 -0,0128965 15 -0,0078341 13 - 0, 0092529 
5 6 -O.J504557 4 5 -0.0519923 14 -o .0078630 
7 -0,0417053 6 -o. 0420905 15 -0.0068319 
8 -0.0349334 7 -0,0347916 16 -0,0056780 
9 -o. 02952 06 9 -0,0291809 17 -0.0046362 
10 -0,0250764 9 -o. 024 7242 3 4 -0,0553879 
11 -0,0213400 lJ -0,0210879 5 -(), 0433641 
12 -0,0181274 11 -0,0180519 6 -0,0350612 
6 7 -0,0486105 12 -0,0154634 7 -0,0289817 
8 -o. 04082 52 13 _., .o 132107 8 -o ,0243348 
9 -0,0345763 14 -0,0112065 9 -0.020&627 
lJ -0,0294272 5 6 -o. 0489591 1 0 -0.0176816 
11 -o. 025u845 7 -o .0405834 11 -0,0152059 
7 3 -0.0475862 8 -0.0341164 12 -0.0131080 
9 --0.0404012 9 -0.0289609 13 -0.0112965 
1 \.) -o. 0344574 10 -0.0247414 14 -0.0098026 
8 9 -0.0472574 11 - o. 0212 091 15 -0,0081810 
18 1 2 -0.0752279 12 -0.0181902 16 -0.0069487 
3 -o. 0500723 13 -0.0155574 4 5 -0,0507462 
4 -0.0366691 6 7 -o. 04696<;6 6 -o. 0411673 
5 -0.0283517 8 -0 ,0395BJ5 7 -0.0341175 
6 -0,0226923 9 -0.0336673 8 -0.0267068 
7 -0.0185935 10 -0.0288118 9 -0,0244168 
8 -0,0154861 11 -0.0247355 10 -0 ,0209244 
9 -0, 0130459 12 -o. 0212429 11 -0.01801&9 
lJ -0 , 0 110 7 3 7 7 8 -0.0457572 12 -0,0155480 
ll -u. il094403 9 -0.0390067 13 -o ,0134122 
12 -O.OJ80575 10 - o. 0334443 14 -0.0115296 
13 -0.0068615 11 -0,02876(}() 15 - o. 0098356 
14 -o. 0058035 8 9 -0.0451815 5 6 -o ,0476263 
15 -0.0048412 10 -0,0388199 7 -0, 0395744 
16 -o. J0392 84 19 l 2 -o ,0741343 8 -0.0333691 
17 -0.0029806 3 -0.049'tl 04 9 -0.0284324 
2 3 -0.0636799 4 -0.0362512 10 -0,0244020 
4 -0.0470321 5 -0.02130913, 11 -0 .0210383 
5 -0,0365741 6 -o. 0225429 12 -0.0181758 
6 -0,0293962 7 -0.0185274 13 -0. 015694 7 
7 -o. 0241634 8 -0,0154860 14 -o .0135041 
B -0,0201762 9 -0.0131005 6 7 -o. 0455233 
9 -0,0170319 10 -l) .o 111758 B -u,0384709 
10 -o. 0144820 11 -0.0095856 9 -0.0328403 
11 -0.0123640 12 -0.0082442 1 0 -0.0282295 
12 -o. 0105663 13 -0,0070905 11 -0,0243715 
13 -0,0090082 14 -o. 0060790 12 -O,U210809 
l 't -0.0076270 15 -0,0051730 13 -0.0182229 
15 -o. 0063685 16 -0.004339& 7 8 -0.0441642 
16 -0.()051725 17 - o. 003 54 05 9 -0,0377750 
3 4 -0,05&5701 18 -0.0027014 10 -a. 0325274 
5 -0,0442102 2 3 -0.0625430 il -0,0281238 
6 -0.035&&39 4 - o. 0462639 12 -0,0243584 
7 -o. 02939 83 5 -0,03ol.l494 8 9 -0,0433989 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
N I J VALUE N I J VALUE 
19 8 IO -0.0374395 20 4 12 -0 • u 1 5 5 79 5 
11 -0.0324240 13 -o. 0135385 
9 10 -0.0431516 14 -0.0117505 
20 1 2 -o. 0731241 15 -0.0101568 
3 -0.0487950 16 - o. 0087081 
4 -0.0358581 5 6 -0.0464297 
5 -o. 0278414 7 -0.0386609 
6 -0.0223935 8 -o. 0326832 
7 -0.0184531 9 -o .0279355 
8 -0.0154708 10 -0.0240667 
9 -0.0131338 11 -0.0208456 
10 -0.0112507 12 -o • u 18 11 30 
11 -0.0096977 13 -0.0157546 
12 -o .0083910 14 -0.0136853 
13 -o. Ou7271'~ 15 -0.0118382 
14 -0.0062954 6 7 -o. 0442363 
15 -0.0054292 8 -0.0374740 
16 -o. 0046450 9 -0.0320854 
17 -0.0039164 10 -o. 0276822 
18 -0.0032108 11 -0.0240074 
19 -0.0024625 12 -0.0208833 
2 3 -0.0614997 13 -0.0181819 
4 -0.0455544 14 -0 .0158078 
5 -0.0355597 1 8 -o. 0427611 
6 -o .J 287125 9 -0.0366793 
7 -0.0237299 10 -o .0316950 
8 -0.0199410 11. -o. 0275247 
9 -0 .o 169606 12 -0.0239713 
10 -0.0145516 13 -0.0208927 
11 -0.0125596 8 9 - o. 04184 75 
12 -0.0108797 10 -o .0362223 
13 -o. 00943 75 11 -0.0315027 
14 -0.0081780 12 -o. 0274715 
15 -o. 00105 85 9 li) -0.0414099 
16 -0.0060435 11 -0.0360732 
17 -0.0050991 
18 -0.0041834 
3 4 -o. 0543104 
5 -0.0425876 
6 -O. ll345Ul 8 
1 -0.0285876 
8 -0.0240720 
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TABLE XXI 
EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM GAP, SAMPLE SIZE 5 
OBSERVED SMOOTHED E MPI RI CAL SMOOTHED 
INT ERV.AL FREQUENCY FREQUENCY CUM ULA Tl VE C U"IULA TI VE 
o.o TO o. l 9 9. 3 8 o.0002s1 0.000268 
0.1 TO 0.2 73 71. 50 0.002343 o. 002311 
0.2 TO 0.3 292 294.25 0.010686 0.010718 
0.3 TO 0.4 642 668.12 0.029029 0.029006 
0.4 TO 0.5 1186 1157.09 0.062914 o. 062 866 
0.5 TO o.6 1676 1689.63 O.llOBOJ 0 .111140 
0.6 TO 0.7 2188 2205. 65 o. 173314 0.174158 
o. 7 TO a.a 2664 2620.52 0.249429 0.249028 
o. 8 TO o. 9 2860 2862.57 0.331143 0.330815 
0.9 TO 1.0 2927 2943. 27 o. 414771 0.414907 
1. 0 TO l .1 2915 2913.22 0.498057 0.498140 
1.1 TO l. 2 2789 2 776. 79 o.577743 0.577476 
1.2 TO 1 .3 2539 2533.15 o. 6502 86 o. 649 851 
1.3 TO 1.4 2197 2213.59 0. 7130 57 0.713095 
1.4 TO 1. 5 1915 l 899. 84 o. 767771 o. 7&7375 
1.5 TO ~1 .6 1576 1616.46 0.812800 o. 813559 
1. 6 TO 1. 7 1414 1368.64 0.853200 0.852663 
1.1 TO 1.8 1100 1115. 28 o. 884629 0.884527 
1.8 TO 1.9 878 889.16 o.909714 o. 909931 
1. 9 TO 2.0 706 697.23 0.929886 0.929852 
2.0 TO 2 .1 553 547. 77 0.945686 0.945502 
2.1 TO 2.2 410 425.62 0.957400 0.957663 
2.2 TO 2.3 348 338. 03 · 0.967343 0.967320 
2.3 TO 2.4 276 274.08 0.975229 o. 975151 
2 .• 4 TO 2. 5 207 217.44 0 .981143 0.981364 
2.s TO 2.6 186 166. 56 o. 986457 0.986122 
2.6 TO 2.1 l 03 121.68 0.989400 o. 989599 
2.1 TO 2.8 99 94.30 0.992229 0.992293 
2.a TO 2.9 78 n. 13 o. 994457 0.994342 
2.9 TO 3.0 48 50.00 0.995829 0.995771 
3.0 TO 3.1 26 31.14 0.996571 o.996660 
3 .1 TO 3 .2 29 21. 15 o. 997400 0.997436 
3.2 TO 3.3 29 26 .47 0.998229 0.998192 
3.3 TO 3. 4 22 21. 71 0.998857 0.998813 
3.4 TO 3 .5 11 13.77 o. 999171 0.999206 
3.5 TO 3.6 11 8.35 0.999486 0.999445 
3.6 TO 3.7 3 5. 03 o. 9995 71. 9.999588 
3.7 TO 3.8 4 3.59 0.999686 o. 999691 
3. 8 TO 3.q 4 2 .58 0.999800 0'.999765 
3.9 TD 4.0 0 1 .• 91 o. 99 9800 0.999819 
4.0 TO 4.1 3 2.00 0.999886 0.999876 
4.1 TO 4. 2 2 2.14 0.999943 0.999937 
4.2 TO 4.3 2 1. 64 1. 000000 0.999984 
4.3 TO 4.4 0 0 .so 1.000000 0.999998 
4.4 TO 4.5 0 0.06 1.000000 1.000000 
4.5 TO 4.6 0 o.o 1. 000000 1.000000 
4.6 TO 4.7 0 o.o 1.00000:J 1.000000 
4.7 TO 4. 8 0 o. 0 1.000000 1.000000 
4.8 TO 4 .9 0 o.o 1.000000 l· 000000 
4.9 TO 5. 0 0 o.o l.OOOOOJ 1.000000 
TOT AL: 35000 
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TABLE XXII 
EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM GAP, SAMPLE SIZE 6 
OBS ERV ED SMOOT HEO EMPIRICAL S'-1JOTHEO 
INTERVAL FREQUENCY FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE CUMJ LAT 1 VE 
o. 0 TO O .1 2 4.01 o.000080 0.000160 
0 .1 TO 0.2 23 14. 97 0.001000 0.000759 
0.2 TO 0.3 117 129.04 0.005680 0.005919 
0.3 TO 0.4 380 393.20 0.020880 0.021643 
0.4 TO 0.5 795 804.32 o.052680 0.053807 
0.5 TO 0 .6 1313 1295.07 0.105200 o. 105595 
0.6 TO o. 7 1757 1 773. 1l+ 0. l 7 5480 0.176526 
0.1 TO 0.8 2153 2141. 87 o. 261600 0.262177 
0.8 TO 0.9 2374 2324.57 o. 356560 o. 355134 
0.9 TO 1. 0 2279 2329.2.5 0.447720 0.448279 
1.0 TO l .1 2238 2236. 32 0.537240 o.537707 
1.1 TO 1.2 2093 2059.65 0.620960 0.620070 
1.2 TO 1.3 1800 1819. 92 0.692960 0.592847 
1 .3 TO 1.4 1516 1535.77 o. 753600 0.754261 
1. 4 TO 1. 5 1327 1274.34 0.806680 o.so5220 
1.5 TO J.6 964 1037. 94 0.845240 0.846726 
1 .6 TO l. 7 908 860. 54 0.881560 o. 88113 8 
1. 7 TO 1. 8 692 697.86 0 .909240 o.909045 
1 .a TO 1.9 540 550.97 0.930840 0.931078 
1. 9 TO 2.0 427 415.80 0.947920 0.947705 
2.0 TO 2. 1 307 316.16 0 .960200 0.960348 
2.1 TO 2 .2 244 239.85 o. 969960 0.969940 
2.2 TO 2.3 184 185.59 0.977320 0.977361 
2.3 TO 2.4 148 148. 76 0.983240 0.983310 
2.4 TO 2 .5 120 117.07 0.988040 o. 987992 
2.5 TO 2.6 89 87.49 0.99160J o.991490 
2.6 TO 2.1 57 bl. 54 0.993880 0.993951 
2.1 TO 2.8 45 43.76 0.995680 o. 995701 
2. 8 TO 2. 9 34 30.32 0 .997040 0.996914 
2.9 TO 3.0 16 20.06 0.997680 0.997716 
3.0 TO 3.1 14 14.72 o. 99 8240 0.998305 
3.1 TO 3. 2 18 13.68 0.998960 o.998852 
3.2 TO 3 .3 1 10. 80 o. 999240 o. 999284 
3.3 TO 3.4 10 6.92 0.999640 0.999561 
3.4 TO 3. 5 1 3. 09 0.999680 0 .999684 
3 .5 TO 3.6 2 1. 77 0.999760 0.999755 
3.6 TO 3.7 2 1.36 0 .999840 0.999810 
3.7 TO 3.8 1 1. 67 0.999880 0.999876 
3.8 TO 3 .9 2 1.19 o. 999960 o,. Cl99924 
3.9 TO 4.0 0 0.54 0 .999990 0.999945 
4.0 TO 4.1 0 0.11 o. 9999 60 o. 9999'50 
4.1 TO 4.2 0 0 .o 0.999960 0.999950 
4.2 TO 4.3 0 o.o 0 .999960 0.999950 
4.3 TO 4.4 0 o.os o. 999960 0.999953 
4.4 TO 4.5 0 0 .30 0.999960 o. 999965 
4.5 TO 4.6 1 0.47 1.000000 0.999984 
4 .6 TO 4.7 0 0.30 1. 000000 0.999996 
4.7 TO 4.8 0 0 .10 1.000000 o.999999 
4.8 TO 4.9 0 o. 0 1.000000 0.999999 




EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM GAP, SAMPLE SIZE 7 
OBSERVED S~JDTHf-D EMPIRICAL SMOOTHED 
INTE:RVAL FREQUENCY FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE CUMJLATIVE 
o.o TO 0.1 0 3. 56 o. 0 0.000102 
o. 1 TO 0.2 16 1.1~ 0.000457 0.000152 
0.2 TO 0.3 120 141. 3 7 0.003886 0.004189 
0.3 TO 0.4 495 533.93 0.018029 o. 019436 
0.4 TO o.s 1200 1199.94, . o.052314 0.053702 
o.5 TO 0.6 2022 201 7. 20 0.110086 0.111305 
o.6 TO 0.1 2771 2767.78 0.189257 0.190343 
o. 7 TO o. 8 3354 3304.36 0.285086 0.284703 
0 .8 TO 0.9 3492 3532. 12 o. 384857 0.385568 
0.9 TO 1.0 3554 3500.16 0.486400 0.485519 
1. 0 TO 1. 1 3204 3252.96 0.577943 o.578412 
1 .1 TO 1 .2 2921 2890.06 o. 661400 o. 66 0941 
1.2 TO 1.3 2463 2477.75 o. 731771 o.731696 
1.3 TO 1. 4 2034 2068. 64 0.789886 0.790769 
1.4 TO 1 .5 1754 1677.69 o. 840000 o.838678 
1.5 TO {.6 1227 1305.49 0.875057 o.875958 
1.6 TO 1.7 1049 1012.28 o. 905029 0.904864 
1.1 TO 1.8 773 780.95 o. 927114 o. 927165 
1. 8 TO 1. 9 608 613.66 0.944486 0.944689 
1.9 TO 2.0 476 467.62 0.958086 0.958043 
2.0 TO 2.1 359 35 5 .o 1 o. 96 8343 o. 968181 
2.1 TO 2.2 253 266. 53 0.975571 0. 975792 
2 .z TO 2.3 216 212. 16 0.981743 o. 981850 
2. 3 TO 2.4 183 173.23 0.986971 0.986797 
2.4 TO 2.5 125 133. 27 0.990543 0.990603 
2.5 TO 2 .6 101 97.94 o.·993429 o. 993400 
2.6 TO 2. 7 70 71.65 0 .99 5429 0.995446 
2.1 TO 2.8 54 52. 43 o. 996971 o.996943 
2.8 TO 2.9 35 35.24 o. 99 7971 O. 99H49 
2. 9 TO 3. 0 22 23.00 0.998600 0.998606 
3.0 TO 3.1 15 14.09 o. 999029 0.999008 
3.1 TO 3.2 9 8.62 0.999286 0.999255 
3. 2 TO 3. 3 4 6.00 0.999400 0.999426 
3.3 TO 3.4 7 5. 35 o. 999600 0.999579 
3.4 TO 3.5 5 4.08 0.999743 0.999695 
3.5 TO 3. 6 0 2. 00 0.999743 0.999752 
3.6 TO 3. 1 2 o.1a 0.999800 o. 999775 
3.7 TO 3.8 1 1 .2,4 0.999829 0.999810 
3.8 TO 3.9 1 2. i4 o. 999857 0~999874 
3 .9 TO 4.0 5 2.58 1. 000060 o. 999948 
4.0 TO 4.1 0 1. 51 1.000000 0.999991 
4.1 TO 4.2 0 0.33 1. 000000 1.000000 
4.2 TO 4.3 0 0 .o 1.000000 1.000000 
4. 3 TO 4.4 0 o.o 1.000000 1.000000 
4.4 TO 4. 5 0 o. o 1. 000000 1.000000 
4.5 TO 4.6 0 0 .o 1.000000 1.000000 
4.6 TO 4. 7 0 o. 0 1.000000 1.000000 
4.7 TO 4 .8 0 o.o 1.000000 1.000000 
4.8 TO 4.9 0 o.o 1.000000 1.000000 




MEANS, VARIANCES, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAXIMUM GAP 
Sample Size Mean Variance Standard Deviation 
* 2 1.128 0.7262 0.8522 
3 1.239 0.4648 0.6817 
4 1.218 0.3344 0.5783 
5 1.174 0.2688 0.5185 
6 1.130 0.2268 0.4762 
7 1.087 0.2038 0.4514 
8 1.025 0.1945 0.4410 
9 0,995 0.1810 0,4254 
10 0.969 0.1709 0,4134 
11 0.945 0.1631 0.4039 
12 0.925 0.1570 0.3962 
13 0.906 0.1520 0.3898 
14 0.890 0,1479 0.3845 
15 0.875 0.1444 0.3800 
16 0.861 0~··1414 0.3761 
17 0.849 0.138.9 '0.3727 
18 0.838 0.1367 0,3697 
19 0.827 0,1347 0.3670 
20 0.818 0.1328 0.3645 
* Taken from Standard Tables 
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TABLE XXV 
PROBABILITY INTEGRAL OF THE MAXIMUM GAP 
GAP SAMPLE SIZE 
SIZE 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
o.o J.0000 O,OUOJ i.l .Ou JO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 
0.1 0.0055 0, OOud 0,0003 0.0002 J.00:>1 O.OOOJ !) ,JJOO O,JJ!)J O,OJOO 
0.2 0. 0 21 8 0.0059 (),0023 0,0008 o. 0002 0, 0008 o. 0006 o.ooos 0 .OOOlt 
o. 3 0.0483 0.0193 J.0107 0 .J:)59 0.0042 l).0075 0,0066 0.0062 0.0059 
0.4 0.0841. o. 0435 0.0298 o. 0216 o. 01 91t 0,0297 0,0294 0,030!) 0,0312 
0,5 J,1279 0.0798 J.0629 0,0538 o. 053 7 0,0762 0,0795 0.0844 0.0905 
0.6 0.1 783 o. l 280 0.1111 0,1056 0,1113 0.1484 J, 1586 0, l 708 o. 1843 
0.1 0,2338 0.1867 v. 1 742 o. 1 76 5 0,1903 0,2409 0,2594 0,2793 0,2999 
0.0 0,2927 0,2534 0, 2490 0,2622 0,2847 0.3442 0.3699 0,3958 o. 42 09 
0.9 0, 3 53 5 o. 32 53 0,3308 0,3551 0.3856 0,4489 J ,4 791 0,5079 0,5344 
1.0 0,4147 o. 3 994 0. 4149 0.4483 o. 4855 o. 54 76 o. 5 793 0,6081 0 ,&335 
1. 1 0,4 750 0.4729 J,4991 J,5377 0,5784 0,6356 0.6664 0,6930 o. 7157 
1,2 0, 5333 0,5436 0, 5775 0, 62 01 o. 6609 0.1110 0.7392 0.7626 J. 78 19 
l , 3 0 .5887 0.6096 0, 6499 0.6928 o. 7311 o. 773 7 0,7983 0,8181 o. '3340 
1,4 0,6406 0,669'} 0,7131 0,7543 0.79:)8 o.8246 0.8454 0.8616 0.8744 
1.5 0.6884 o. 7 239 o.7674 o. 8052 o. 83 8 7 0.8652 0,8823 0.8:J53 0.9055 
1 .s 0.7319 0,7713 0. 8136 0.8467 0.8760 o. 8971 0.9109 o. 9213 o. 92 93 
1. 7 o. 7711 o. 812 2 o. 8527 0.8811 0.9049 0 .92 20 0 ,9330 0 .9411 0, 94 73 
1.8 0,8060 O.d472 o. 8845 o. 9090 o. 927 2 0,9412 0,9498 0,9561 Q,9S09 
1.9 0.8367 0,8761:> 0,9099 0 .9311 0.9447 0,9559 o. 9626 o. %75 o. 9712 
2.0 o. 8635 o. 9011 o. 92 99 0.9477 0.9580 0 .9671 0,9723 0,9761 0 .9789 
2.1 0,8866 0.9213 0,9455 0,9603 o. 9682 o. 9756 o. 9796 0,9825 0,984S 
2,2 0.9064 o. 93 78 0,9577 J.9699 0.9758 0.9820 0, 9 85 l 0,9872 0,98139 
2,3 0.9233 0,9512 o. 9673 o. 9774 0.9818 0,9868 0 ,9891 0,9908 0,9920 
2 .4 0,9375 0,9620 0.9752 0.9833 0,9868 o. 9904 0, 9921 0.9934 0,9943 
2.5 0,9493 o. 9705 J.9814 0.9880 0.9906 0.9930 0 ,9943 0.9953 0,9959 
2,6 0,9592 o. 9773 o. 9861 o. 991 5 0.9934 0,9950 o. 9960 0,9966 J .9971 
2.1 0,9674 0.9827 0.9896 0,9940 0,9954 0.9964 o. 9971 o. 9976 o. 9980 
2. 8 O.C/740 o. 9868 0.9923 0.9957 0 .99!:>9 0.9974 0,9980 0,9983 0,9986 
2,9 0. 9795 0,9900 0.9943 o. 9969 o. 997 9 o. 9982 0,9986 0,9988 0,9990 
3.0 0.9839 0. 992 5 0.9958 0 .9977 0,9986 0.9987 0,9990 o. 9992 0,9993 
3. l 0,9874 o. 9944 o. 996 7 0,9993 0.9990 0, 99 91 0,9993 0 ,9=}95 0,9996 
3.2 0. 9902 0,9959 0,9974 0,9989 0.9993 o. 9994 0,9995 0,9996 0.9997 
3.3 o. 992 4 0,9970 o.9992 0,9993 0.9994 0.9996 0,9997 0,9998 0,9998 
3,4 0,9942 o. 9978 o. 9988 o. 9996 0,9996 0.9997 0.9998 0,9998 0,9999 
3.5 0.9956 0,9984 0,9992 0,9997 0.9997 o. 9998 0,9999 0.9999 0,9999 
3,6 o. 996 6 0,9988 0,9994 0.9998 0 .99:19 0,9999 0,99'}9 0,9999 0,9999 
3.7 0,9975 0.9992 o. 9996 o. 9998 0,9998 o. 9999 0,9999 1,0000 l ,0000 
3.8 0,9981 0,9994 0,9997 0.9999 0,9998 0.9999 l,OOOQ 1. 0000 
3.9 0,9986 0, CJ996 0,9998 0,9999 J.9999 1.0000 1.0000 
4.0 0.9990 0.9997 0.9998 o,9g99 0,9999 1. 0000 
4.1 v.9992 0,9998 O .9999 J.9999 1. 0000 
4. 2 0.9994 O,CJ999 0.9CJ99 1, 0000 
4.3 0 ,9996 0.9999 1,0000 
4.4 0,9997 0.9CJ99 
4.5 o. 9998 1. 0000 
4.6 0.9998 
4.7 0.9999 
4. 8 0.9999 
4.9 0,9999 
5 .o 1.0000 
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TABLE XXV (Continued) 
GAP SAMPLE SIZE 
SIZE 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
o. 0 0.0000 0.0000 O.J.>JJ J.JJOO J.0000 o.JJJJ J .JJ)J 0. O:JOO 0.0000 
0 .1 0.0000 0, 0000 I 0.0000 o. 0000 0.0000 O.OOOJ O.JJOO o.JJJJ J.OJJO 
0.2 0,0003 0 .ooo 3 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 o. 000?. 0.0002 o. 0002 o. 0002 
o. 3 0.0059 o. 0060 0.00!>2 0.0065 J.JJ58 O.JJ73 J.0078 0.0084 0.0091 
0.4 0.0330 0.0352 0.0378 o. 0408 o. '044 l O. O!o-U, o.J514 0.05H 0.0596 
0.5 0.0975 0.1053 J.1137 J.1225 J.1316 0.1409 0.1502 o. 1596 0.1688 
0.6 o. 1986 o. 2134 J.22133 J.2432 J.2577 J.2719 J.2855 0,2985 J.3109 
0.1 0.3205 0.3405 o. 3598 0.3781 0.3953 o. 4113 0.4262 0.4401 0,4529 
o. El 0.4447 0.4669 J,4-H"+ J.5J6l J.5230 o.5385 0.5524 0.5651 o.5767 
0.9 o.5585 o. 5801 o. 5993 0.6163 0.6314 0.6449 0.5559 J .5H7 0 .6774 
l • :> :> .!>556 0 .6 7.49 J.6916 0.7061 0.7188 o. 7300 o. 7398 o. 7487 o. 7566 
1.J 0.7349 o. 7512 J.7651 o. 777J :>.7873 0,7963 ::> .8J42 0.8113 0.0115 
1. 7. 0.7979 o. 8112 o. 8223 o. 831 9 o. 8401 o. 84 72 J.8535 0.951:> J. 86 39 
1.3 0.84!:,9 0.8575 0.8664 0,87H :>.8804 o. 8860 0.8909 o. 8952 o. 8990 
1. 4 0.8847 O.ACJ3l o. 9001 0.90!:,J ::>.911) 0.9153 J.919:? 0.9225 0. 92 55 
1.5 0.9136 o. 9202 o. 9256 o. 9302 o. 9341 o. 93 75 o. 9404 o.9430 o.i!'t-54 
1. 6 0.9356 o. 9407 J.9H9 J .9484 J.9515 0.9541 0,9564 0.9584 0,960? 
1. 7 o. 9522 o. 9562 0.9594 o. 9621 :>.9545 0.9665 0 .9!>82 J .9!:>B J .=n12 
1. 8 0.%47 0 .96 78 0.9702 0,9723 o. 9741 o. 9757 o. 9770 0.9782 0.9792 
!.9 0.9741 0.9764 0.9793 J.97H J.9813 0.9825 0.91335 0.9844 0.9852 
2.0 o. 981 l o. 9829 o. 9843 o. 9855 o. 9866 0.9874 0.9882 0.9:199 :).9895 
2 .1 :J.98!:, 3 0.9876 0.9887 o. 9896 0.9904 o. 991 l 0.9916 0.9921 o. 9926 
2.2 o. 9901 0.9911 0.9920 J.9925 :),9932 0.9937 J.9941 0.99't5 0.9948 
2,3 0.9929 0.9937 0.9943 o. 9948 o. 9952 o. 99'56 0.9959 O.B!:>2 J.9H4 
2.4 0.9950 0,9955 0. 996 0 J .9964 J.9967 0.9969 0.9972 o. 9973 o. 9975 
2. 5 o. 9965 o. 9969 0.9972 o.9975 J.9977 J.9979 J.9980 o.9982 0.9983 
2.6 0.9975 0.9978 0.9981 o.9983 0.9984 o. 9985 0.9987 0.9988 0.9999 
2. 7 0,9983 0.99'35 0.9937 J.9988 J.9989 0.9990 0.9991 0.9992 0.9992 
z. 8 o. 9988 o. 999J o. 9991 0,9992 J.9993 0.9993 0 .9994 J .9H4 J.9995 
2.9 J.9992 0 .999 3 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 o. 9996 0,9996 o. 999!:, 0,9997 
3. 0 0.9994 0,9995 J.9H!i J.'1996 J.9997 0.9997 ::> .9997 0.9998 0.9998 
3.1 o.9gg6 0.9997 o.c;,997 o. 9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 J.999'.3 0.9999 
3 .2 0.9998 O.Q998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 o. 9999 0,9999 o. 9999 o. 9999 
3.3 0.9998 0,9999 0.9999 0.9999 J .l9::J99 o.9999 J.9999 0.9999 0.9999 
3.4 0.9999 0.9999 0,9999 0.9999 0~9999 o .• 9999 1.0000 l .OOJ:> 1 .OJOO 
3.5 0.9999 0.9999 J.99H 1.JJJJ l.OJOO 1 •. 0000 1.000.0 1.0000 
3. 6 1.0000 1. 0000 l. 0000 1.0000 l.DJJJ l .'JJJJ 1.J:>00 
3.7 1.0000 1.0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1.0000 l. 0000 
3.8 1.0000 l. 0000 l .OOJJ t .:>JOO 1.0000 
3.q t. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1. 0000 
4.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
4.l 1.0000 1.0000 
4.2 1.0000 
TABLE XXVI 
APPROXIMATE CRITICAL VALUES OF THE STUDENTIZED MAXIMUM GAP 
SAMPLE SIZE 2 SAMPLE SIZE 3 SAMPLE SIZE 4 
df .1 .OS .025 .01 .005 .1 .OS .025 .01 .005 .1 .OS .025 .01 .005 
1 8.93 17.97 36.0 90.0 9.8 20.0 39.1 82 9.7 19.5 38.8 78 
2 4.12 6.08 8.78 14.0 19.9 4.2 6.2 8.8 14.1 20 4.1 5.9 8.4 13.4 19 
3 3.33 4.50 5.91 8.26 10.54 3.30 4.39 5.70 7.92 10.07 3.14 4.14 5.38 7.36 8.95 
4 3.02 3.93 4.94 6.51 7.92 2.95 3.76 4.67 6.09 7.37 2.78 3.52 4.35 5.66 6.85 
5 2.85 3.64 4.47 5.70 6.75 2.76 3.44 4.17 5.26 6.19 2.59 3.20 3.87 4.86 s. 71 
6 2.75 3.46 4.20 5.24 6.11 2.64 3.25 3.88 4.79 5.54 2.47 3.01 3.59 4.41 5.09 
7 2.68 3.34 4.02 4.95 5.70 2.57 3.12 ,, 3.69 4.49 5.14 2.39 2.89 3.40 4.12 4. 71 
8 2.63 3.26 3.89 4.75 5.42 2.51 3.03 3.56 4.28 4.86 2.34 2.80 3.28 3.93 4.45 
9 2.59 3.20 3.8Q. 4.60 5.22 2.47 2.96 3.46 4.13 4.66 2.30 2.74 3.18 3.78 4.26" 
10 2.56 3.15 3.73 4.48 5.06 2.43 2.91 3.39 4.02 4.51 2.26 2 .69 ·- 3.11 3.68 4.12 
11 2.54 3.11 3.67 .4.39 4.95 2.41 2.87 3.33 3.93 4.39 2.24 2.65 3.05 3.59 4.01 
12 2.52 3.08 3.62 4.32 4.85 2.39 2.84 3.28 3.86 4.30 2.21 2.61 3.00 3.52 3.92 
13 2.50 3.06 3-.58 ~4.26 4. 77 2.37 2.81 3.24 3.80 4.22 2.20 2.58 2.97 3.45 3 .• 85 
14 2.49 3.03 3.55 4.21 4.70 2.35 2.79 3.20 3.75 4.16 2.18 2.56 2.93 3.42 3.79 
15 2.48 3.01 3.52 4.17 4.65 2.34 2. 77 3.18 3.70 4.10 2.17 2.54 2.90 3.38 3.74 
16 2.47 3.00 3.50 4.13 4.60 2.33 2.75 3.15 3.67 4.06 2.16 2.53 2.88 3.35 3.69 
18 2.45 2.97 3.46 4.07 4.52 2.31 2. 72 3.11 3.61 3.98 2.14 2.50 2.84 3.29 3.62 
20 2.44 2.95 3 ... 43 4.02 4.46 2.29 2.70 3.08 3.57 3.92 2.12 2.48 2.81 3.25 3.57 
25 2.42 2.91 3.37 3.94 4.35 2.27 2.66 3.02 3.48 3.82 2.10 2.44 2.76 3.17 3.47 
30 2.40 2.89 3.34 3.89 4.29 2.25 2.63 2.99 3.43 3.76 2.08 2.41 2.73 3.12 3.41 
40 2.38 2.86 3.29 3.82 4.20 2.23 2.60 2.94 3.37 3.68 2.06 2.38 2.68 3.06 3.34 
50 2.37 2.84 3.27 3.79 4.15 2.22 2.58 2.92 3.33 3.63 2.05 2.36 2.66 3.03 3.30 
100 2.35 2.80 3.22 3. 71 4.06 2.19 2.54 2.87 3.26 3.54 2.02 2.33 2.61 2.96 3.21 




TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SAMPLE SIZE 5 SAMPLE SIZE 6 SAMPLE SIZE 7 
df .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 
1 9.3 18.8 37.3 73 9.0 18.1 36.2 69 8.6 17.4 34.6 66 
2 3.9 5.6 8.0 12.8 18 3.7 5.4 7.7 12.2 17 3.6 5.2 7.4 11. 7 17 
3 2.97 3.92 5.08 7.03 8.93 2.84 3.73 4.83 6.68 8.52 2.72 3.58 4.63 6.41 8.18 
4 2.63 3.32 4.10 5.34 6.44 2.50 3.15 3.89 5.06 6.12 2.39 3.02 3.74 4.85 5.86 
5 2.44 3.01 3.64 4.57 5.37 2.32 2.86 3.45 4.33 5.09 2.23 2.74 3.31 4.15 4.88 
6 2.33 2.83 3.37 4.14 4.78 2.21 2.69 3.19 3.92 4.52 2.12 2.58 3.06 3.76 4.35 
7 2.25 2. 71 3.19 3.87 4.42 2.14 2.57 3.02 3.66 4.17 2.05 2.47 2.90 3.52 4.01 
8 2.20 2.63 3.07 3.68 4.17 2.09 2.49 2.91 3.48 3.94 2.00 2.39 2.79 3.35 3.79 
9 2.16 2.57 2.98 3.55 4.00 2.05 2.43 2.82 3.35 3. 77 1.96 2.33 2. 71 3.22 3.63 
10 2.12 2.52 2.9L 3.45 3.86 2.02 2.38 2.75 3.25 3.64 1.93 2.28 2.64 3.13 3.51 
11 2.10 2.48 2.86 3.36 3.76 1.99 2.35 2.70 3.17 3.54 1.91 2.25 2.59 3.06 3.42 
12 2.08 2.45 2.81 3.30 3.67 1.97 2.32 2.66 3.11 3.47 1.89 2.22 2.56 3.00 3.43 
13 2.06 2.42 2. 77 3.25 3.61 1.96 2.29 2.62 3.06 3.40 1.87 2.19 2.52 2.95 3.28 
14 2.04 2.39 2.74 :J.20 3.56 1.94 2.27 2.59 3.02 3.35 1.86 2.17 2.49 2.91 3.23 
15 2.03 2.38 2. 72 3.16 3.51 1.93 2.25 2.57 2.98 3.30 1.84 2.16 2.47 2.88 3.18 
16 2.02 2.36 2.69 3.13 3.47 1.92 2.24 2.55 2.96 3.26 1.83 2.14 2.45 2.85 3.15 
18 2.00 2.33 2.66 3.08 3.40 1.90 2.21 2.51 2.90 3.19 1.81 2.12 2.42 2.80 3.09 
20 1.99 2.31 2.63 3.04 3.35 1.89 2.19 2.49 2.87 3.15 1.80 2.10 2.39 2. 77 3.04 
25 1.96 2.27 2. 5.8 2.97 3.26 1.86 2.15 2.44 2.80 3.06 1. 78 2.07 2.35 2.70 2.97 
30 1.95 2.25 2.55 2.93 3.20 1.85 2.13 2.40 2.76 3.01 1. 76 2.04 2.32 2.66 2.91 
40 1.92 2.22 2.51 2.87 3.14 1.83 2.10 2.37 2.70 2.95 1. 74 2.02 2.28 2.62 2.85 
50 1.91 2.20 2. 49 , 2. 84 3.10 1.81 2.08 2.35 2.67 2.91 1. 73 2.00 2.26 2.59 2.82 
100 1.88 2.17 2.44 2.78 3.02 1. 79 2.05 2.30 2.61 2.83 1. 70 1.97 2.22 2.54 2.74 




TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SAMPLE SIZE 8 SAMPLE SIZE 9 SAMPLE SIZE 10 
df .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 
1 8.1 16.5 32.5 61 7.9 16.0 31.6 59 7.7 15.6 30.7 57 
2 3.4 4.9 7.0 11.1 16 3.3 4.8 6.8 10.8 15 3.2 4.6 6.6 10.5 15 
3 2.58 3.40 4.40 6.11 7.79 2.50 3.30 4.27 5.92 7.56 2.43 3.21 4.15 s. 77 7.36 
4 2.28 2.88 3.56 4.63 5.60 2.20 2.79 3.46 4.50 5.44 2.14 2. 71 3.36 4.38 5.30 
5 2.12 2.61 3.16 3.97 4.67 2.05 2.53 3.06 3.86 4.54 1.99 2.47 2.98 3.76 4.42 
6 2.02 2.46 2.93 3.60 4.17 1.95 2.38 2.84 3.50 4.05 1.90 2.32 2.76 3.41 3.95 
7 1.95 2.35 2.78 3.37 3.86 1.89 2.28 2.69 3.27 3.75 1.84 2.22 2.62 3.19 3.66 
8 1.90 2.28 2.67 3.21 3.65 1.84 2.21 2.59 3.12 3.54 1. 79 2.15 2.52 3.04 3.46 
9 1.87 2.23 2.59 3.09 3.49 1.81 2.16 2.51 3.01 3.39 1. 76 2.10 2.45 2.93 3.32 
10 1.84 2.18 2.53,, 3.01 3.38 1. 78 2.12 2.46 2.92 3.29 1. 73 2.06 2.39 2 .• 85 3.21 
11 1.82 2.15 2.49 '2.94 3.29 1. 76 2.08 2.41 2.86 3.20 1. 71 2.03 2.35 2.79 3.96 
12 1.80 2.12 2.45 2.88 3.22 1. 74 2.06 2.38 2.80 3.13 1.69 2.00 2.32 2.74 3.06 
13 1. 78 2.10 2.42 2.84 3.16 1. 73 2.04 2.35 2.76 3.08 1.68 1.98 2.29 2.69 3.01 
14 1. 77 2.08 2.-39 ?-80 3.11 1.71 2.02 2.32 2.72 3.03 1.67 1.97 2.26 2.66 2.96 
15 1. 76 2.07 2.37 2. 77 3.08 1. 70 2.00 2.30 2.69 2.99 1.66 1.95 2.24 2.63 2.93 
16 1. 75 2.05 2.35 2.74 3.04 1.69 1.99 2.28 2.67 2.96 1.65 1.94 2.22 2.60 2.89 
18 1. 73 2.03 2.32 2.70 2.98 1.68 1.97 2.25 2.62 2.90 1.63 1.91 2.19 2.56 2.84 
20 1. 72 2.01 2.29 2.66 2.94 1.67 1.95 2,23 2.59 2.87 1.62 1.90 2.17 2.53 2.80 
25 1. 70 1.98 2.25 2.60 2.87 1.64 1.92 2.19 2.53 2.79 1.60 1.87 2.13 2.48 2.73 
30 1.68 1.96 2.22 2.57 2.82 1.63 1.90 2.16 2.50 2.75 1.58 1.85 2.11 2.44 2.69 
40 1.66 1.93 2.19 2.52 2.76 1.61 1.87 2.13 2.45 2.69 1.57 1.83 2.08 2.40 2.63 
50 1.65 1.92 2.17' 2.49 2.73 1.60 1.86 2.11 2.43 2.66 1.56 1.81 2.06 2.37 2.60 
100 1.63 1.89 2.13. 2.44 2.66 1.58 1.83 2.07 2.38 2.59 1.54 1. 78 2.02 2.32 3.01 




TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SAMPLE SIZE 11 SAMPLE SIZE 12 SAMPLE SIZE 13 
df .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 
1 7.1 14.3 28.2 53 6.9 14.1 27.8 52 6.8 13.9 27.3 51 
2 2.9 4.2 6.1 9.6 14 2.9 4.2 6.0 9.5 13 2.9 4.1 5.9 9.3 13 
3 2.24 2.95 3.83 5.32 6.80 2.22 2.92 3.78 5.23 6.64 2.17 2.87 3. 72 5.17 6.60 
4 1.97 2.50 3.11 4.05 4.90 1.95 2.47 3.07 3.99 4.84 1.91 2.43 3.02 3.94 4. 77 
5 1.83 2.28 2.76 3.48 4.10 1.80 2.24 2. 72 3.43 4.05 1. 78 2.21 2.68 3.39 3.99 
6 1. 75 2.14 2.56 3.17 3.67 1. 72 2.11 2.52 3.12 3.62 1. 70 2.08 2.49 3.08 3.58 
7 1.69 2.05 2.43 2.97 3.40 1.66 2.02 2.40 2.93 3.36 1.64 1.99 2.37 2.89 3.32 
8 1.65 1.99 2.34 2.83 3.22 1. 62 1.96 2.31 2.79 3.18 1.60 1.93 2.28 2.76 3.15 
9 1.62 1.94 2.28 2.73 3.10 1.59 1.91 2.24 2.70 3.06 1.57 1.89 2.22 2.67 3.02 
10 1.59 1.91 2.22 2.66 3.00 1.57 1.88 2.19 2.62 2.96 1.55 1.85 2.17 2.59 2.93 
11 1.57 1.88 2.19 2.60 2.92 1.55 1.85 2.16 2.57 2.89 1.53 1.83 2.13 2.54 2.86 
12 1.56 1.85 2.15 2.55 2.86 1.53 1.83 2.12 2.52 2.83 1.51 1.80 2.10 2.49 2.80 
13 1.55 1.84 2.13 2.52 2.82 1.52 1.81 2.10 2.48 2.78 1.50 1. 79 2.07 2.46 2.75 
14 1.53 1. 82 2.10 2.48 2. 77 1.51 1. 79 2.08 2.45 2.74 1.49 1. 77 2.05 2.43 2. 71 
15 1.52 1.81 2.09 2.46 2.74 1.50 1. 78 2.06 2.43 2. 71 1.48 1. 76 2.03 2.40 2.68 
16 1.52 1. 79 2.07 2.43 2. 71 1.49 1. 77 2.04 2.40 2.68 1.47 1. 75 2.02 2.38 2.65 
18 1.50 1. 77 2.04 2.40 2.66 1.48 1. 75 2.02 2.37 2.63 1.46 1. 73 1.99 2.34 2.60 
20 1.49 1. 76 2.02 2.37 2.63 1.47 1. 73 2.00 2.34 2.60 1.45 1. 71 1.97 2.31 2.57 
25 1.47 1. 73 l.~.9 2.32 2.56 1.45 1. 71 1.96 2.29 2.53 1.43 1.69 1.94 2.26 2.51 
30 1. 46 1. 71 1.96 2.29 2.52 1.44 1.69 1.94 2.26 2.49 1.42 1.67 1.92 2.23 2.47 
40 1.45 1.69 1.94 2.25 2.47 1.42 1.67 1.91 2.22 2.45 1.40 1.65 1.89 2.19 2.42 
50 1.44 1.68 1.92 .. 2.22 2.45 1.41 1.66 1.89 2.20 2.42 1.40 1.64 1.87 2.17 2.39 
100 1.42 1.66 1.89 2.18 2.39 1.40 1.63 1.86 2.15 2.36 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.13 2.34 




TABLE XX.VI (Continued) 
SAMPLE SIZE 14 SAMPLE SIZE 15 SAMPLE SIZE 16 
df .1 .05 ,025 ,01 .005 .1 .05 .025 ,01 .005 ,1 ,05 .025 .01 ,005 
1 7.1 14,3 28.2 53 6.9 14,1 27.8 52 6.8 13 .9 27,3 51 
2 2.9 4.2 6.1 9.6 14 2.9 4,2 6.0 9,5 13 2,9 4.1 5,9 9.3 13 
3 2.24 2.95 3.83 5.32 6.80 2.22 2.92 3.78 5.23 6.64 2.17 2.87 3. 72 5.17 6.60 
4 1.97 2.50 3.11 4.05 4.90 1.95 2.47 3.07 3.99 4,84 1.91 2.43 3,02 3,94 4, 77 
5 1.83 2.28 2.76 3.48 4.10 1.80 2.24 2. 72 3,43 4.05 1. 78 2.21 2.68 3.39 3.99 
6 1. 75 2.14 2,56 3.17 3.67 1. 72 2,11 2.52 3,12 3,62 1. 70 2,08 2,49 3,08 3,58 
7 1.69 2.05 2.43 2.97 3.40 1.66 2.02 2.40 2.93 · 3,36 1.64 1.99 2.37 2.89 3.32 
8 1.65 1.99 2,34 2,83 3.22 1.62 1.96 2,31 2,79 3,18 1.60 1.93 2,28 2,76 3,15 
9 1.62 1.94 2.28 2.73 3.10 1.59 1.91 2.24 2.70 3.06 1.57 1.89 2.22 2.67 3.02 
10 1.59 1.91 2.22 2.66 3.00 1.57 1.88 2.19 2.62 2.96 1.55 1.85 2,17 2.59 2.93 
11 1.57 1.88 2 .19 •' 2.. 60 2.92 1.55 1.85 2.16 2.57 2,89 1.53 1.83 2.13 2.54 2.86 
12 1.56 1.85 2.15 2.55 2.86 1.53 1.83 2,12 2,52 2,83 1.51 1.80 2,10 2,49 2,80 
13 1.55 1.84 2, 13 2,52 2,82 1.52 1.81 2,10 2.48 2.78 1.50 1. 79 2.07 2.46 2.75 
14 1.53 1.82 2,10 2,48 2, 77 1,51 1. 79 2,08 2,45 2,74 1.49 1. 77 2.05 2.43 2. 71 
15 1.52 1.81 2,09 2.46 2.74 1.50 1. 78 2,06 2,43 2, 71 1.48 1. 76 2,03 2,40 2.68 
16 1.52 1. 79 2,07 2,43 2. 71 1.49 1. 77 2,04 2,40 2,68 1.47 1. 75 2,02 2,38 2,65 
18 1.50 1. 77 2.04 2,40 2.66 1.48 1,75 2.02 2,37 2,63 1.46 1, 73 1,99 2,34 2,60 
20 1.49 1. 76 2,02. 2.37 2.63 1.47 1. 73 2.00 2,34 2.60 1.45 1.71 1.97 2.31 2.57 
25 1.47 1. 73 1.99 2.32 2.56 1.45 1. 71 1.96 2,29 2.53 1.43 1.69 1.94 2,26 2.51 
30 1.46 1. 71 1.96 2.29 2.52 1.44 1.69 1.94 2.26 2.49 1.42 1.67 1.92 2.23 2.47 
40 1.45 1.69 1.94 2.25 2.47 1.42 1.67 1.91 2.22 2.45 1.40 1.65 1.89 2.19 2.42 
50 1.44 1.68 1. 92 ~ 2. 22 2.45 1.41 1.66 1.89 2.20 2.42 1.40 1.64 1.87 2.17 2.39 
100 1.42 1.66 1.89 2.18 2.39 1.40 1.63 1.86 2.15 2,36 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.13 2.34 




TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SAMPI,.E SIZE 17 SAMPLE SIZE 18 SAMPLE SIZE 19 
df .1 .os .025 .01 ,005 .1 .os .025 .01 .oos .1 ,05 - .025 .01 ,005 
1 6.7 13, 7 26,9 51 6,7 13.7 26.5 50 6,6 13,3 26,1 49 
2 2,8 4.0 5,8 9.2 13 2,8 4,0 5,7 9.1 13 2,8 4.0 5,7 9,0 13 
3 2,14 2,83 3.67 5,11 6,52 2,11 2,79 3,63 5,05 6,44 2,09 2,76 3,59 4.99 6,37 
4 1.87 2,40 2.98 3.89 4. 71 1.86 2.37 2, 95 -3 .as 4.66 1.84 2,34 2.91 3.81 4,61 
5 1. 75 2.18 2.65 3,35 3.95 1. 73 2,16 2.62 3.31 3.91 1. 71 2,13 2,59 3.28 3,87 
6 1,67 2,05 2,46 3,05- 3,54 1,65 2,03 2,43 3,02 3,50 1,64 2,01 2,41 2,99 3,47 
7 1.62 1.97 2.34 2.86 3.28 1.60 1.95 2.31 2,83 3.25 1.58 1.93 2.29 2.80 3.22 
8 1.58 1.91 2,25 2,73 3.11 1.56 1.89 2,23 2,70 3,08 1,54 1.87 2.21 2.68 3.05 
9 1.55 1.87 2.19 2.64 2,99 1..53 1.85 2,17 2.61 2.96 1.52 1.83 2.15 2.59 2.93 
10 1.53 1.83 2.14 2.57 2.90 1.51 1.81 2,12 2.54 2,87 1,49 1. 79 2,10 2,52 2.84 
11 1.51 1.81 2.11 "'2~51 2.83 1.49 1. 79 2.08 2.49 2.80 1.48 1, 77 2.,06 2.46 2. 77 
12 1.49 1. 78 2.08 2.47 2. 77 1.48 1. 76 2.05 2.44 2,74 1.46 1. 75 2.03 2.42 2.72 
13 1.48 1. 77 2.05 2~43 2. 72 1.46 1. 75 2,03 2.41 2.70 1.45 i. 73 2.01 2.39 2.67 
14 1.47 1. 75 2 .03 - 2. 40 2.68 1.45 1. 73 2.01 2.38 2,66 1.44 1. 71 2.00 2.36 2.64 
15 1.46 1. 74 2.01 2:37 2,65 1.45 1. 72 1.99 2.35 2.63 1.43 1.70 1.97 2.33 2.60 
16 1.45 1. 73 2.00 2.35 2.62 1.44 1. 71 1.98 2.33 2.60 1.42 1.69 1.96 2.31 2.58 
18 1.44 1.71 1.97 2.32 2.58 1.42 1,69 1,95 2.29 2.55 1.41 1.67 1.93 2.27 2,53 
20 1.43 1.69 1.95 2,29 2.54 1.41 1.68 1.93 2.27 2.52 1.40 1.66 1.91 2.25 2.50 
25 1.41 1.67 1.92 2.24 2.48 1.40 1.65 1. 90 _ 2 .22 2.46 1.38 1.63 1.88 2.20 2.44 
30 1.40 1.65 1.89 2.21 2.44 1.39 1,63 1.88 2,19 2.42 1.37 1.62 1,86 2,17 2.40 
40 1.39 1.63 1.87 2.17 2,40 1,37 1.61 1.85 2,15 2.37 1.36 1.60 1.83 2.13 2,36 
50 1.38 1.62 1. 85 ~ 2.15 2.37 1.36 1.60 1.83 2,13 2,35 1.35 1.59 1,82 2,11 2.33 
100 1.36 1.60 1.82 2.;11 2.31 1.35 1.58 1,80 2.09 2.29 1.33 1.56 1. 79 2.07 2.27 




TABLE XXVI (Continued) 
SAMPLE SIZE 20 
df .1 .05 .025 .01 .005 
1 6.5 13.2 25.6 49 
2 2.8 3,9 5.6 8.9 13 
3 2,06 2. 72 3.54 5.02 6,54 
4 1.82 2.32 2.88 3.75 4.55 
5 1. 70 2,11 2,57 3,24 3,82 
6 1.62 1.99 2,39 2,96 3,.44 
7 1.57 1.91 2,27 2,78 3,19 
8 1.53 1.85 2,19 2.65 3.03 
9 1,50 1,81 2,13 2,56 2,91 
10 1.48 1. 78 2,08 2,50 2,82 
11 1.46 1. 75 2.05 2,44 2.75 
12 1.45 1. 73 2.02 2.40 2,70 
13 1.43 1. 71 1.99 2,37 2,65 
14 1.42 1. 70 1.97 2,34 2.62 
15 1.42 1.69 1.96 2,31 2.58 
16 1.41 1.68 1.94 2.29 2.56 
18 1.40 1.66 1.92 2.26 2.51 
20 1.39 1.64 1,90 2,23 2.48 
25 1.37 1.62 1.87 2.18 2.42 
30 1.36 1.60 1.84 2,15 2.38 
40 1.34 1.58 1.81 2,09 2.29 
50 1.33 1.57 1.80 2,10 2.31 
100 1.32 1.55 1. 77 2,05 2,26 
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